FARM. GARDEN AND HOUSEHOLD.

their

through all opposition. I'h contest
unequal as it was desperate. The most
fearful blows were given and returned, but the
four men standing side by side managed to stand
upon their feet. slowly advancing ns they fought,
until bleeding, bruised, and stunned, they sprang
wav

was as

Km- this department brief suggestions, facts
and experiences are solicited from housekeepers. farmers and gardeners. Address Agri< nltm-aleditor. Journal
(Mice, Belfast Maine.]

House Cleaning.

from the rebel crowd and

■ ached an
open space
of ground between their comrades and the rebel.

\s the time is

approaching for the genspring cleaning, a few suggestions
may ho acceptable, especially to those
" ho have not had the benefit of
long exThere is no hurry about beperience.
VOLUME 54.
ginning. it is far better to wait till the
weather is warm and the chilly winds
have disappeared.
More women are
There arc few plants
Honeysitki.k.
made sick by house cleaning than by any
in the garden that demand less care than
other wot k that they are obliged to do.
that favorite climber, the honeysuckle,
They expose themselves to cold, stand in hut there are none on which it can be
a draught of air when heated
by violent more advantageously bestow ed. It needs
e.xrn :-i'. and then comes on
pneumonia, roomy trellises and does best when the
-ales, and divers other complaints
sn
branches are prevented from twining
da- le.sult of house
cleaning. Now, if about each other. Whether allowed to
ne must need begin
operations before a remain 0:1 the trellises through the winter,
warm weather,just commence with the
or laid under cover, the best time to trim
bureau drawers: arrange them at leisure,
them, according to the experience of some
•: dusting and
wiping them dry: then gardeners, is in the spring after the sap
i : i.kie a few drops of spirits of turpen- has
begun to flow. The dead wood should
"e
over the bottom ot each drawer to
then be cut nearly to the living part, but
1
moths
and
the.,
a
then
out;
l1
spread
it is first not to cut so close as to cause
eral

At that moment the battled enemy poured a
upon the ex-aping soldiers. .Mor-

deadly volley
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"Good for nothing,’' the farmer said.
As he made a sweep at the burdock's head;
lint then, lie thought it was best, no doubt,
To come some day and root it out.
So lie lowered his'scythe, and went his way.
To see his corn, to gather his hay;
And the weed grew safe and strong and tall.
e!os,- i>y the side of the garden wall.
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for

ready

over

the bottom, and it

Then, cupboards and
cleaned and re-arranged

use.

cam hi
’.it* smnmor. and it is a great assist
::ito have tlietn set To lights ill advanct
A free sprinkling of spit its of
sheh es, w ill
eeei a. insects from
annoying ot injuring
1
u'ent'. and a
is most
desirable to
t tin.mein
.iking tefugo in the

sets

c

■e:

"Good for a bona ," cried the little toad.
Is he hopped up out of the dusty road,
lb' had just been having a dreadful fright.
I he boy who gave it was yet in sight.
Here it was cool and dark and green.
The safest kind of a leafy screen.
The toad was happy; "For." said he,
■■The burdock w as plainly meant for me."

the branch to bleed.
It would seem that
for most artistic trimming the late (all
would he a better time, but there appears
to he little scientific infonuation in regard
to the subject.
If any of our rentiers can
furnish any facts or hints concerning the
honey suckle they would lie very w demur.

■

Brighton Cattle

-Good for a prop." the spider thought,
Vnd to and fro w ith care he wrought.
Till he fastened it well to an evergreen.
And spun his cables tine between.
T was a beautiful bridge,—a triumph of skill:
The flies fame 'round, as idlers will;
Tie spider lurked in bis corner dim.
The more that came, the better for him.
••Good for play." ~ui«l a child, perplext
To know what froli* was coming next.
So she gatlien d the burrs that all despised.
And her city playmate was quite surprised
To sec what a beautiful basket or chair
< otiiil be made, with a little time and care.
They ranged their treasures about with pride.
Vnd played all • lay by the burdock's side.

Market.
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much beta r to eh an mu aparta:
at
time, iath< r than have the
"ttse s'o red up in confusion all at
1 * n 'a case .• casualties. <>! unM;pal \. there is a chance to
'■
i: ; utab e.
Their is mulling more
than to l ave a house all iu
o411
ii-:.
t
u.
carpets up. and curtains
1
-I e cry tin: 4 in (iisoidei, and
lo 1 need ot it.
Housekeepers call
differ* ntly it' they clmi >e. It is
e "la* room •i.sat ranged
miigii to
1
time, but that is tar preferable to
it snni'd up front garret to cellar.
4>
gin into contact that were
>-ig!i!..iis before.
1
set expel illletitillg with \ ari'■sr;
alioiis lo keep lieds’ciuis free
1 have found nothing more ef11 ti;.m spins
1 tur] online: it
in
edstead or t’.eking
In a new house.
pel lee *. -; 1 f.
ti ■■!’ allow 1.4 all these disis i
*1 ;l
get a foothold, but if
ii lu ,.M*. there are plenty
en \ in
that have hat bored
ears, ai:d
t is only by a long
u: w.snaii against them that
ei 1:
!■
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Amount i*l sld( k at market : Cuttle, 117-'she* p
and lambs, rjnn; swine, J4,Ui'.7; veal-, 127; number
ot western rattle, 11-11 : northern and eastern rattle,
ri*M .si).u
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beef rattle P 100 it, live weight, extra
»'.21 ^ as ”>7
; lir-t, $7 00a7 -'*«»; serond,
.'?■
third, $.7 2.7<n‘ on. poore-t gradey.
'*1 eiill'.-i **\ell, i Mills, t t*
7.7<i."> i 2
Brighton Hi«lr-, '.; p- tt,; Brighton Talf-w,
n 7
P tt,; t. •Mintry I In as. <bt-J c P It-: * -Mintry T. t!
i,»w, 7, p tt>; t ali Skins, 12^12'.' P tl : -lie* p ami
I .a mb Skills. j?1 Oogi 7-7 earh.
Working < Ken—We quote -a.l* <M
1 pair girth 7 ft.. 4 inelie-. live weight :>.7ou Tt», *21.7;
1 pan girth 7 ft..
inriu -. live wag-lit .'-2no it*. $17<»;
1 pair girth »lt'r..7 inelie-. live weight 27oo tl>, Sl-’u;
W
Mile!, t ,,wquoh the 17»!lowihg-ale- «d 2
>pmmer- at S-17 earli; 2 d<» hn *-n, 4 do at .* 12 .7*1
ea-h. 1 extra hew mil'll row'at 817 .7n ; 1 Jersey. $.7:1.
Vea < alve- in fair demand at 4 a *'• e C ft>, live
Pri*v«

"t

quality, £7
2-7ah

'7

v,

Nothing is lost in this world of our-:
Honey comes from the idle flowers:
The weed w hich we pa's in utter scorn.
.May save a life by another morn.
Wonders await us at every turn.
We must be silent, and gladly learn.
No room for recklessness or abuse,
since own a burdock has its use.
[By V. S. 1;.. iii st, Nicholas for May.
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ml 1.; in7
Tli"M‘ from ill* we-t were .ill
b\ but*awr-, and
mvi
lamled at Brighton. 7
P it, !• I* sheep am Land--. 7*. a- .r P Hi. B\ *
w«iglit.
:.e p head,
-wim
nt -m
spring | igs
at
P H-, live weight.
We-tern fat h«-gail owned h_
but- her-, and rost. landi'd ;(t the
slaughter ln-m-t
from 1
to
4 »• P lb, live weight.
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dcjisingsof aii .nfe.-tcdebamtat piieat: 'ii. and
keeps them
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1 think if
a m
i
to ei nit lid with bed bugs
a
ckuarlies. he would have found
p-it icta-e sojely tried, to say the least.
; mat ..are w iii
eolliJUel* id! llitlieulno spa
of turpentine will give a
•ly if faithfully administered.
V-’la-n the mud’ is well dried up. and
<
aim. May ail* and
blight sun warms
•■.; tin ispht-1 e. you ean linish your house
> a 1
:ir,4 with ease. 1 .et y our whitewasht
dole- up, stovis cleaned, but not
ne\ ei* d*
that.
There are
>
t.:y "i damp, cold days all through the
: tbs. when tires are
indispen’m
..
and health, and it is
my aipa asaiit to ha\e the whole family
o ulal' tt a: ot : a *,,■
k: teller n okstoM- in
•'pier ■<, _■ : want!
It ;s a most preposterous iasbiou. this custom of taking dow n
tie* -loves as soon us warm weather con.es
on. • ltd common sense would dictate the
•iiy ot such a th ug if one would only
to think now many rainy,
damp day s
me during all the summer months.
A
n!e tire would change the atmosphere
a; d pie*, cut mildew gathering
: the walls and be conducive ol health
ml'-i 1 gmeiaay.
In house cleautieier layout mote work than
you
: aero'.iplisi, with ease before dinner—
i' i'
sig as a pei son ever ought to de'•
s'u li iuml work.
aifiS ly judieious•win4 tiiis rule. you can get through
mu h v.
:k as il you scrubbed
■*' '-ii*
day. and was sick the two fol
0
•-*. !• : it.
Another thing.
;•••• *•
01 .-la 1 p:
ei ei do tin* w hitewash:
1 i
i
arpi t>. or n paper the
s trot theii w.01 k, and it is far
r lot
111 to either hire it done, 1 ir
u himself than it is tojiay doc-tots' bills.
*'
take 11 account the suffering and
i'.uii thilt is almost suie to follow such
im*: lie a woiuan.
[ Farmer's Wife in
New Kngland Farmer.
m
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Highways.

make a few suggestions
1 eadeis ,n relation to tin*
.■
is o|
;
highways. 1 have not had
a
m:
the great cost and import.’
tin .* ib.jei t. as 1 should like to,
W ill
each man. remember that
y
I- 4hw.1v :s you is, and as you repair
t
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■l:o does
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k well lias no right to
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lepiain of a poor road. There is money
•114 h apprnpiiateil in this state to make
I n ai
ami we must Coiue to the
imi *n that u i.- not laiihtul:;. worked
aiskillfi ily laid mit
The former. 1
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:
ike my effort to throw a little light
■ ii the latter.
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“ROUGH ON RATS.”
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Men of Science have ii1. d
t
electricity and magneti-m are deveb »»«•,» in 11 >.• \ kten) fr<>m th>
iron in the Maul, Thi-account-ior
the debility, low -pirits, and lark of ei.ergv
pel
-on feel- when thi- vital element lire, nu
redm r.:l.
Tlie I’KKt \i\n svia r, a protoxide <*f iron, -up
plies the blood with its iron element, and is the mi 1a
form in whirl* ii i- p. --iblr for it to enter the fired
lation.
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the translation of the above.
Heaven help the men to-night I" says
Lady Hetty, smirking at her image in the
j mirror, bedight for the evening foray.
1 take up the words solemnly and sadly.
Heaven help the men and the nation,
when of such material, and of stuff even
more tliinsy. are to be made the wives of
the lising race -the mothers of the next!
Flic proposition that she who is best
able to live alone, to control herself and
mold circumstances to work together for
her good, is also other things being
equal best fitted lor happy, beneficent
i wifehood, appears simple enough to he
grasped by the average intellect. It is
my conviction, founded upon years of
eiitical observation, that she who thinks
of ho e as the business of girl-life, and of
marriage as its aim and end ; whose intercourse with the other sex is colored by
! those views and expectations: is the last
I
woman any rational man should wed.
join to this the belief that the prevalence
of this habit of thought and purpose debases the standard of both womanhood
and manhood in our country.
From
honest intolerance with it. are born the
eeet ntricities in the language and conduct
of many pure, noble women stigmatized
is
“strong-minded," for tl o lack of more
classification.
apt
i
“1 am aweer’ my dear boy." says Magwitch to Hip in “(treat Expectations,"
“that on that occasion 1 was tow."’
The coarse triumph of a vulgar nature
merited the epithet less decidedly than
does the attitude our girls and hoys, our
i young women, occupy with respect to one
We have not time now for the
another.
analytical consideration of the question
j as to the part the impulse of self-protection plays in inducing the “herding" treat
! cd of in a former paper. Every sports
man knows that over-much and untimely hunting makes game shy and wild.
••Who wants to make game of them !”
| iireaks in a fresh, young voice at my elbow.
■•Look now at me—personally and individually myself! I am not a husbandhunter, I do not care to get married for
ages ! Hut 1 do like to converse with
sensible men, and to have a good time
with the boys.
It may sound frivolous,
but 1 lelisli innocent frolic. Sleighing
and law n tennis and boating parties and
the like.
If I smile twice at the same
man he thinks 1 want to “catch him
The code of the parlor is no higher in this
respect than that of the kitchen. Bridget
does not -belave in followers w ithout they
mane business."

j

j

dcbilitjv

j

Accepting

tins very

the

personal myselt

as

mouthpiece of a class who have a
hearing, i say first: No amount
misconception of your motives alters

la-.-itude peculiar to the spring. It expels all | i ight to a
impuritie- from the blood, an*i effects the reiinva I of

tion which the <y-tem must undergo at thi- -c.asou
;.our loao-omi issuitaniv to be in a healthy condition.
To tin this you will sometimes
“'"Id by Jill druggists.
A -k for A Y Kirs s \ K>.\
1 «‘d to
iiut a drain some distance into PA KILL \, and do n-.t be per-uadid to take any
adjoining Ini. and it will need lots of other. Print*, £1 -i\ bottles for
vests to take ti.e water acr >ssthe road.
•Jesse .lame- evidently deserved hi- deatii, fop
1 re i' t n.o .- iv that in eases where there when -hot he had
his boots op. and was standing op
one of his wife's best chairs.
not a large flow yog had better
in
put
I at we call a “blind" drain, as
Only two Bottles.
being
hon j i. Hu 11 dlit able, and safer, thus
Mf»-r-. Johnson. Holloway A Co., wholesale
of
Philadelphia, Pa., report that -ome
avoiding those eternal rat-traps, for druggists
time ago a gentU man handed them a dollar, w it ii a
Inns, s st' ulti ii get their legs into holes in request
to .-end a g -o<l < atcrrii cure to two army
hci ts covered with plank oi Hut stones. oflieers in \ri/ona Kecenth the same gentleman
t"ld then: that both the .Min
and the wifi- f t.cn,
I op tin Hitches clear, so as to carry off -J•
di*i < Frenioi i. <,o\. ot Arizona, had been
cure«j
i a- "ate:, and in the hills cut trenches
"f catarrh bv the two bottlet l-.lv'- Cream Kahn.
Messrs. Kly Brux., In-uggist-, < »w‘ego, n. v. bai
in tin
wheel mt to the main ditch at have
-truck a bonanza in our Cream Kahn, for the
nngh ot Id degrees. This can be done cure oft atarrh. Ha\ Fever, A< and it .justly merit.it
The
sale- arc on-tantly increasing. Vour.+
ith a j11’ k and hoe on any hard land.
Kuo., Druggist, .Montro-i
truly, M. \. I.vox
II g to the depth of four inches and
2\v2o
put Pa. Price 50 cents.
the dirt in the wheel-rut. This trench
“Oh, for a better half!” said the sorrowing w id
answers all the
purposes of a large bar ower when he found a counterfeit lifts cent piece
1 n othe load and is much saler and among his change.
hoa j or and entiled av oids the usual jerk
Sold Out.
i the bar, as the ditch-cut comes outSpecial Telegram to Henry, Johnson A Lord.
< Mii *.—We have sold all those Laxf
recdoinville,
side oi the wheel-track.
ter's Mandrake Litters you sent us.
They give
Mans low places m the road can he universal satisfaction. >end
us twelve dozen forth,
with.
J. Wkuts A Son
di allied and let off a pond of water that
The Ke\. ( lias. K
Piper, of Wakefield, If. I.,
has formed by ridges at the sides: some- write“1 have used Laxter's Mandraki Littertimes by the wind blowing the dirt in my family t<*r over two years, and as a re.-ult
have mu called a Ph\ sician in the whole time.
M\
among the grass at the margin and it
wife had been an invalid for years, hut these Litthere
and
often
the
wheels ters have cured her.” Price, *25 cts. per bottle.
lodging
by
throwing the water and mud tothe edge.
A gentleman w ho was asked for hi-marriage cerM any of the mud holes can he fully drain- tificate quietly took off his hat and pointed t<» a bald
'd with a hoe in three minutes and an- spot. The evidence wa- conclusive.
a er the
Beauty Regained.
purpose of a large load of gravel.
The beauty and color of the hail* may be safely
Be. sure and get the small stones out of
regained by using Parker's llair Lal-am, which is
the road at least twice a year: and get much admired for itperfume, cleanliness and dandruff eradicating properties.
out the large ones as fast as your money
will allow.
Don't think your work done
“Tin- Cnsecn Hand’' is the title of anew hook.
when your tax is worked out; hut when Probably the other man didn't have anything better
than a pair of trays and didn’t care to call.
von see the course of the water
running
xi uw
lu
oave.
down the traveled path, be sure to turn
Ail hard workers are subject to bilious attacks
t off; when you see a mud-hole
forming, which may end in dangerous
illness. Parker's Dindiain it, or when you see a small loose ger Tonic will keep the kidneys and liver active,
stone m the path get it out by some and h\ preventing the attack save much sickness,1
loss of time and expense. Delay at smh times
means, and thus you will save tlie wear
means danger.
Detroit Press. >ee other column.
of many carriages, harnesses, and much
A French chemist discox *rs that water contains
horse, tiesh, and also elevate yourself iilcohoi. So oui milkmen have been
giving us milk
among mankind, as good highways are a punch? One often entertains an angel unawares.
sun- evidence ot worthy manhood in
We Can't Talk
any
Without shoxving the condition of our teeth. Every
community. [Exchange.
laugh exposes them. In order not to In* ashamed of
( Ti.ti YATHiN uk Tomatoks.
Several them, let us use that standard dentifrice, so/o
which i- sure to keep them xvhite and spotPONT,
el the catalogues issued the present year
less. No tartar can encrust them, no canker affect
by dealers in seeds contain very attractive Lhe enamel, no species of decay infest the dental
hone, if SOZ.oDONT is regularly used
It is a bopictures of tomatoes trained upon rustic tanical
preparation, and it' beneficial effects on the
trellises.
Whether it is entirely practical teeth and gums are marvelous, as it removes all
discolorations, and renders the gums hard and rosy.
or ni t we do not know, hut it is said the
1 m lb
product is much improved, not only in
The American kiss, it is announced, is to he the
hut
in
A
appearance
very easy subject of a book to be published soon. As Dr. Holquality.
mes would say, the shape of the book should be
wa\ of raising the vines from the dirt and
e-lip-tickle.
imparting to a small plantation quite an
Consumption Cured.
ornamental appearance is to wait until
An old
retired from practice, having
the \ine begins to fruit and then sur- had placedphysician,
in Ids hands by an East India missionround each hill w ith the common shavings ary the formula of a simple vegetable remedy for
the speedy ami permanent cure for Consumption,
used by furniture dealers as packing for Bronchitis,
Catarrh, Asthma, and all Throat and
furniture.
Four or five inches in bight Lung A flections, also a positive and radical cure
for Nervous Debility and all Nervous Complaints,
the
to
vines
a
sufficiently spread give
sup- after having tested its wonderful curative poxvers
port. not only keep the fruit from being in thousands of cases, has felt it bisdutv to make
covered with dirt, but the shavings serve it known to his suffering felloxvs. Actuated bv this
motive and a desire to relieve human suffering, I
as a muich, which does not, however,
pre- xvill send free of charge to all xvho desire it. this
vent the rain from reaching the roots. An recipe, in Derinan, French or English, xvith full directions for preparing and using. Sent by mail by
application of liquid manure to tomato addressing xvith
stamp, naming this paper, W. A.
vines gives them great vigor.
SOYE3, 14b Power's Block, Rochester, X. ).
■
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used.

ami

tion

the one side, confidingness on the
other, and a certain romantic fervor of
attachment in the friendship —pure and
simple—between a man and a woman
that cannot, from the very nature of
things, enter into the intimacy of one girl
with another, or into the sturdier comradeship of men. Human nature knows
none sweeter and more stanch.
Believing, as I do, in the value and happiness
of such attachments, I am loth that the
young people 1 lov e should be denied the
benefits of the same.
Is there, no power
of common sense and will that can give
us, instead of prudery and coyness, of suson

pection, coquetry, maneuvers, gossip,
heart-burnings, unworthy trmnphs, worn

i the truth that

our social as our domestic
what women make it. And
if our best women give over the attempt
to reline and reform men, they will become Turks ami Yahoos.
Next: Respect
yourself—body and spirit. There is untold might of influence in the fearless
purity of a nature that, having no affinity
for evil, passes it unconsciously by. Smile
as brightly as you please ; enjoy sensible
talks and harmless fun, and be as happy
with the boys as the Lord meant you and
them to be together.
Hut, from first to
last, never forget that your duty to them
and to yi urse t demands that both shall
be better for the association.
If man's
work is like that of the more majestic
forces of nature—tides and glaciers and
stormy winds fulfilling His word, yours
is the gradual but potent ministry of dews
and showers and sunlight.
Regard and
regulate the drift of little things, the
thistle-down of thought and action. Go
to your needle and knitting-work for lessons in
the slow accretion of influence
and result; the disasters of unfastened
threads and stitches dropped and overlooked.
For examples: The man who
presumes so far upon his privileges as
a frequent visitor as to cross your threshold with his hat upon his head or a
cigar in his mouth; who lounges at halflength upon the sofa, or helps himself to
an easy chair when the ladies present arcless luxuriously seated; who sits unmoved
at yonrgrandmother’s entrance, and sees
you or any other woman tug at refractory blind or window or move a heavy
piece o| furniture; who drop, unauthorized, the “Miss” from your name ; who is
fond of holding and pressing your hand,
or seizing you by waist or arm in what
j then ceases to be innocent frolic—may
become a gentleman through your tactful
discipline. He may now, as we said reeenuy, kiiow no ueuer.
'•1 wish he would not mean quite so
well, and (In a little better!’’ said a young
lady to me a little while ago.
A highly-respectable youth, seeing in
the course of a call upon her, that bis
sock had slipped down, coolly laid his
! foot upon a chair, pulled up his trouseri leg. readjusted the oilending garment,
j composed his pantaloon, and put his foot
down without intermitting his talk.
“lie is the sole support of a widowed

atmosphere is

mother, my dear,” pleaded

I, faintly.

! “Whatever his solecisms in demeanor,
! he always means well.”
I'pon which succeeded her plaintive
; retort.
In truth, the marvel is that the majority of our young men are so well behaved,
when we remember the herding of schools,
colleges stores and business-offices, and
how few of them remain under the paternal roof after the age of fourteen. If you
girls do not come to their help in a resolute, sisterly spirit, not only in the polishing of the shell, but in tlie elevation of
the inner man, the race of gentlemen
must diminish direfully. There are pe-

Gubernatorial
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1882.

Nomination.

Maine

Tile cam-uses will soon be held in the several
towns throughout Maine for the choice of delegates to the State Convention which will meet
in Portland on June lf>. It seems to lie generally conceded that the candidate for governor will
lie taken from this part of the State and two
gentlemen are prominently named for the place,
both of whom we can heartily commend as eminently suitable for the position. These are—
mentioning them in order of seniority Hon.
Frederick Robii of Gorham and Hon. W illiam
W. Thomas. Jr., of this city.
Frederick Robie is a graduate of Rowdoin
He afterward
College in the class of ls+1.
graduated at the Jefferson Medical College in
Philadelphia and was engaged in the active
practice of hi- profession until the outbreak of
the war in isoi.
In that year lie was appointed paymaster by President Lincoln, served until
tin-close of the war and was breveted Lieut.
Colonel for meritorious services, lie has been
elected to tile State House of Representatives,
from Gorham, seven times, lie was speaker in
|s7J and again in |s7o. was a member of the
council under Guv. W ashburn, and lias been
Chairman of tie- Council during Gov. Davis"
and Gov. PlaistcdV administrations. Through
hi' influence the Normal School at Gorham was
established and he contributed liberally toward
tie- fund lieeessan for the erection of the line
building, lie ha- always shown much interest
in and liberality toward religious, charitable
and educational institutions.
In 1N7S he was
one of tin- Commissioners to the Paris Imposition and duriug his absence was made one of
the constitutional candidates for Governor by
an agreement among the leaders of the Republican party and was voted for as one of the Candida'for Governor by the Republican members of the Legislature of |s70. He lias tilled
in..iiy other responsible positions and has formally years been mentioned as an a\ ailable candidate for the Governorship.

Bar

About

A

Harbor.

correspondent of the
writing from Bar Harbor.
tier date May .'id, says

Boston .Journal

Desert, mi
of Hint famous
Mt

Maine resort
The farm lands of the island

arc

re-

ber and workmen.
Large blocks have
been built on Main street, which give that
part of the town a city like appearance.
By far the costliest cottage at B tr Harbor
is that now being built on F.den street
It
shore by \Y. S. Gurney, of New Ymk.
is said that the place when completed
will cost about £t250,(i00. It is more of
the palace than cottage.
'1 be elegant
residence.of Mrs. IF Seott. of Baltimore,
lias the finest site in town, as is so acknowledged by all. Mrs. .lames Leeds,
of New York, Dr. 11. Amory, of Brookline, Mass., and Dr. II. Derby, of 1 Inst 01).
have ea« l) built rottages of the *.■>(),000
class.
Mrs. Pendleton, of Philadelphia,
and Mrs. Coleman, of New York, arc
about building cottages even mole ex
pensive. Tile arebiti et lire of these buildings is almost in variably of the pietui esq no
Queen Anne style, and so gnat is this
tendency that even the ■•nati\es’- in the
utmost complacency assume the many
gabled postures and the angul ir articulation.
The hotels are looking up.
1 lie Kodiek
House is the largest hotel in Maine.
It
is tin immense allair. and lias been supplied with modern improvements,
it has a
music room 105 by 7n feet.
The Hotel
-0. Saveur is an imposing structure, well
built, with 170 rooms. Tied Alley goes in
tor the best.
Mr. DeGrasse Fox. A. \\
Mills, .1 C. Manchester and others are
making hotel additions. Then* arc more
than twenty hotels at Bar Harbor, y ct no
landlord has failed, and Hie proprietorship of each house remains the same.
The Humor Block, in front of the Grand
Central Hotel, built by the proprietors of
that bouse, is Ml feet long and lb e slot ics
high. (Inc of its stuns has been leased
to a Boston man for the modest sum of
sstMIlor three months.
The Giant Block
and Bunker building are pretentious
structures.
The people who come here
next summer will not be compelled to
pay fabulous juices for everything they
have, for only such charges will be made
as may be required to secure the best.
The several hotels have been connected
by telephone, and electric bells and electric lights have been introduced in almost every instance.
Simon

Philbrook.

Simon Philbrook dll years ago was a
young bushy-headed pupil at the Itiddefonl, .Me., high school, lie now lives in
Cleveland, Ohio. He claims to have invented some of the most wondeiful machines the world has ever seen.
First
among his "greatest things on earth,"
says the Cleveland Voice, is his drawbridge, which one bridge tender can
swing by simply attaching a rope from a
weight power to a pulley. Aaikher of his
inventions is a street railroad ear switch,
to switch trains going at any rate of speed
without delay, simply by touching a knob
in the platform with the foot.
Then
there is his wonderful ear coupler, to
couple all kinds of ears by the use of percussion caps.
You simply pull a string
on the side of the ear, and In an instant
the w hole train bumps together and every
ear is coupled.
Resides all these, Mr.
Philbrook has a machine for turning out
grindstones that will do the work of Hi
men.
All they will have to do now is to
lay the stone on the lathe, start it going,
and the grindstone comes out complete.
That is not all either, for Philbrook has
invented a machine that keeps posts from
blowing down. It is a post the frosts
can never heave.
The plan is a great
Philbrook
thing for gravestones, too.
values this invention at $ I, (Mid, (Kill, hut
would probably take Alim and call it
square. Then he has made a gate for
railroad crossings that opens itself on the
approach of a train. If a train is coming,
an automatic hell rings, the gate
swings ;
when the train is gone, bell rings again,
gate closes. Furtbermoie. .Mr. Philbrook
has a great scheme for bowling alleys.
Do away with boys entirely.
With his
invention all you do is to pull a string and
the pins are stopped in an instant.
“What are you making out of all these
patents?” was asked Mr. Philbrook.
“Nothing yet. Rut it’s coming. They
are in the patent office and I wouldn't
sell lor a million.
It's like this:
I will
have more men working, more money
paid them and more leisure. That's my

great beneficial

state

policy.

My great

inventive talent shall assure the American mechanics of the eight-hour
system.
Three y ears Irom to-day my system will
be adopted : every thing will lie changed.
I intend to manufacture all the articles I
invent, if 1 have to live 5(1 years more to
do it.”
A minister had occasion one Sabbath to supthe pulpit of a neighboring brother, whose
wife was distinguished for her extreme parsimony. On being asked the next morning by
the hospitable lady of the manse if he would eat
an egg for breakfast, he replied :
“Yes, madam.
1 always eat one when I cannot get two."

ply

The Republican candidates in the Held for
David Davis' seat in the Senate are ex-Seuator
< Iglesby, Governor Cullum and Green I!, Raum.
On the Democratic side ex-Governor l’almer
and Congressman Morrison are talked of. The
Legislature that will choose the next Senator is
to be elected on a new apportionment of Legislative districts just made.
Rc\. Dr. Cuvier, of New York, after years of
experience with inebriate asylums and with the
reform of drinking men by private efforts, falls
back on the only principle, to wit: that the man
who

never

drinks cannot become

a

drunkard.

The Rev. John Jasper, the distinguished upholder of tlw theory that "do sun do move,"
thinks that his scientific critics would better
remove the “mokes" from their own eyes before trying to “blow the beans out of his’n."

The dischargi papers of
thousand niemher-.
thousands of our .Maine soldiers In ; r his signature which was necessary before tin.il discharge
and payment were secured. He was always
popular with the soldiers and is sti I kindly remembered hy them. He is a lnemher of the
Crand Army Post of this city and of the military
order of the Loyal Legion of the lHited States.
When lie w as mustered out of sen ice the Argils
-aid. "lie ha- g, en a gentlemanly and courteous
otlieer and has faithfully discharged the duties
of Ids office.” The Press said. "Col. Robie's
-erviee has been honorable to hinist If ami eminently satisfactory both to the government and
it-claimant' w ith w hom he has had to deal."
The Portland Star said. "Maj. Frederick Robie,
the iMipular and efficient Paymaster of the
I Ttiti d States who has been so long stationed
in thi- State. has been promoted to Lieut. Col.
by brevet. This is the lirst instance of a .Maine
Paymaster securing such an honor and it could
have been bestow oil on no more faithful, modest
and unassuming otlieer. He is held by the
Pa; tita-ter (ieiieral as one of the best officers in
the Pay Department of our country."
William U Thomas, dr. is a direct descendant of tlie lirst settler of Portland- Hcorgc
( lerves.
lie graduated at liowdoin College, in
the eias- of 1st ill. with the high*-t honors, was
sen:
lsU’J as Vice
to Constantinople early in
Consul (ieiieral at that port, and later in the
-ame year was
appointed Acting Consul at
(ialatz. in the priuripality of .Moldav ia. reeeiv
ing tic ••special tliank- of the Department of
slat
for important services rendered while
there.
In isitit he was promoted to full consul
at (i"theldntrg. Sweden, which position he tilled
until the close of
(Mi accepting hi- resignation tie State Department took occasion to
express its high appreciation of hi- conduct as
a puhlie otlieer.
lie vva- admitted to the liar in
|siat. at Portland, and entered at once upon the
active praetiei of his prufession. In istitl. aate hi the Coiiunissioners on tlie settlement of
the public lands of our State. Mr. Thomas presented a plan for seeuring Swedisli immigration
In M due. in 1-7(1 he took the tirst step in carrying thi- plan into practical operation, by sailing
tn Sweden, recruiting a colony of industrious
Swedish farmers, returning with t item to Maine,
and founding New Sw eden iu our northern forests.
Tin original colony numbered titty persons.
In lsxo it had grown to seven hundred
and eighty-seven in population, and i- still
rapidly increasing. It is one of the most successful colonies i-vcr founded iu New Lngland.
and is a most creditable monument to .Mr.
Thomas' industry, persev eranre and public
spirit. He was a ne-mher of tin State House
of Representatives in ts7;;, 1-74 mill 1 "sT-T. and
was Speaker of the I louse in the last t wo
years,
being nominated each time by acclamation. He
w a- a member of the State Senate in is7tt. and
dee!iin d a re-nomination. He was a delegate
t< tbe National Republican (on vent ion of is,so.
at ( hieagii. which nominated Hartield and
Arthur.
In 1-70. at the Repuhiiean State
Convention at Mangor, he received tlie support
of a plurality of the eoiivention. on the lirst
i 1:11 lot.
Mr. ’Thomas' friends claim that the
nomination naturally falls to him. and to the
of
Portland,
which, although the largest
city
city iu the state, has never been honored with
the (lovernorship since the formation of the
Republican party, a period of a quarter of a
century. He is a young man of vigor and energy.
a good speaker, and well versed in
public affairs,
iPortland Press.
■
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I>r. H. F. Hamilton, of Boston, a gentleman
of means, lias decided to establish a herd of Jerseys at Saco, lie has already sent there Goldy,
*>141. ont of Josephine. 3d, 2878, by Beacon
Comet, 17th. 1121: Sheketa. *1142, out of Ileatli<
bell, 81,2452. by Beacon Comet aforesaid, and
Billet, a heifer in ealf to Grey Tyrant, a bull
imported in 1881, bv ( '. Wellington. Fast Lexington. Mass. GolJy is in calf to Grey Lock
of Scituate. a son of King of .Scituate.'out of
Belle of Middletield. Sheketa is in calf b\ Harold of Scituate. a son of Black Defiance. These
animals are light fawn with black points, and
in every way tine specimens of their race; the
cows are large milkers.
The ancestors of all
are noted, and their
progeny will be desirable
and creditable to our State. Thus another center of good breeding has been formed in Maine,
and the herd which Dr. Hamilton will establish
will help to give a still higher reputation to
Maine as the nursery of famous animals.
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If was the supreme moment of the conflict,
l'lie rebels would clililh Up i'll one side cd' tile
breastworks and our ire n on the other side

It is four odoek in the afternoon of March

Gravelly

would knock tlu-m hack. We heard bugles in
front, and out from a par' of woods some
eighty rods away emu: dashing squadrons of

Run has been

fought

and won; hut a fearful conflict i" raging
elsewhere.
Away beyond us. far down on our

our

extreme left

cavalry.

booming
musketry.
It must

of

battle, the
heavy crash of
We have no infantry at that point.
Sheridan and his cavalry coping
and the

cannon,

he

\\ itha ehecroiir nn-n
sprang user tinWorks and upon the rebels.
1'liey reeled and
staggered before us. < olmiel Morrill was in

hear the roar of

can

we

tin- thickest of tin- tight,
captain Kcriiald
dashed among il e
in-m> and eaptun d a flag.
ISiekford, l ogin and a -eon- of ofln-r eflieers
in our regiment led on He ir men.
It was be-

with the enemy down n ar the South Side railroad. Ifow intently we listened! The battle
tidc> were

receding,

and it

Sheridan’s force was

evident that

was

being borne

lee k

by

coming too hot

tie*

for tin- Johnnies and tin y turnIl wa> too late. Sheridan threw hi-

General Warren, commanding our
enemy.
corps, became nervous and restless. His mission is to support Sheridan's movement. lb

ed to run.

has

our regiment was tliii' engaged, to m-ral Ayers
with tin tirst division and (leueral chamberlain

already led

cles and is
black

now

he

eyes Hash forth the intensity
His classic features become

listens

to

lines around tin
livi thousand

his troops through many obstaawaiting further orders. Ilis

thought.

the sounds

of

battle

of

orders I will endeavor

out

dan.

Bartlett's old

to

brigade

from

through

11:i\

■

ord In make before

t-

a

the sun goes down. We must have the South
side road."
An open Ih-ld was in trout it'tin
last position the rebels held, (.on. nil Warren

caught the eorp- flag from the hand of tin
who carried it. and dasln-d

ing

ciduii

on g

ed for tin-

till

u;h d<
army, and was marching
that great fon>t to meet an cnem\ *.f

tached

position on o:n- right. We all rushed
wild enthusiasm in dial direction. Sheri-

Smash "i in ! Wi

which we marched was lined on either
hand with a dense growth of pii.• trees. The
'tin was sinking from view
fhe tall trees -a-t
their lengthening shadows across our pathwa v
\\

on

dan went dashing pa-t us wild with the excitement of victory, shouting as he swung his
eh It.-lied hand ihr-!i_!
in air
-Smash Vml

along

time of thrilling intei ---t,
understood the situation. < >tjr brig id-

lighting

was

save one

with

endeavor to

us a

division

nl out-

left. and when the r* beN broke before our
advance, tln-ii v hole lim- was in our possession

make it- way to Sheridan’s relief." A staff
officer dashed away to Bartlett and >oon our
lines were formed, ami we marched in the direction of the distant battl*
The narrow road

It was to

girdle of d ath and
eaptun d. While

a

wen-

our

send aid to Sherimust

like

in

prisoners

brigade

with a

his

pale a>
growing

each nioim nt more indistinct.
At last lie
xdaimed. I can endure this no longer, and with-

the crew of the ill-fated Jeannette, in the retreat
across the ice great trouble w as experienced on
account of the sleds breaking down,
in his
narrative Lieut. Danenhower says : "[did not
know much about sleds and just how much
spread to give the runners, but fortunately seaI man Leach was from the State of .Maine, and I
depended on his judgment, and I may add that
our boat sled never broke down once aft -r he
and Bartlett an old mountaineer and t ulifor11 inn traveller -had secured it."

a

gered, while tin- other received a rifle ball in tinleft anil..but succeeded in reaeliiiigtln- breastworks and rejoined the reginn nt.

FORKS."

olst, lsGo. The battle of

a

t.ilmore said, upon the ground
lifeless condition. Hickey reeled and stag-

deathly groan,

Life,

n i mBKH sf.

**FI\'F.

and callous bruised ati'ecrions the free,
frank association that meditates and disA MATRIMONIAL MEHDI.E.
trusts no snare--intercom se that shall unA Whig correspondent from Fort Fairfield
seal springs of healing and refreshment
gives the following bit of domestic history
to us as to our brothers ?
■■without vouching for its correctness, though
it seems to come‘straight’ enough: In an adBelieve me, dear girls, our Father has
joining town resides a couple between whom
made no grander creature than an upno difficulty was over known to exist: in fact
right. large-souled, tender-hearted man.
it was supposed by all their neighbors and
It is hard to get at the know ledge and unfriends that they, with their four children, enjoyed the highest type of domestic happiness.
derstanding of his real nature undei the
For some reason they decided to sever the nuppresent constitution of society. Still, tin
tial knot; accordingly at the last, term of court
and
esteem
is
so
of
genus
worthy
study
a divorce was
applied for and obtained. And
that you do well to strive by the* \etrise
now comes the funny part of the story.
I lins
obtained
the divorce, the man has now hired
of what is best and highest in \our.~elvt
ing
his
ex-wife
to
house
for
which
she
is
him,
keep
to develop the latent germs of true mandoing, while he himself is already engaged to be
liness in even unlikely “hoys.’- There
married to another woman. If a similar ciis>
can be found anywhere in the Stall1, it ought to
may lie an imprisoned angel in the block.
be
made known."
But, remember want of space ohligts
me to he aphoristic .'—that public opinion
MAINE MEN EUR EMERGENT'IKS.
farm of many acres which lias King In n in the
condemns strongly and justly, speculation possession of the family, lie has In n
The indomitable pluck and ingenuity of the
presifor priv; te enrichment on the part of dent of ( umberkind County Agricultural So- natives of Maine are found in enterprises in
I eiety and i- now master of the State Crange, an j every part of the world. A man by the name
missiona. es.
[The t’ongregationalist.
agricultural organization containing over ten of Leach, from tile l’iue Tree Slate, was one of

markably fertile, but more attention to
gardening and less to selling house lots
keeper."
More than
would produce better results.
A petted, sickly, ignorant child, who
have been expended in buildhas not resolution enough at seventeen to £‘-2,000,(Mid
ing improvements since last summer, yet
repaii defects in her scholastic training- all have not built who desire to do so
good for nothing but marriage ! This is from the
great ditliculty of obtaining lum-
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i'his sentence lies uppermost in an open
letter upon my table; “Our daughter is
in her eighteenth year.
She lias been
delicate until within a few months blit
Her ill
seems at present quite strong.
health lias interfered seriously with her
of course, at her age, it is imstudies,
possible to send her to school. Her manifest destiny is to marry early and make
and housesome mail a capital wife

r
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he most
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was

man

lieht lead-

tin-
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madman. dash* d

a

men.
The ea\ :ilr\
our front died a\v \
followed the n r a’hm !'■
'■niiliirinir prisoners
intense that it was not
pressed on :ift« r
prudent to proceed further. < specially a- noth- j by hundred''. Tie in?;
them, and
.nun r.
y. d tin * I*.--i i. • l point
ing was to be gained by >ueh a eon *-•■. The
Tile " itith
!':dh'< ad v\ :i- in mir hands.
pickets were sent out and we laid down to si* ej,
KnornioU' o !-*u; i:i« o!
"<•!•« rty vv« re ;It str«.yand rest.
\t midnight we were aroused with
e«l. and th*- iut*
ft I h
mu:
knell of *1* at Is
the information that our pickets had discos * red
i nil his last hn
upon the -aii'- oi 1. tier i| !.
the enemy was in great force in our immediate
of eommiini ai i e wum in th* hands of hi' fo« >,
front, so near that they could easily listen to the
•ml that In- must evaen.m
I’ett r-buru and
conversation of their pickets, and also of the
i* -I tin- ret ail ami
ltiehmoml. ( m r I 11i•
m
soldiers behind their breastworks, siicntlv w.
we were to marrli !•; ejv to t
battle licld and
tell into line, and
our
the

Tin* sounds of battle in
I'lie darkness became

IN tir.NKUAI..
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so
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Lewiston firm lias shippial nine thou-and
barrels of apples the past winter anil spring.
A Portland man is scouring the
country and
engaging farmers to plant cucumbers for'pickles. He has engaged the planting of fifteen
acres to cucumbers in various parts of Ant Mie

droscoggin county.
Mr. lilenn, one’of

retracing

the publishers of the Biehmond ltee, has sold his interests to Bay Thompson. the editor of that paper, and the firm name
hereafter will he Walker A Thompson.
Ex-Secretary Blaine's portrait has been painted by Ib urv l ike of Washington, for the Wnezuelian government, whose minister, s. nor
( ameeiio. requested Biaine togivetile
requisite
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The volunteer militia are to he supplied with
thi' 1 nited States regulation helmets and woolen
blankets for their u<e at encampments. These
articles have been procured tiv Adjutant <ieneral Beal in exchange for old, unserviceable
properly, stored in the arsenals, thus giving to
tile militia property much needed by them and
of value to the State. The government i- to
supply the new army knapsack iimm dinP ly.
for volunteer service.
The 14th annual report of the Insurance innmissioncr of Maine will soon be issued from the
Five tire companies of other States bale
pres-.
withdrawn during the year, and two tire companics from other States and four foreign tire
companies have been admitted. Eighty-seven
tire, tire-marine and marine insurance eompunies of other States and countries have ivporb 'I
to this department their condition on Peeember
Ml. lssi. of which M are stock and three are
mutual companies. Tic past year has bei n an
exceptionally hard one for instiran..
nies in the country generally, and hut few of
them have made any money in business in
Maine.
Mrs. aniline E. Brown, of Waterford, mnther of the late Artemus Ward, writes to a friend
in Portland that her health is quite good, hut
she is troubled with lameness, from the sprain
of all ankle two years since, and from this -In
does not expect to recover.
Biddcford now claims a French < anadiau
population of over li.boo, bn French traders, 4
French schools and a French church large
enough to he called a cathedral.
Tile Treasurer of the Maine <.. m-ral Hospital
lias received S2b0 for a free bed. eolleete l by
tlie ladies iif the \ isitiug board.
The Aroostook Times say s that Panic] (iernw
of 1 lodgdou. lias one of the largest sugar orchard' in that section, lie has tapped betw. en
mio and IHIO trees, and will mak<
from l.bootn
'J.opo pounds of maple sugar.
The officers of Lincoln Agricultural and Horticultural Society have decided to lin'd the
Twenty-seventh A initial Fair on Tuesday. Wednesday and Thursday. (tetoher M, 4 and b. being
obliged to place it one week later than usual on
account of the State Fair which is held the la-t
week in September.
The county commissioners have apportioned
the county tax among the towns in Ivnox county as follows: Appleton, sbot.pi: Camdi n. -S2.blfi.sq: ('iishing. Slso.lb: Friendship. SM4b.uo:
Hope. SMMl.Mti: North Haven, SgMu.bS: Itoekland. S4.iill.bl: South Thomaston. sbl)2.: u: >t.
(b orge. SN17.bU: Thomaston. S' .441..'til: inion.
SbMM.44: Vinalhuven, S7Mb.2fi. Warren. SI ,2M4 .24: Washington. S4fi0.2b: Matinieti'. SM4.bS:
Muscle Bulge, Sb0.43: Hurricane. SuM.bu. Tot a I. SIT.uuo.
•lolin Arehihald.of Portland, who committed
a murderous assault with an axe on his wife
April 27th. was arrested Thursday in Paris, by
Siieritf Pouglass. of Waterford, and ttfiicer
Frank, of Portland.

<tep* along

way w<* came for several miles, encamp* d for
the remainder of tin* night.
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Your welcim- "tt< :• m. to baud last n /it
1 was at a party ip.\ in/ .y
t a< v
11 as p
sible f<»r ii»«- *" d" ii- ‘. win n one of tin- boy•
sse|nine
m
running in and /as- nn- nim k It* »■'
marching that ss-- -o,»n foim-1 sv- s\. r- m
-dioim hn\
n m*•
Fi" front line. * nir r* giiwnt and the Ni M ch- bourn. < >i motr.
dance around tin room tin y-un/ 1;nI:•
a
igan ss ere imd* r the com mam 1 of <«i|om
\\ al- tbought I was era/
Hi
won abou
rigid
1
ter G. Morrill, ami in all our pivsdoiis experiAfter nearly 111r*
an Ii arin/ >m
yam
sin/lo word from h' <i"
tin am- w in n
:.j
ence ss
had m s« r h. n led by a liras er r m< re
'■onio unit, ups' t inW< !;. I
m\ e
try
skillful commander. We climb, d :i bid. lockan amount • f my
i. i wil
tin l.o/ined down through the trees, and -ass tic breast- nitig. After passing t.lirougli l!"hring’s Strait,
> a
wo stood n"'
until w
fi in : w. ran
works but a short distance in our from.
WW
into it ami ii
i a
a
i ahad tliirtvhad ads aimed >o «|uietls that tie I'liunv \s a>
t llt'oe of J he lx '! boys u,
? | j;i T
r \v;d km»! awan---f our presence,
d
v.
(>ur lines svere red a chip's
ok.
!*■..,r p i
,ml\ tluri• u
to
anloft
t,,Il
tin
a
sad
dd
Atm
ti
n/ into
formed, and then with a sell sv.
barged. Ik
t ho ice W O mad- pn pa!
hi,, I:. y> ::
tin- w infore the enemy had time to recover from t 1- ir
.1
ter. o\p. .'I in/ 1" _•
"i:
toii ,W ia_ 'Uimm la
We spent fh
surprise SVe svere Upon them, idles thivsv d
nt r \
u
had tin ay pi* nsuutiy
trieals, ( in i' u m am! \* \\ A «
It w a>
r\
their guns ss ithout tiring a -hot. and >unvnd« r••old, but wo ;i i 1 on j,- i it tip top. That w inlet
ed.
Idle numbe r-if prisoners embarrassed i;-.
1
1
am
did
l
w
Im sumnsoi
it hoi it any spn,
pa,,,
Hre s. lit them to the pear a- fa-t as u
nil*L of our bring ivlun'd.MiUe mad' upoui iniud
d ;
to >tay another wi1111 i-.
hut they must have had i- n m-n to our -w
«|ui:< pleasw
iii
did
antly. althou/h lhr< n-"i- v
They soon «liseovered the -upi riorits oi ih ii i m»t
tin- sin.
a in n it dni
i; look- d _•
numbers, and tie mi-lake tji*• \ laid mad- in-ur-onio up.
I think it wa Worth w
iu_
r. W
laid in the in until dum wn
,ur
rendering. A large portion of our im n had I holm* w m
ink,
n
dr
m
from
i:-.
ha
i
d*mps begone to tin n ar w ith prisoners. A n 1m 1 «.i;ie.
/an.
>h ! im>: her. y
i," id*
;.ti tv
oi a hat
eanie dashing down the iin*•.
railing upon th<m wo wont through. \\ in u i -"k .. k it wiiiv
more like a strung'
dr* n.i than a
a lily.
lint
to rally.
A rebel who had surrendered was j
it is o\vr now am 1 w« dial puIn■«1 hrmt/h ar
standing near < olouel Morrill, and .-at< 1.,:11_ up safe. A 1 »■ >iit oi/hi day h, for- w n arin d lb
roast W ,•
lio.i'iM' IV.
a
w hi- h ll :.rIn :‘\ >
from the ground a loaded rifle >«• Ih d with an
W in n i;
aniy put an rm! to ,.ur suil- ring*.
oath. **\Ve t-aii whip you yet." and d; liher: P-i\
d
luem Oil to
;!n- 1.1- lid pu; a
h
y
>hot a captain of the 1st Michigan regimen* who
It was \ ery rold ,iml ir
-am iri\ :;iii «»l
nn at* rail t In diao. in
stood beside him.
mend l.ailing
At tie* *aim moment a pli(■ 11»* u
: !.•
si:
for
doar
lif.
i
...
:■.u: mm
cate of Company •*<'** in our regiment, thr
lion;-' b'for. tin a
I .' i1 i1
tor Hr to
his bayonet tbrough the breast of t m- tr, aele
u*
W ht 11 \
hr 1 iion
i.
nn*
an n- i r<»*r ti p a lid
fell Hat inn tin hot m
I dn
ho.-it.
rebel, wlio fell d-ad at his feet. In a moment**,
My I t
Nvor< fro/-n si iii'. md n »■ .o/, wm
rhillod up
time the batth was raging all along our liie‘ It
to my
body,
dly rli.at I iliink they could
was hot Work: in inan\
places it wa* a hand t<> havr be. n taken "l! \n I .my f- itig it. W in n
Wo got inlioi'i
| was
hand tight. Mendeliberately point' d their rib*,
ig In ii\: I could m>r
walk, and nn a in niu«-!i pain, ami my f. < t had
in each other's faces and tir' d. < lubhed mibP
••! 11
m u.
begun i" putr<
k*'ts came crushing down in deadly forec upon
took a knitmi out oi t In
on; o
ami
m ..f my zp
cut about half of
"if, l» :i n
human skulls.
Men w. re bayoneted ill cold
b n
about
half
ai
im
in/
h
In*t irking on
blood. 1 eats of individual hraven were per!
of litlid.
Abou? a im*11!!i
und a «io.*formed on that afternoon, which, if record. 1.
tor nn h" took it
It roulih
!•» w a!k iu»nn
nn
and I think that i: will f«.i- -om« in., i, m
|
would till a volume.
I can only refer to a p riiave written fiiniigli abnti! my
ai*. and \n i 1 i
tion of them. t)n the right of Companv 11 w*
tel! you soiuetliiu/about tin- {'ex]
I timl ln-n
four men. < hie of them w a* Morrison, whose
in Lrkoutsk. Hi« ! "iiti.
tin saviour
h* r
" lit
b,
name 1 have mentioned behuv.
;
ha\
In
ard
dn
W'
A man of aithey
-t tan.
w u.
reciN ■« i by tin
n
m
Tiny
gantie strength and remarkable l>ravery. » me are
P atm r in tin i
to Im
serin to iliink it
He was
t other of the four was named (iilniore.
t he A im riraiis ra
to
Morrison
in
braverv. and marl\ his
equal
agm al)lc as possible. Hn
d out of nr if 1 am : link nn d iw u. Hy
match in physical strength.
The third was eruslii
the nn a_ tin y ar« /• in/ to
nn a
reh party.
named Hick* y, a man of s.-oieh-Irish decent,
and I think
L my d.uty
un i: aid >, arch
who had served in t he regular army of Kngiaud. for tho poor o'.
that aro Pit.
I don’t km»\N
ad
<»r m>i. If ! ,lo. ym; must
yet whether 1
and who had deserted and come to our counnot worry about tin
mr w
til not 'tar1
try ami enlist'd in our regiment. He w as tall f«»r< spring, am! will get bark in V fall, so ym
! and robust, a perfect mass of bom* and muscle. see it n\ ill tmt I- long to waii amino risk p,
run, aud besidos you want
your sou do
The fourth was younger in years and more
by another ns you w.uild ha\ aiiotln r do by
slender in form than his companion*. When
him
(«rarioiis, Imw I nn ant !•■
tin folks it
we reached tin* rebel breastworks tin
homo. (.i\
in t-wvn am!
y Unvw
my 1
'!
tho
lion’s
ou
"lit.
k'
••ui-srlf.
and !*■
p
down tlieir anus and surrendered, Tlxx w.
y
licNoim
A our Ion u,/'on.
IIi i;i;i:i: i.
densely parked in our front, as nx n gather in a
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I We print the following quaint and charmilia little -ton from tile "Letter-box" of St.
]
Nicholas for May. It i-by a little girl live yearold. and ju-i a- -In told i! to her mamma, who
wrote it down for her.)
1
A Lion wanted to teach singing-school.
!
Tin y asked him what could lie sing?
And he said. "Roo-uo-oo."
Th<,-v a-ked him vvliat else could lie sing?
Am! in -aid. "Roo-uo-oo."
T hey said they didn't want a singing-teacher
who couldn't sing nothing, but ‘eept just one
song.
Then tlii Limi in m to a horse-race.
All the other animals w ere there: the mouse
that sqm aked. tl■> kitten that mewed, tlie pup- The Calhoun Doctrine of State Rights
py that liovv-vvow-ed. Die lamb that Inia-ed. the
Advocated
by the Fusion Organ of
pig that y i-y i-i d, the colt that ha-ha-ed. the wolf
Waldo County.
that hoo-ed. and the hear that ur-ur-ed.
The prize of the horse-race vva- a russet apple.
Our aide contonipurary, the Kennebec Journal,
The mouse thought he'd 1 x prise the other an- accuses us nf tlie rankest nf hnurhniiistii heeau-e
we hold that this nation is a nation of States in n|iimals. mi he ate the apple up.
Then all the
other animals howled out. "No fair! No fair!" po-ition tn tlie lately avowed Republican dnetrine
that it is a nation only of individuals blended in a
And the mouse vv a- seared and ran around the
common mass, with a consolidated sovereignty over
track, and the kitten that inew d ran afti r and
tlie whole. [ Progressive Age.
ate tlie mouse up. and tlie puppy that how-wowWe accuse tlie Age 0f nothing which is not
ed ale the kitten up. and the lamb that baa-ed
borin' out by its own language. The Age -peakate the puppy up. and the pig that yi-vi-ed ate
of
the Republican position upon tin* matter in
tin- lamb up. and the colt that ha-lta-eil ate the
as "the lately avowed Republican
pig up. and the wolf that Imo-ed ate the cult up controversy
doctrine." flow late, pfav? In lsTti, the naand tlie bear that ur-ur-ed ate tlie wolf up—and
tional Republican convention which nominated
1 lie I job ale t lie bear up.
Hayes for President, made this declaration in
Then tie Lion came around again and wantits platform : "Tin I uit.-it States "/ Arne,-i''n IS
ed to teach singing school.
A
N A'I li >.\, nut a teia/u,
'l ids was tlie RepubThey asked him what could lie sing?
Ami lie sang: "Squeak squeak, mew mew. lican doctrine at that time, il lias always been
how wow. baa ban. yi yi. boo I1.10, ur invalid tlie doctrine of tlie party, and was tlie doctrine
of tlie eminent supporters of tlie constitution at
r<>0 uo <h»!”
tlie time that instrument was adopted as the suTlx n ilit*\ -a id, "Your voice lias reprowd.”
preme law of the land. The editor of the Proall let him he their traeher.
Ami th<
gressive Age eanuotlmve forgotten that lie was
M \ ii I a M. C.
chairman of the Republican State convention of
Maine in ]S7fi,tlie platform of which reaffirmed
What Solon Says.
and adopted the whole national Republican
platform, including the words we have quoted
The editor of Them Steers" was In the city,
above: "The I'..iteil States u f ,-l me m u IS A NAMonday, after a little fodder. Solon said lie TION. not a lew/af." From the speech which
shouldn't take the straight Greenback nominalie mad upon that occasion, no one could infer
tion till it i- offered him. hut lie will tight both
that lie was not in full
with the ReJtepublieans and Democrats as hard as he can. publican platform and sympathy
party. > v that there was
in the coming campaign. In reference to Govthe remotest probability that ip 1NSU lie would
ernor l’laisted's claimed inditlV retice toward the
lie found in the ranks of the corrupt democracy,
Democrats. Solon said : “Plaisted is only rubwhich be most vigorously denounced upon takbing on a little molasses. He hopes to catch ing lii' place a> chairman.
some of our Green hackers w it h a little sweetenTo show that this doctrine of the Republican
ed bait, lie knows the Democrats w ill sw allow
party is not new. we quote from Daniel Webhim any way—he is their man and they know
ster's speech of tlie 27th of January, 1830. in reit. They don't care w hat he may say.
11 is,
ply to Mr. Ilayne, of South Carolina, on the
plan of putting off the Congressional nomina- Foot
resolution. Mr. Webster said : "Rut. sir.
tions is only for the purpose of gaining time to
the gentleman lias failed to maintain his leading
complete the arrangemi tits for fusion don't
proposition. He lias not shown, it cannot lie
you sect' it's just to get an opportunity for shown, that the constitution is a
compact liemixing the Greenback oil and the liourbou tween State
governments. The constitution itgrccse. Solon -aid his services are wanted in
in its very front, refutes that idea: it deself,
the West, but lie eaniiot h ave "Them Steers."
clares that it is ordained and established tut the
lie thinks Sam ( ary w ill come to Maine to labor
the I'niteil States. So far from saying
in the cause of fusion, this fall.
[Lewiston /,eu/iteof
that it is established by the governments of the
Journal.
several States, it does not even say that it is es- I crowd upon a public square. Smne ten rods
tablished by the people nf the see.eat Slates: llllt it
from the breastworks upon wbi<*h we stood w
The Democratic organs say the Pacific Mills
pronounces that it is established by the peopleof
saw a rebel tlag leaning against a tree. To r* aeh
at Lawrence have paid 20 per cent, profits for
the l liitcd States in the aggregate. * * * When
several years. Hut Mr. Itussell. a Massachusetts the gentleman says the constitution is a com- it we would have to pass through tin's great
member of (‘(ingress, said in a recent ... in
pact between the States, lie uses language exact- crowd of men. Morrison saw the Hag. and wax
the House: "1 have from official sources a
ly applicable to the old Confederation, lie speaks ing bis hat called, **< oinr on,
hoys, ami xv«- will
statement show ing that fifty of the leading coras if be were in Congress before 17SJ.
He deporations in Lowell, Lawrence. Chicopee, and scribes fully that old state of tiling- then exist- capture the tlag!” and suiting his action to his
Salem. Massachusetts. Manchester. Nashua, and
ing. The Confederation was, in strictness, a words he sprang over among the rebels, and
Newmarket. New Hampshire, Lewiston and compact: the States, as States, were parties to
xx as quicklx
followed by the three lmm ahox
other points in Maine, representing a capital of it. We bad no other
general government. Rut
l in n* xvas evidently no danger, as
sCiti.ontt.OOn engaged in manufacturing the vari- that was found insufficient, and inadequate to describe*!,
ous grades of cotton and woolen fabrics, have
tlie public exigencies. The people were not
the rebels xxen* not disposed to light, and the
paid to their stockholders in the last live years satisfied with it. and undertook to establish a four men
easily mad** their wax through the
an average dividend of a little less than seven
better.”
per cent, per annum only.”
These were Mr. Webster’s views, and they eroxvd that opened to receive them, until they
had pas.-ed over one-half tlx* distance belxvecn
agree substantially with tlie doctrine held by
the Republican party. The doctrine presented the
The Democratic free trade organs in this
breastworks and tlx* Hag. At lea>t four
is
the
the
doctrine
by
Progressive Age
*upou
State constantly assert that wages here are blit
the attempt was made to establish the hundred rcb**ls were parked bctxxcen them and
which
little higher than in Bttrope. Mr. Hewett, of
to repel and overthrow
It xvas at this moment that the
their comrades.
New York, leading Democrat in the House, ad- Southern Confederacy,
which Waldo county sent thousands of her brave
mits that the rate of wages in the I'nitcd States
enemy rallied, and these four men found themsons to swell the armies which defended tlie nafor labor is higher than in any other country in
tional flag and the national idea as represented selves surrounded on every hand, cut oil' from
the world, and on the average is about fifty’per
in tlie Republican platform. [Kennebec Journal.
their comrades, ami all hopes of escape destroycent, higher than in Great Britain,
of course
ed. But Morrison cried: **\Vc xxill light our
Mr. Hewitt being a free trader, denies that this
is due to protection, but the admission by high
Kx-Congressman Chalmers,of the Shoestring xvay hack to the regiment!” They turned b>
Democratic authority that wages are higher
District of Mississippi, is reported to have been obey his command.
A rebel officer sprang at
here than in Great Britain, is worth making a
so angered by tile failure of his party to prevent
Morrison’s
throat and called upon him t<» surnote of. because it corroborates the truthfulness
his being ousted from his scat that he is deterof the Republican statement and shows the
mined to have revenge. lie is reported in the render. The brave soldier brought the heavy
falsehood of the Democratic organs concerning Cincinnati Commercial as
having said before stock of liis ritle down xvith such crushing force
the rate of wages there and here.
leaving Washington that "he was disgusted upon the officer's head that lie fell dead at his
with the Bourbons, and proposed to ally himIt xvas now a most desperate tight. They
feet.
A New York man went into a crowded ear self with the Liberal movement in Mississippi."
were in such close quarters that neither party
and a-ked if he could have the seat which was
then occupied by a hat. whose owner was sitA child of four had been laughed at for her could well shoot. (Mi on** side it xvas half a
ting in the next scat. The man angrily grasp- pug nose. After coming home from church she hundred men
striking and surging back and
ing his hat answered: "Yes. take it. if you're climbed upon a chair and looked in the glass,
a hog.”
"I'm so near one, that 1 guess I'll take
saying, "I saw a lady at church w hose nose was forth, thinking only of revenge* and victory : on
it." said the other.
the other, four men, single handed, pounding
a great deal more puggier than mine."
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The

Ames

Tragedy.

NT:\\ Yni;i\. .May loth. ll.-garding th« murder
and suicide tier* l»y < aj,l. Vine.-, Mr. Moi'e.
broth. rof Mr*. Ames, a Stale *• nut or of Maininformed tlin-ornin r that < ap:. Fr.iUh B. Ann*',
the murderer and suicide wa> :11»*»u• •*.<) \ear> • »!
-horkingh 1.11.r• B• r- 1.
age. and hi' wife.
abolit 17. They had thre,
hildivn, on. '"ii
and two tlfitughter'. all >!' whom are uunid.
Tin Captain's l:i-t wyage wa' to tli« W M
!!i' health failed, and while in the
Indies.
West Indie' lie wn> obliged to gi\e up Hie '!kp
to the first mate, w ho brought In r to V w Y< rk
about thre. weeks ago. she i' now di^ehargita:
< :ij»!.
her cargo at Brooklyn.
Vines eanncto
Xew York hy an easier n.n ail' ot travel than
his own ship, and want to the hoarding home
in which he killed hiimelf. Two week' ago
Wednesday, he wa' joined hy hi' wife, who
came from Bangor to take care of him.
Hi'
troiihl** seemed to he nervousness, hut his
malady was not of a nature to routine him to
the house.
Morse said that lie knew of no
reason for the act of hi' brother-in-law.
II.
had no hminess emharra'Sineiit-.. and wa> f. mperate and not jealous. So far as he knew their
Vn in.past was held
married life wa* happy.
Wednesday, on the remains of ( apt. Frank 1»
Ames and his w ife. Mary Allies.
No new facts
I he jury returned a verhave been elicited.
dict in accordance with the facts. I'he remains
were '.-lit by express to Bangor for burial.
-•«

One Bourbon member of ( ongress from Mispropose.' to run his campaign after lii'
own ideas,
lie is >aid to haw ordered the
Democratic Congressional Campaign Committee not t<» send any documents into his district.
He has also refused to pay the sum the committee assessed him. and evidently does not propose
to put himself under any obligations to the

sissippi

I party.

Maine

Matters.

The

REPUBLICAN JOURNAL

NEWS ANI> GOSSIP FROM ALI.OVKK THE. STATE.

Republican Journal Publishing Co.
j
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IDE or

--

A

MAIM

Boston. May 12th. Wallace B. White, lifty
eight years old. a native of Maim and for several years a resident of Washington, came to
Boston early last week, and engaged rooms -r
N". 4 Boylston Plan
Saturdav morning last,
the landlady of the house, hearing the rcporl of
a
isi<to|, hastened to open his <i«»or. sin found
W bite
lying on the bed and blood flowing from
his le ad, but life was xtiilet. While was quite
Wealth}, and for some tim« ]»:i>t had been in
p"or health, and shovva d sigifs «.f nervous troubles, occasioned by mental prostration. Before
shooting himself he wrote to his brother-in-law
and to hi* landlady, in which he asked their
pardon for doing tie deed. The deceased at
me time held a
position in the Fnited States
Senate.
He recently returned from a trip
abroad, where he wa nt for hi' le altli. li was
not known until Lit Thursday, that White had
committed suicide, so quietly was th< matter
kept. The relatives of the deceased were desirous «»f keeping the matter from the
public.

WILI

i fr\

AT

June

11

properly

13, 1882,

O’CLOCK

before it.

delegate.

Tin Mate Committee will be in session in the rethe City Ilall, at nine o’clock on
roption room
the morning of the Convention, for the purpose of
x\
ei\ iug the credentials of delegates.
All '-iti/ens of Maine, whatever may heretofore
liave neon their party affiliations, who believe in
tlie purity of the ballot and honesty in its count; in
p -pillar government unobstructed by Executive
usurpations; in an independent and honest judiei:ti >. w hose judges shall not be expose*! to the assaults .if pnrti-an hatred ami revenge, iu a safe
nnd nrrenev for the people: in a reasonable
and
cm‘"uragement ami *levelopiiu*nt of our imlustries,
and pr"tc< li'Ui of our laborers against tin* cheap
labor of Europe, by wise and judicious laws, in
etlieicnt measures for the encouragement of American shipping and shipbuilding; in popular education; in temperance; in an economical, just ami
efficient administration of public affairs, are cor
iially invited to unite with the Republicans of the
Mate in selecting delegates to this Convention.
Per (»rder of Republican State Committee.
WM. P. I RYE, Chairman.
Fit ED N. DOW, secretary.

constantly employed.

It was Albert llathorn. the well known Batii
ship-builder who died Sunday, instead of Warren Hat horn as
reported, the latter is alive
a.*d well.

4-p'T
of

oh Frederick Robi.- has given to the new
puMie library of (bohant. the oh I Methods!
church, w hieh lie has authorized the trustees to
completely retit. for the piirpox—f the lihrurv
at lit expense of shoo.
Kdward lv. Ingraham, a well known fancy
goods dealer, of Portland, died. Thursdav. ugei!
ahout fifty.
The Home Farm says there are between old
Point and Norridgewoek T"> docks of grade and
full Mood Spani'h Merino sheep, numbering
front 20 to ldo. 'They w ill average ip pounds
of washed w ool per head.
Mrs. ( lutrles < ary of Rnttisw i. k committed
suicide Thursday night by taking Paris <.p en.
No motive can lie assigned for the act.
Freddie si-anlali. a hoy about eight years of
age. son of .Tames Si anlan of Augusta, was
drowned Thursday afternoon in a deep pool of
water near Arsenal street,
'['lie little i.-dow.
accompanied lw a 'til! younger companion
named Roliie McFaddt n. cant" ncrti's a \ a, ant
lot to the tige of tile pool w llell he lost Ids footing and fell into the cold water. Instead of
giving an alarm at once the McFaddcn hoy
hastened home and told his parents of the ir-

well as

Republican convention. The call
patriotic ground upon vital
public questions, and declares a policy which
as

must commend itself to all save those blinded
bv party prejudice.
It provides for fusion of
honest and patriotic kind. It opens the door
for those who have been misled by financial
heresies to return to the party of honest money,

an

the party w hich stands for

April debt statement,
we reei nth published figures showingthe rapid
progress made iti paying oft’ the national di bt
and the gratifying decrease in the annual interIn connection with tin

est

Some further statistics are here-

charge.

with

printed.

The interest

of the nation
Blinds at 3‘e

bearing

tin- first of May

on

per rent.,

indebtedness

was s.

follows

:

.redeemable

nine. .$
I
lit *7, (l.raI
Bunds ai IT per cent., redeemable
in lshl).
J5m,000,<a)0
B"nds at 4 per rent.,
redeemable in
] HOT.
73S.s'4,s<iO
403,000
Refunding certificates..
fund.
14,000,000
Navy pension

$1,494.044, S50

Augii't .'list. 1 st 1.4. the interest-hearing

<m

of an “economical, just, and efficient administration of public affairs.'’ All who believe in
the principles
ticipate in the

lack of candidates of tlie

l’laistcds in the Gubornatorial chair:

Congressmen

of the I .add and

1.

-v. ..

will ohsene 1111-mi>rial d. x ny
de-.-oralinm tinot tle-ir dead i-«iinru■
mrra\
ami lirinm mitmte
man* durinm tin1 dav. and an addr
in tin
iv.ninm at
ell! ra 1 I i a 11. l.v 11-x. Tle-odmv
< Ji-rri-li. uf
Bt«-k*pnr!.
11 "low are the orator* for Memorial Dav in
Maim a* far a* reported:
Augusta. linn,
•'•■-epli o. Smith: Ha*! port. .1. li. II. Ilewett of
i'ljoma-t'at; Bangor. < ol. .1. H. Peak* of Dover:
I *e \ 11 I'. Il-V. \\
tl. Ila-kell Ilf |,ewi*!on;
l,l,'-, r and Foxoroft. li. \. Theodor. (h-rrish:
I arminmton. 1: \. II. I
Howard of Bangor:
1 lalluwell. Cap:. Samuel W. I.am-of Aumu-ta:
\ inailuneii. ( ol. \\
II. Fomlor. I’e ifa-t': l.ility. < ol. ller-ey Ilf lie] fast: Ha*! port. l)r. dohn
I’. Sheehan. Dennysville: Vassalhoro. 1{ '.11.
"
1 iId. 11 nt Augusta : Auburn, t .ox. I'lai-t d :
Norway. I Inn. .1. i\ Sw:i.i x. of < anion.
I lie fifth annual reunion j the state of Maine
A**oeiation of Ahueda < ouutv. alifornia. xvaheld at Badger'* t etnral Park. Ka*t Oakland.
Max till). There wa* a I ante altrmlam-e ami a
grand good title
H. Whitnex-. H*ip. a native of I-arminmton. delvered the'oration, and
d. i,. severanc-i H**p. the
poem.
I he subordinate (irange* ol’
Pi-rataijiii* pro-

of slits .‘!77,.4ti4. making the aggregate reduction
sine.- August 31. lstio.over sl.uOO.OOO.tkiO. The

view

ly

be

personal sacrifices if
pledges which

mu to

organize a t minty drangi
.Monheman xva* orimiliallx owned In one man
who divided it between hi'* tin e, ehi'ldn n.
It
xva* again *ultdivii.lfd between their
ehildn-n
o*e

and a* eaelt needed a hou*e lot. a Halo vard. a
tie id. a pasture and a wood lot. or a share of
aeh Monhi-man ha* in the enur'e of tinu- beonie well diviiled
lip and \.-r\ f.-xv nu ll know
xx lu-re all their land i*.
Mimli of the land i* un-lix ided and is held in *ha' *.
aeenrdiiim to maritime law* and usage*.
The J’- noh*eut ( onfi-ivner
otimri national
ehurehes meet* at Oldtnwn dune I.itii and 14th.
I :u- Aroostook ( onferi-m-e at Hmiltmi
dun- ITth
and I*tio
Joe liver and harbor
appropriation bill ha*
'• 111
reported t(. the House. Among the appropriations for New England are tlie following:
Improving harbor at Portland, s:::. non
Richmond. Slu.iinO: if kland. stn.nnn;
<
athanee
river. s.I.imhi; i.uhee ( liainiel.>2.ing
iniii: .Moosabeek Bar. Jonesport. slo.oiKi.
•fudge Danforth has i—ued a ih-ere. to the
trustee- Of the Calais saving- Bank
authorizing
them to close the deposit account of 1*7* on a
basi- of <«; per cent. The a-ct- realized are
much more than anticipated.
Depositor* have
received ttb per cent.
( apt. Isaac
of
Kennebunk. one of
Downing
tne Oldest shipbuilders and contractor* in
the
state, died at bis residence Mav nth. He was
born in Kerniebunkport .Ian. 4th. I7:*7.
Excepting a few years spent in Bangor and ElisWorth. bis life has been spent in hi-native town.
He was a zealous and devoted member of tieMasonic fratcruitv. and during the
Morgan excitement was one of the few who fearle—k
maintained the principle- of the order, and waloved and venerated by bis brethren, lie was
three times married; and a widow and three
sons survive him.
Two of the latter are residents of Portland, lie was buried with Masonic honors.
Chief Justice John Appleton, on Thur^iav,
completed thirty years of active judicial service.
Nomination by the Chicago Tribui.For
Speaker of the Fortv-eiglitb Congress, James
<i. Blaine."
(
apt. Michael Newbert, who wa- eommatid<-r of coaster- from
Waldoboro. died Tuesdav
night, at the age of eighth-eight voars. [New 2
Senator Eugene Hale has takeii Orlando Ash-*
eottage. on Mount Desert street, and will, with
hi* family, pass the coming slimmer at Bar Harbor.
Hon c. c. W'aslibiirne. ox-Cungre—man and
ex-fiowrnor of Wisconsin, died at Eureka
■springs. Ark.. May 14. of paralysisand Bright-disease. Mr. \\ ashburne was horn in Livermore, Maine. IMS.
in the ancient town of York, the
spire on the
old church in which Father Moodv held forth
and graced by bis preseuee. Inis'been taken
down. It ha* pointed heavenward since the
year 1747.
Hon. J. 1*. Bodwell. of llallowell. has
given
MOub towards the erection of an addition to the
1 ndust-ial School; t wo ladies 8100 each, and last
week ( apt. J. Patten, of Bath,
gave $3tM>.
A joint meeting of the .Maine
Pedagogical
Society and the Penobscot Educational Association
lie
held
at
Hall.
City
wjll
Bangor. Mav 20
and 21til.
I lie railroads will sell excursion
tickets to those attending the convention at one
fare for the round trip, and
arrangements have
been made for board at the Penobscot
Exchange
for $1.30 per day.

imprnvl

necessary, and to is
many conflict with

party interests. Meanw bile, it is well that those
who aspire to nominations should make themmay lie considered and their litness discussed. Thus far
selves know n. that their

availability

hut two candidates for the Gubernatorial nomination

before

prominently

are

the

people

Hon. W. W. Thomas, .Jr., of Portland. and Col.
Fred. Robie, of Gorham. We print on the first
page an article from the Portland Press, giving
sketches of the career and public services of the
idler of whom, it is

two men.'

perhaps

needless

say. would grace tlie Governor's chair. From
present indications one of them will receive the

to

possible that tin-ir supequal in number as to
bringing a dark horse to

nomination, although it is
porters may he so nearly

produce

dead-lock,

a

the front.
itti

regard

to two ot tin- tour

nngre.-sional

nominations. there does not appear to be the
slightest ditTcrenei of opinion in any ipiarter.
Air. Heed and Mr.

be

will

Dinglcy
undoubtedly
nominated unanimously.
The whole State recognizes their personal worth, ability, and usefulness.

The Portland Press, Kennebec Jour-

nal, and other papers lane conceded

\

Boutelle,

llangor.

of

to (

the third

apt.

place

on

The former paper recounts his serices in behalf of the l nion and of the Repub-

lican party, and truly says that "lie is an able,
earnest, and positive man. a good speaker, and
strong and ready w riterand the Kennebec
Journal, after referring to ( apt. Uoutelle's cana

didacy against the Fusionists in ]ssn, says:
“Now it is only just and right that a second
nomination should be given him." Hut one
more name is needed to complete the li't.
The
Portland Press says: "A- to the fourth place
the ticket there

on

seems

to

lie much doubt.

Mr. Millikeii. who was the candidate in tin
Fifth district in ISso. i- understood to have ambition' in another direction. Mr. Lindsey has

publicly

not

be

indicated whether

candidate.

a

or

not

he will

Hon. T. K. Simouton. of

atn-

(

strong support in the Fifth Dis-

a

trict Convention in lsso. and who is well know
brilliant

speaker,

mentioned

will be

a

n

candidate, and

c.,bb, of Rockland, i- favora-

Hon. Francis w

bly

The Kennemany ipiarter-."
bec Journal say- that if Mr. Blaine declines a
nomination Mr. Lindsey will be a candidate,
m

and speaks as follows of the aspirants mentioned by the Pres-: "Mr. Millikeii i-om of the

brightest

position

in the State, and would till any
ith honor. Mr. simouton. of Camden,

men
w

days, including Sundays, embraced and Mr. Cobb, of Rockland, are popular and
period front August 31. isti.4. to May deserving gentlemen, eiiln r of whom would be
1. Iss-J. i- o.ostt. and the regularity and extent
an acceptable candidate."
The Press i- w rong
of tin- reduction in the public debt during the in stating that Mr. Millikeii has "ambitions in
period named will be more fully appreciated another direction." As annoutiei d in the Jourwithin thi-

hen it U known that the decrease has average
over §143.000
every day. A table of indebted"

ness

of

f

H. l’otti

urious nations, prepared by Mr. Robert

of the Census Bun an. shows that the
1 niti-il >tat* s is the imly nation i-xcejit (lermanv,
which

imposed

her debt

vli-bti lines- has lii-en

France, whose
appreciably reduced
on

pa -1 fifti -ii years.
Tin presi in condition of the

inthe

|

com

the

Secretary Folger

aging.

Treasury

is cti-

estimated

that

receipts

for the current fiscal year would
!"■ 'Phi.ooo.oi 10: Imt from the receipts which
have been made, and the estimate-for the re-

maining

two

months of the fiscal year, it apreceipts will probably he §401,-

pear- that the
doo.noo.

Then, the very gratifying result will

doviiitie-- hi

witnessed at the end of the year
that tlie
xpenditures have been less than the
o-t im.it's.
Congress did not appropriate last
■

year the full amount of the estimates, and the
department- have not expended the

fulj

amount

of

the reduced

appropriations.

The

reduction of the public debt has caused a decreased expenditure in the interest
charge of

about
the

slo.ooo.ooo.

It

i-

now

estimated

at

Treasury

that the gross surplus for the
present y ear will he from §14<l,0(MI,oOO to §141.oim.ood. whirl) is some §15,000.000 more than
tie
-timates. Making all allowances for the
-inking food due the present year, and for the
arr- ars

still <Uic

onaccountoffonncryears.it
the actual net surplus for the

is probable that
fiscal year will be

current

corresponding

§101.000,000.

The

surplus for the last fiscal
all sinking fund charges having been
deducted from the §100,000.000, of gross surnet

year,

plus. was sin,000.000, so that in the present
opinion of the Treasury authorities the gain in
the net

surplus

of the present fiscal
year ocr the revenue of last year w ill be §4g.000.000.
revenue

platform adopted by the Pennsylvania
Republican State Convention advocates the continuance of tin* policy of protection to American
industry in the interests of the laboring classes:
rin

condemns tin-

use of patronage to
promote personal and political ends; declares that
competent
and faithful officers should not be removed, ex-

(,<*pt for cause, and that the non-elective minor
offices should he tilled in accordance with rules
established by law. It condemns compulsory assessments
i

hat

candidate for Congress,
and presents strong claims to a place on the
ticket.

public

u

just

c

take it tin1

a

eon vent

um will endear or to oe

toward tlie two sections of the State in

making the nominations. Fast of the Kennebec
river w e have half of the population of the State
and much more than half of its

■

j

nal la-t week, lie i-

r

for political purposes, and declares
office constitutes a high trust, to he ad-

ministered solely for the people, whose interests
must be paramount to those of
persons and par-

territory.

If to

the west is conceded the candidates for (lover
nor and t wo mcutbi rs of < 'ongress.the ( oim ution will

hardly deny

the other two ( ongn—
ional candidates to the east. The west has now
all the heads of departments at Augusta, except
the small office of Land Agent. It has the President and Secretary of the Senate, the Speaker
and Clerk of the House,six of the eight judges,

and about three-fourths of all the State and
Federal

patronage of the party. To give to
that section, in addition to all this, the Governor and three Congressmen, and h ave but one
Congressman to represent the east with its larger

territory, majority

of

population,
mercial interests, would be -o unequal and unfairthat the convention is not likely to entertain
If Mr. Blaine enters the
such a proposition.
field it will necessitate,

ly

and

\

ast com-

should say. ail entiredifferent distribution of candidates, as it is
we

essential that all sections of the State should receive proper recognition and equitable representation on the

though

without

subject,

we

ticket.
positive

Otherwise

and

al-

information on the
do not believe Mr. Blaine will be a

candidate—the convention, if it makes the

nom-

inations above indicated, should give tiiis sec< 'ongressional candidates.
tion of the State two of the

\\

by

Boston.

Practical

sorry to see that the enmities aroused
the hot-bed war between the editor of the
e

are

\\ atcrville Mail and the Gardiner Home Journal still continue.
This paper endeavored to

play

the part of peace-maker, at the time, with
the usual result of encountering the hostility of
both parties. Still, we had hoped the Mail and
Home Journal would, ere this, have shaken
hand- over the hot-bed; but the Mail of last
week says—
H. K. Morrell, of the Gardiner Home Journal was at the Elmwood one dav this week.but
didn't venture to call at the .Mail office.
'J lie New York Herald says that "Mr. Wayne
Me\ engli. who never wearies of informing the
public how much better lie is than his party,
and bewailing the ‘spoils system' and the ‘boss

system,'"
the

was

engaged just before the meeting

Tin* resolutions recommend to the county
organizations that in their rules they allow the

ot

Ne\*s

[Correspondence of the Journal.)
Boston, May 15,18S2. Bain and east M ind. East
wind and rain. And when the sky is blue the same
wind is blowing—a benefit to throat and lung doctors, but abomination of desolation for speakers and
singers. Almost all of Maurice Gran’s French
Opera Troupe M ere disabled in coming here from
the sunny clime of Cuba, and some of the principals engaged for the Grand Opera Festival last
M eek, M ere unable to appear. Nevertheless, we had
a rich treat of good music well sung.
Gerster,
Hank, Carrington, Campanini, Lazzarini, Adams,
Sweet and Only were some of the artists. The
chorus Mas excellent and the orchestra superb; although, after all, Grand Opera in such a barn as
Mechanic’s Hall, is, as some one expressed it regarding the Patti opera, “Like drinking Chateau
Yquciu out of a tin dipper in a saw mill.” 1 judge
you have had cast wind also; at least something
swept away two-thirds of my last letter, and it M as

The following loiter was received by the Ladies’
Temperance Association, of this city, and read at
their regular meeting on Saturday afternoon. It
was not intended for publication, but it contains
so much of public interest and so
many practical
suggestions that we are glad to be able to give it a
place in our columns—
Rockland, Mass., May 10, 1382.

on

that

same

poor victim that I

was

at work

one

morning, when the doctor came into the room, and
handing to me my coat and hat said, “Conn*, brother, for a rarity the sun shines, the raw’ east wind
hides in his foggy cave or hut occasionally ventures
forth. Let us away to the Public Gardens and
stimulate our weary brains with a glimpse of ve rdant mead and flowery lea, while the tuneful English sparrows warble their sweet melodies to the
budding shrubs.” How could 1 resist such an in v i
tation?

before duty always, so I went.
It was pleasant, too. We sat under a big elm whotwigs were glad with the olive tints of spring life.
Children were playing on every side—one, with
crinkled hair the color of pine shavings, Rowing
from under a red, Turkish, tasseled fez. was shoveling sand in a little cart; a thin, white feed eon
Pleasure

inuRled with a dingy white scarf, sat near
trying to absorb a little sun.-bine. The many
colored tulips nodding their gorgeous heads, the
blue and white hyacinths, and the bold-faced. star
lug pansies rejoiced at the coining summer. We
looked at the fat city horses hauling loads of newly
us

turned sods and earth, and the --tolul Milesian laborer' vvcil ling the pick and spade. We heard the

tinkling street
people rowing

car
on

bells and the laughter of young
the

shining waters of the p n<l.
by, Rat hat, tight trovvsers,

!

sides, and
swinging a dainty cane. After him plodded along
a tall, tl.in man, with rusty heaver and sldny black
suit, carrying the legal green bag, and he bowed to
the doctor, who returned his salutation,
there,
young man,” the doctor said when he had passed,
“look at him and be warned.
1 knew him when
in* was at college, rich, talented, handsome, everycoat, elbows

well

out

from

bis

of Belfast

and

Vicinity.

The American House in this city’ served up
and green peas last Sunday.

Schr. A. O. Gross, of Deer Isle, partially owned
in Belfast, lost her rudder in the gale of the i Jtli
and was towed into New York.

••

Ot

Sunday night

The storm of

purchased

vicinity

was

but

mday i:» this
heavy gab- at the
very severe in Massachusetts,
to New Jerse>.
Manv vos-els

westward. It was
and along the coast
suffered.
Mr. I.

a

.Miller returned home last week from

\

a

Interior, where lie has been all r furs.
He purchased about £.**00 worth. Mr. Miller brought
home a beaver -kin stofled, which is <>n exhibition
at Locke's.
A correspondent puts the following -picricIf
road- thn ugh tlie
parties continue to prc.-s 1
Lamp Ground may we not fear that the .-ociety may
Belfast if

they

Would it

n<»t

be

a

i-to

should:

grounds

.also

are

receiving attention,

and ten

doctor and said, “Well?" 11
the seal, buttoned bis coat, and -aid,

from

“Let’s go home.’

We went.

MlII’l’lNt; itkms.

i.

large fleet of vessels
"as driven into Portsmouth, N. II.
Thursday,
by a severe southerly storm.\t Math. May
Mill. Peering A Pennell launched schooner
Maud .M. Story, of 120 tons, intended for a
fisherman and owned by John Story and ('apt.
Edwin Saunders of Koekport who commands
her.\t the exhibition of ships models in
A

trifling.
Bangor lawyer lias )• •night sun against the
proprietors of the recently i-.-ued “liidorv of Penobscot ( .unity," for found damage- to ccunpense
him for being reported in tin- hook a- “Mead/’
[Commercial.
A well known lawyer in thi-eit\ has like provocation for claiming damages from the publi.-her- <M
<

recent

a

Juzetteer.

at

Washington, the total quantity
ot lob-ters caught
during the census year of
IST'.mi) was I l.ge.f.ivj pounds.of
which0,494,2S4
pounds were canned. This industry gives employment to a large mimberof people in Maine,
ami it- de-truction w ould he a serious loss to
tie 'tale.
A number of our lobster

packers

lia\i-e.-tablished factories in New Brunswick,
Nova .'eotia and l'rinee Kdward Island, and the
indications are that we shall have to depend upon

that section for our future

supplies.Some
evil-minded persons have been catching the
young salmon out of the Saco. About 50,000
wire put into the river at
Fryeburg, by the
State Commission last year, and now they are
about two inches long. Tile young lisli go up
the small streams, and nets are pint across the
mouths of the brooks, and the lisli driven into them....It i- believed That the mullet tisheries
of Florida will become

as important as the cod
fisheries of New Fnglatid.V summary of fish
receipts of Portsmouth. Mass., for the week
(“tiding May Kith, gives better results than for
some lime past, about 00,000
pounds of cod and
haddock having been brought to that port and
the Isle of Shoals.

I In rum question is the only question upon
which tlm Democratic
party can go before the
people united. They are divided on free trade
hut they are a unit for free rum. [Them Steers.
\\ lint kind ot a place is Bath anyway'!
[Argus.
It is the piaee that once was hut a “Twenty Cow
Parish," and is now the foremost shipbuilding
place in the world. Moreover, it is the place
that never once, from its earliest to its latest
day. has failed in an election to give tits to the
party represented by tin- Argus. Anv more

conundrums!'

[Batli Times.

Plaisted’s letter to “Dear Sant" is
bait for gudgeons. The intention of it is to placate
the straight Greenbaekers;
persuade them that
lie is in full sympathy with the Greenback
movement and is not a Democrat. The Democrat ie leaders of course understand the game
and thrust the tongue in the cheek as tliev read
the letter.
[Portland Press.
< iiu ernor
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Critcheit & Sibley are to pu; -owing machines,
into their factory for the manufacture of sewed
work.

general superintendent

A

who will

tory
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the work. llusines- at their fae
looked better than now and i- steadily

oversee

never

increasing. They
England trade.

havi*

worked
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a

large New

are

receipts

the door

at

and leave

penses
is

enough

were

>

smallest

measuring

gravel train i-

pleting the
city which

fl1.

by

itches, the other two
♦I1, by 8'a inches, two weighed! unecs each, and
one 31* ounces.
The hen is of the common breed,
but her eggs are certainly of an uncommon -i/e.
A

now on

work of

7

the

Belfa.-t branch

com-

tilling in at the bridge in tliis

begun last fall. The outer or -ia
wall will he faced up, making a -olid earth embankw as

distance. The main pa--eug«-r track
w ill he straightened, w hich will give m>*nplatform
room at the depot. One more -witch has been added
and all the others changed to the left of the track.
Lumber is on the ground for an addition of loo feet
to the coal shed, which w ill give a building 22o feet
in length.
The will of the late Orrin < tinningham was tiled at the recent term of Probate
court in this city. He gave to his -on- orrin W.
and J. H. Cunningham $l.ln each. To hi da light* r-

Whitney

and .Jennie J

Merriam $!/'>c;e h.

Eogar M. Cunningham iii- farm togetln r
with the buildings except the a-t half of the liou-e,
also the farming tool-.
I’o hi- wife Lucinda 11.
Cunningham he gives hi- bank book with all de.
posits in the Belfast Savings Bank. a mortgage <m a
farm in Knox, the east half ot the house so long as
she lives and two cows.
\t her death the house
son

<

goes to Edgar M.
aldo County Council P. of H
will meet with Progress Grange, .Jackson, Tue.-day
.June Oth, with the follow ing programme —1-t, music
The Gkanmks.

\\

by the choir; 2d, opening exercises; .‘Id, reports of
Granges; 4th, action on proposed amendments to
the Constitution; 5th, essay by Sisler Ellen Hunt.
0th, noon recess—basket picnic; 7th, music by ti c
choir; 8th, song by -*. nth, topic—the grascrop, opened by Bros. Wallace and Lang; bah,
music bv the choir; 11th, topic— Cam.mg and pn
serving fruits, opened by Sister* Ritchie and Dur
ham; 12th, story by Bn*. I). K. Drake; nth, remarks for good of the or ler : 14th, closing « nmonies.

at his

and

Come one,

mine

all.

Theodore Gerri>h preached his iir>! sermon
appointment in Bangor on Sue. lay last,

new

cordially received. This gentleman’s
success in the ministry has been remarkable.
\t
the end of eleven years of his chosen profession he
finds himself at the head of the leading church in
was

the East Maine (.‘onferenec. Eleven years ago
when he decided to enter the ministry lie put himself in the hands of Rev. Mr. Bolton, then, we
believe, somewhere in the vicinity of Bangor. Mr
Bolton took his pupil to a school house and after
opening the meeting allowed Mr. Gerrish to preach.

previously

Mr. G. had

j

taken

a course

of

study.

In

this way he prepared himself and was soon given a
circuit at Kenduskeag, Levant and annel, where
he remained three years. The following four years
Hartland, St. Albans and Pitt-ticid,
passed in Belfast and one at
Hucksport. In all these places he has been wonderfully successful, adding to the churches both
numerically and financially. In the past year lie
has been sought for in three different conferences,

were

spent

three years

at

were

England,

Hampshire ami Maine. It is a
coincidence that his old instructor, Mr. Holton, in
eleven years after he entered tier ministry found
himself at the same church now occupied by bis
pupil. Mr. Gerrish’s many friends hope that his
new pastorate will be as pleasant as those he ha*
held in the past.
New

New

S. Herrick Staples, formerlv of Belfast, died
the home of his mother in Penobscot, <>n Thursday of last week, aged about .‘5a years. Last fall he
Mr.

at

went west, hoping that a change of climate might
bring relief from the pulmonary trouble with which
he was suffering.
He found no .elief and this
spring he was taken down at Los Angeles, Cal.

Death was near and the one wish was to reach home
and die at the old homestead of his mother. Kind
friends contributed the means, and more dead than
alive he started alone on the long journey east.
It
was a fight against time.
He arrived at Bucksport
on Tuesday of last week, and
by the aid of stimulants reached home, dying twenty-four hours afterwards. His only desire was to see home and mother
once more,
of life left
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A.

and that object being gratified the spark
the emaciated body. Mr. Staples was a

young man of rare abilities. He was a graduate of
the E. M. C. Seminary at Bucksport, leaving that
institution with distinction. He has been select
man of his native
town, and has held other town
offices with credit. Mr. Staples was a member of
the Methodist church and of Waldo Lodge I. O. <>.
F.f of this city. The latter body sent a delegation
to his funeral, which took place on Friday last from
the little church in Penobscot, Rev. Mr. Gerrish, of

Bucksport, preached the sermon, speaking eloquently of the young man’s Christian virtues and
steadfast principles. He is mourned by the whole
town. An unfortunate marriage is said to have had
much to do toward hastening his death. He leaves
one child in this city.
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Hampden Lodge -'d t.• Hampden.
Among the special DIst. Deputies f. r tin- ye;,r
W. B. Rankin and Mrs. A. L. Damon, ot Bed.i-t
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Mondax evening.
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Score a victory for a Waldo county biddy. Mi.
Richard Whitten, of I’uity, is the forumalc j
sor of a hen which has produced three eggs, the
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The remainder of

petitioner of Belfast Lodge of .Masons, now
Plwnix Lodge, and was its first .Junior Warden.
II had been blind for sixteen year-.
A -ketch of
Mr. Webster was published in the nia-onir -npph
ment to the .Journal July lu, 1*70, on the ...- i n
of tiie

--.jl»le

himself, whit*

show in

a

was

irrej.r<

! Tin*

.team

rig

tlie

ingof the city gJx *niim*nt

Capt. B. E. Ames, of Bangor, who killed himself
and wife at New York, as mentioned in the .Journal
last week, was a native of Eineolnvilie in this county. The “asc is a sad one and no au-e i- n.-signcd
for the tragedy save the ill health of the captain.
The bodies were sent to Bangui- la.-t Friday, where
they were interred.

unless

Commission

trade, that of

for

A

it'll 'Ml Fimiim,. A lettcrfroni Deer Isle
to tlie Boston Fisli Bureau states that four canning factories are now in operation there [lacking clams ami lobster*, and a large business is
1
\pectrtl this season. Lobsters are becoming
quite scarce along the coast of Maine, and the
writer is of the opinion that very few will he
packed after this year in that section. Three
years will clo-e up every lobster factory in Maine,

something i- done for the increased production of lobsters, the present law being entirely ineffectual. According to the official report of the Maine tisheries, issued by the Fish

the

!

••

years. Mr. Webster was born in ( on. ord N. il
dan. 1, 17t*o.
He came to Maine in lso.">, I<».-,»!>
at
< ast'.ne.
In 1*1.I he eaui to Belfast and xv-.rked at

to he built.

streets, occupied by theBelfa-t Livery Co. took lire
on Monday, hut the Haines were extinguished heA lire w as start
fore the fire department arrived.
ed that morning in the ollire stove and the hay near
the pipe in the loft ignited from the heat.
Loss

Rev.

1 looked at the

uifiili-

the advan

iodge
giro
-tor-upper, with literar
cottages
e\. retses- History,
Prophecy, < )ration, poem, < >de.
Little Edith, aged tour years, a member of a Bap
d'o-ists, etc. A pleasant time i- looked lV-rwar 1 t-tist family in this city, heard some one mention the jI
•••.Crystal Ware Lodge of 1- Bm-kfield me* r.-.|
dime sociable which was held at the Bapti-t church
| lit ers fi r the->111 quarter. <>. IL Her-ey, esq., was
la.-t Friday evening, and somewhat startled the
recommended for Lodge Deputy
The weekh
household by saying—“Mamma, there i- to he a
meetings were live meetings during tin- -piait-T.
<1-sociable at the church to-night, can I go?"
iiotwitlistnndlng bad traveling... rid a I Wave !.No. 7, of Boothbny, which was Institute if
The stable near the corner of Maine and Cross
1.
are

-•*

off.

Webster :,t

—

The Lort Point Hotel is undergoing a th**n*ugh
renovation for the coming season, which promises
to he a lively one. A full orchestra will he engaged
and a brass band can he made up from its members.
The

correspondent

astine

"f David W

his
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Frank M. Poland and Wm. S. Stevenson, of Mont
ville were recently discharged from the court of in-

>

=

doctor handed him a coin without a word,
ith a low how the Moderate Drinker walked

temperance meeting will l*e at tin*
m. Sunday.
sdi. Mary >. Hall, will launch from McDonald A
Brown’s yard in this city, at l .'JO p. m. Saturday.
Sc.hr. Paul Seavey, of Bangor, lumber loaded, is
The next

North Church at \ p.

■

c

The

A

solvency, having gone through.
George Grant, son of Nathaniel Grunt, broke hiThe Mayor has instructed the city marshal and
John B. Doyle, mentioned last week as being on
right arm on Tuesday by falling from a horizontal
Mv Dear Sisters: I think it was a year ago trial at
policemen to enforce the ordinance against loafing bar on school house common.
Chicago for counterfeiting, has been con- j
last New Years eve that I received the letter which
on the corners and in front of stores and
public
vieted
with
a
recommendation
to
mercy.
Stephen Grover, piano tuner, is again in Belfast
you deputized Sister Hicks to write me, and in all
places. The nuisance ought to he abated.
tnat long time I have had many an impulse to write
Mr. Grover’s work is well
for business.
ready
was cold, stormy and very disagreeable.
Monday
you, which I have let pass. But this lovely spring
The case \V. I). Baker vs. Charles Elliot tried at I known hmv. See his notice in another column.
It
snowed
and
in
the
hailed
with
it
a
morning. Monday
day brings
longing for Belfast, anil among
the January term 1SS1 has just been decided by the
all the good people whom I would like to see, the
night ice formed the thickness of window glass.
The ship Louis Walsh ha- finished loading ice
old familiar faces in the “Association” are in the
law court in favor of the pill", for $173.'2'i and inter>he has nearly *2,'»oO tons <»n board. The ship will
Brook trout are quite plentiful in this vicinity.
front ranks. Would that 1 might throw pen and
est.
Elliot was surety on a mail contract and
It has been claimed that this is
tow to sea to-day.
paper to the winds, and step in upon you, but since
Last week three Belfast men bagged 120 in the
the estate will have to settle.
that cannot be, let me tell you something of temperthe tlrst cargo of ice shipped to Furope .since the
of Stockton. One measured eleven and a
streams
ance here and how w<* manage things.
The regular quarterly session of Waldo District
Franeo-Pmssian war, but -ince tin .-hip began to
1 read the dournal attentively and have been
half Inches.
much pleased w ith the accounts of the
Lodge of Good Templars will be held at Monroload a cargo has been shipped b\ .-teatm r which *>t
public temAttention
is
called
to
tinreduction
in
the
of
It is gratifying to read how you
price
perance meetings.
village with Valley Lodge N<« lOu, on Thursday of
course will arrive lirst.
are enlisting all clashes in the work. Here we work
Mr. Uoodenough’s books on sale at C. W. Haney’s
next week, May _’.‘)lh, commencing at 10 a. m.
It
in a diflerent way
We have not as yet arrived at
Mr. George U. Bailey has opened an agricultural
store.
Excellent books arc marked down to ten
tin* Sunday afternoon mass meeting, though 1 have
will be a picnic session and all members of the order
warehouse in this city in the basement of the Wa>b
strongly advocated it. We have about once in three cents each.
are invited.
months a Sunday evening meeting at the different
ington building on Pluonix Row. In ad>lition to
Mr. C. -J. Ilall, of this city, has secured a granite
churches, consisting of music, essays and recitations
Pkksonai.. Geo. E. Brackett (expects to leave
agricultural implement" ot all kinds he ha.** aline
by the children, but to me they are sort of “cut and contract for the Bovlston Park in Boston. TinThursday for Charleston s. L'., toattend theannmd
dried beforehand” performances, no more to he
lot of carriages which will be advertised in a week
granite will be shipped from hi- r* { quarry at Otter session of the
compare! to a stirring, down east meeting than a
Bight W. (,. Lodge of (food 'Templars,
or two.
It i- Mr. Bailey's intention to keep a* tin*
Creek, Mt. Desert.
ind;c school to a circus. This is a wicked comas a Delegate from the G. L. of .Maine.
'This cona line of good as can la* found in Wald" county.
parison. but it about expresses my meaning, and
Twelve gentlemen lroin i'nity were initiated into
vention includes delegates from all nations of the
\ou will understand who it comes from. Our t'nion
Rev. Mr. Ros.-> occupies the
( Hi id'll Noil ".
celebrated its 1st anniversary last Thursday, ami
Waldo Lodge I. C>- O F.,ol this city, on Friday c veciviii/ed globe, and v ill continue in -e- non during
here is where we do our temperance work.
afternoon, Mr. Tufts, tie*
-smday
Baptist
pulpit
Wo
last.
ning
They are to become charter member.' •»f next week.. .Mr. Edwin Fuller B>>> le,
ini
it\
have about fifty contributing members, or had hist
fie*
regular pa.-tor going !• Dover for that da
a new lodge in I’nity.
recently graduated from the Aiuu-t.i ( ommerciai
year. ! pon the new basis of representation I hope
subje'd of Rev Mr. Ross’ Sunday morning -ermon
we shall increase to double the number.
It Is a
college-Mr. and Mrs. H. \. Laifc-tei an- in
Mr. McKenzie Pease, formerly a resident of Belat the North church w ill be “Jesus and tin* >:imari
very social, delightful organization to the few who
Rome, N. A.Mr. \\ m. N. Hall ha- ret ia n.*<i hone
fast, tiled in Bangor last w eek, at the advanced age
may be reckoned as the live members.
We meet
tans.'
Lveiling lecture subject, “ChriMianity and
from
e'erv luexhu afternoon,
California-Geo. P. Field, of I;..-ton. hahaving missed but three of nearly 1*7 years. His remains were brought to
G. I everywhere present :tn*i
i
Pantheism
or t"ur meetings, and these were on account of
been in Belfast for a few day
this eity for interment.
storms.
Last year we held live public meetings,
vv irking.".. sn’
t of Rev Mr. t mode no ugh'- >10
hmi a “law n
J.
K.
which
of
netted
us
about
for
tin*
Osgood, Esq.
$100
The Muldoon Picnic (
Gardiner,
which gave such a sbk
party
great temp*
lay morning sermon at the 1 ni\ersalist church will
our treasury, maintained an ice walertank
upon the
ance reformer, is holding a
show in this city not long since, was refused the use
series of meetin-- m
be “Immortality," from tin* text “If a man di>
street at iheco.-t of about fifteen dollars a month,
this city.
He spoke Mmday at the Unh crsali-l and
of tin* new opera house in Bangor.
Their reputagot about three hundred signers to the pledge, can...«>< org* <
sliak he ilvc gain
Wait* w
’-j*'.vas-ed t In* town for signal arc- to the suffrage petiMeLhodist churches, giving his thrilling experiencetion had got ahead of them.
before the -piritnali-t- at \i.gier 1 fall,
f!ntion. did lots of electioneering in behalf of “No Li
as
a
man.
On
and
drinking
Tuesday
cense," and established a temperance school. 1
Wednesday on Sun*lay next at p. n. Subject .-ol'u ifed i'r*
Wednesday of last week was the 2bth anniversary
w i-li
to speak in particular about our ice water j
evenings he addressed large audiema at llayford
of the wedding of Mr. and Mrs I. H. Sherman, of
the audience.
tank and the Temperance school. The first was \
Hall, where a number of drinking men -urned the
this city. They were the recipients of many costly
1 ME .Itll.ldTIKS.
really a public blessing, and was liberally patron
w •:
pleased
ized by everybody from Julv to November. Then*
pledge. Mr. Osgood’s methods of reforming men know that tin- do t i*
presents fr.nn their friends.
,-ueli nun rlit
an*.
that
w as no place along tL- street where man or beast
are peculiar to himself, and in tin* ten
of
years
Seh. Nellie S. Pickering, of Belfast, is loading at
sati-fflcti-ui l.i-t c ,vr will igain
,r at i f
;
could get a good drink of water, consequently In
|
his labors he has aeeo npli.-hed much good, We
the thirdly days, the vici and boys drifted into the
e\ •i,ii
I;- J 11
Mall, in till- city, on Wed, n
Bangor with orange box .shooks for the upper >t.
a•
hiiv
labors
in
this
win
ooi beer and soda were constantsaloons,
hope
city will be crowned with under 111-' management -I I
Johns iti Florida. The vessel will be commanded
i“ te.
T!:e j
ily on draught. W n thought it would be wise to offer
success.
• a 1 antht* -nine "Th" l-.leeii ie.ii \ ;
a
in
something instead,-o we enlisted the sympathies this trip by Onpt. (ieorge Flowers.

■

he mcetinV’

The Belfast Choral society will meet to night.
full attendance is required.

Seth L. Millikcn, Esq. of Belfast, will speak at
Thorndike and Unity, on Memorial Day.

Mrs. Eveline Woods, on Monday, fell from the
door step of her house on Bay View street, sustain
ing serious injuries.

■

t

sal-

a

mon

And now the organ grinder comes,
-Dread harbinger of spring,
With his organ slung across his back
And a monkey on a string.
And while lie grinds his music out
That makes the stoutest quail,
His monkey passes ’round a hat
And—thereby hangs a tail.

a few gent
Iiu*:' to tin* “xtent of
Then we
a large barrel tilted with a faucet,
upon
which we painted in big letters, “lee Water Free.”
Ni xt we « i.gaged a place t-< put it and a man to i.li
it tlo.vc times a d:i\
the ice man to visit it every
morning: lie bad a key with which to open the top
of the barrel. It was the best patronized institution
in the place, rarely w ithout a caller from eight in
the morning tii! ten at night. One blind lady contributed on 'a md it ion that we should buy a little tub
l" catch the ..1 drippings, <o that thirsty dog;.
might have a di ink. So man and beast w en* refreshed. One man who sold beer said we had damaged
e him now : a poor,
thing bright before him, and
him o\
a
hundred dollars, and there are twenty
miserable shyster, making a scanty living by the
nine others to hear from yet.
I wish you could do
of
the kind in Belfast.
It will take more
something
meanest work, full of liquor all tin time, wife ditank- and more money, but are yon not equal to
vorced, children don’t, recognize him, acquaintances
it
It strikes me as a practical enterprise.
Next
our Temperance school.
1 hiring the winter we deshun him for fear of being asked for money, all
vised ■* nvious methods to keep alive the temperance
brought about by rum. Bum. sir! I can’t under
int< n -t among the people.
We tried our best to
stand it. Why can’t a man take a glass of beer or
-t: it a Reform Mill-, hut failed in that
Next we
tried
is
a
>"C*al
That
when
he
wants
it
and
then
-topreniperanci T'nion, w hich after a
liquor
or two died out.
Then
we tried the costly
meeting
I don’t make
true temperance. That is what 1 do.
experiment ot a series of temperance, lectures.
a beast of myself, yet 1 drink when l feel like it.
These were fairly attended, but b\ the same, steady
g“ing temperance people all the time. We do not
I
Ju.-t here a man suddenly appeared before
•"'in! tin- Dor! lost by any means, but we failed in
us, muddy and broken shoes, a pairoi faded, patchour purpose to n adi the masses.
Our next effort
wa
with the children.
We went into the schools
ed and ragged pantaloons, a coat tied together with
and a-ked tin* children if tlie\ were willimr to ioin
pieces of rope-yarn in lieu of button', an apology :i
temperama -rhool it tie- I'nion would hire
for a hat surmounting a scarred, dirty, unshaven
hall and furnish textbooks for the study of
face. “Tramp" written all over him.
He-pcned 1'i arti a I and scientific temperance. Having re
<a !v« d
a
fa\oia1'!i‘ reply we pro< aired an outllt,
a cavernous mouth and spoke—
which ei»n-ish‘d of Mi-- ( olmanbs Catechism on
*‘(.en lemen, souse me fer lnterruptm this conAlcohol. at live cent- a copy, a few copies of
Mi—( olman
Alcohol and Hygiene for advanced
versation, but I were .iest a deliberatin'wether or
c|.a --e-, a couple nf hundred illustrated
pledge cards
no ter strike yer for a qu arter, an’ I heard Jim tin*
ai -rl.tMi p«-r tiundred, and four hundred illustrated
ti
t-ni •?..•"> per thousand, all
further side er the tree wat he -aid regardin’ mod
costing about $J0.
We ;d«>
; ,, iiaif du/en
copies of Mi-- Colman'd
crate drinkin’.
N<*w i m a goin’ ter .-trike >or fora
Manual t r tin* u-<- ,,f the teacher-.
We hold our
half in.-load u\ a quarter, but I’ll give yer 111.*
; meeting-every Tue.-day afternoon, at the close of
ranee
I've
I’d
be
worth.
allcrs
as
how
schools here close at
temp*
meeting.
thought
moneys
In !t pa-t liree. -«• we appoint the temperance school
agreeable ter give a lector. Now i- my clia.nce an’ •!l * "'clock.
and spend an hour a week with the
Allow me bo
rduce
I w ill proceed to ketch on.
Me have it divided into classes like a
children.
Alter the children get through
-*iin«iny -"iiool.
the lecturer, iJcn'lemcn, 1 have the honor ter pre\\ iih ihe less,*ii.— \\ liich u-tiail v takesa
half an hour,
sent ter yer the celebrated .speaker, dame- Steven.-,
\v" have lb minute-or so in gymnastic exercises;
a person who is well acquainted w ith the b..ard uv
exercises and experiments
iilu-trating the le.-son ; hear two or three dedama\ hem.
our best lock-ups from Maine ter California.
>
iioii- i\ liei|«Iron, who take great pride in this;
< ien’lemen, I aint agoin’ter give yer all that rot
i!-tj'ite.iti the papers, .-ing a tempi ranee
song ami
do t g
l.-.iMo,
When a child desire- t<» sign a
about the pleasure, honor, t cetera. ;. v -peakin' ter
1'IePu‘c i; i- given an iliu-trated pledge card,
i’ll
Moderate
but
ter
tinsub.ici t,
yer,
git d’rectly
on whi< h In- -ign- hi- name and
keeps it himself.
I am a moderate drinker. Th- man as
I i.e\- !' took up a work
Drinkin’
> relm tantlv as
this, hut
\"a
me
tell
dear
my
sisters, the effort is worth
mvs I ever was drunk is a liar.
! don’t hear no
'•I ii.c r•■-!.
I rim enthu-ia-lie over it, and would
di;-t cast
murmurs, no re-pon-e, so I’ll perceed.
a'ivo' ate n I * u pi-ra n. v school above all other meas
< hildivn are
nreon :hese boots, this hat, these pants, inis
\ er cy<
quick to see the point, thev are
keen to argue tin* why sand wherefore.-, and it‘does
coat.
Don’t try fer to look at the we.-t' oat or shirt,
good deal "l good for them to know the reason
for yer won’t see ’em.
r~ >
Wy ? ’Cause they haint
y they -hould lie lv.-t rained from intemperance.
1 In- n a-oi) why light beer- and ales are hurtful.
there.
Do I wear this style or suit fer fun, and go
Not long -nice w e had a public
temperance meeting
without them other articles ! mentioned ’cause I
in which the children took a
part. We convened
• I'eui in the vestry, pinned a blue ribbon
want ter? I should sav not. How come I this way
badge to
cadi scholar, and then with the teachers at the head,
I’ll tell yer. Moderate drinkin : I was picked up
we
marched nearly two hundred
into the
strong
off the .-treats by a kind hearted old buck, and gi\
niirm, takiiiu ine audiiuice
by surprise. Our prowork ter do. I wa’n’t no slouch wen I w as a ki 1, gramme was the usual moot recitations and music,
willi lid-exception
i pn>k before hand, some six
an’ I -aw I had a chance.
Also I w as grateful hr or -e ven
the -ehool and gave tin ■■in short
essays t<»
the old man \\<c did it, an’ 1 ju-t humped m\ sell' at
i( am.
-ok
Unet
alcohol, Us medical uses and its
caiur.
< ider.
another
look
its
I
construction
work.
ami
picked up various things here an' I!mv, chemical eii
tnge- through its various and acetic
an’ kep' on til! 1 had a pretty responsible position
• hangc- until it liee*»ine dead
inegar, showing how
do- various ionneiitationin the old gent’s office.
He list'd ter take a drop
developed alcohol, how
a-, p,
u rmeutation destr«»v* d it and w hat
now an’ then, wen he felt like it, an’ so did I. but,
per cent.
ot a I ohol was
developed. Another took beer and
as 1
mentioned in the precedin' part u\ this diother malt liquor- from the grain to the stale
beer,
-bowing lfom actual proof the percent, of alcohol
Wal, wen Iwa-about
course, 1 never got drunk
iu each, \uo1hi-r took w ine, both home and
foreign.
the boss died, the business broke up, an’so did 1.
A nether demonstrated from black boar'1
exercise-,
J kep’ a t y in’ fer a job. but 1 wasn’t satisfied with
he di-co\1.1y and proec-s of
di-tillatiou, showing
anything smaller nor 1 had afore, an’ 1 couldn’t git the per cent, ot alcohol developed by various distillation- and the kind- of -tr»»ng
liquors made from
it. I found out that wen I got blue, wicli w a often,
-"
tilled lightei' drink-. Another took a
chapteron
a glass er liquor would kind er lighten me up a bit,
the relative profits n| bread and beer as constructed
fr oii tin- -jime grain, and another
an’—wal. I lightened; hut yer never -aw me drunk.
gave a short
hapter on chemical action. I asked questions to
By an’ by I got a snap uv work, but'tu n- a big sffiht '"C'h "lie -<• that they might demon-irate
to tin*
tulle-t extent, and an-vver all pc—idle
harder an’ h*s- pay,an’ I got inter a way < growlin'
objections.
Mie a ltd ie nee were delighted and the children
proud.
Wen 1
an’ being Miilky all the time an' dissatisfied.
IVnpie learned then that we were teaching temperwould take a
of
tni'
fr-un a eonimnnsen.se standpoint, and
got a little t"" much so,
give us
mi
ib«* support we need.
It was a temperance
drink, an’ then tilings would look better h r a
d
from a new standpoint, “Out of the r.iouth
petrine
while. But I w as too ugly at my work an' presently
o|
al»es and nekling- Thou lia-t perfected
praise.”
I got the grand bounce. Then I was out o’ work
It i- the *“ii11
upon line” which will never be forWe are considering our next
V'tten.
tempernnee
another, an’ a longer spell: my money gin out, and
meeting. when wv shall demonstrate the action of
a c .h"! on the -tomaeh, Mood and
my clothe.-got shabby. Then I caught ont- r another
brain, and to this
cr.'i
in- trying to bring about the
job, poorcr'eu the last, an’ held that a spell, but 1
purchase of
"•cwells I’lafc-, a -cries of ill u-tration- which will
wa’n’t pleasant to customers nor the bo—e-, an’ 1
co-1 ii- aoouf si".
Our next move is t> have a pie.
!iie supper for the children, and bv the middle of
got lii-ted outen that. 1 guess I w as some ugly an'
•1; lie We .-hall adjourn for the summer.
I used to think ef it w a’n’t fer a glass er -omethii
We have
about two hundred name- in all, and have an
stimulatin’ once in a while, 1 .-honld get desperate.
av enure of one hundred at each session.
I often think and speak of a
I kep’ on—a job occasionally’, but nothin’ reglei.ai
remark, made by
•'i-t' r Burriil I think, iu one of those
good old
ef I tried ter brace up an’ do my work bettor wen
meetings, 11 we don’t do anybody else g< od we do
the hardest part uv it came, I’d git a drink, an’ af
each «»ther." Thai i- true to the letter and
I tel! you my dear friend- I am glad indeed to stand
ter that w as down, I didn’t care whether work vaa- a
connecting link between two such noble bands
doiie good er not. That’s the way it went. All uv
a- the good
tempernnee women of Belfast and
Ko' kland.
a sudden it came outer me that I couldn’t leave oil
You may never -ee each other, but is it
no* a blessed
privilege (•> -ail under the same colors
I didn’t believe it at first, an’ 1 -ot my
drinkin’.
wiin
many ot the truest and host women of the
ugly stubbornness at work an’ -aid I wouldn’t land, to know that all prejudices and creeds are
drink.
But, I.ord bless yer, I might as well have | subordinate to the onodivine law of uplifting fallen
I his of itself i- :i motiv e to make ourtried ter -top breathin’, an’ wen 1 had it well .-et- 1 humanity
"''!vt— pure and worthy of the work
given us t«> do.
tled that 1 couldn't leave off, 1 gave up the whole
It -cem- a hard and thankless
task, this battling
thing an’ here I am. I’ve been in jail more time- ai d striving, and it i- no wonder we sometimes get
d:-eouraged. But have you never noticed, how, at
than yer have got lingers and toes between yer.
almost the last gasp there spring-up such a founBeen run in for thievin’, tlghtin’, trampin', an' nm-t
tain ot refreshing beside us, as
gives us now hope
and strength.
every thing hut drinkin’; never fer that. No -ir' i
< bi
be ready lor the work, and (iod will
give us
was never drunk—I'm a Moderate Drinker, but
-trengtli to do it. (b-steadily forward in the face of
mind yer, I’ve got ter drink or die. Of emr.-e it's
""''back's, and lie will open a path, though it be in
tbe m id -1 ol raging waters.
Ami he will as surelv
all right w hen yer have money, friends, an’
11
~i'c u- tbe reward of i»ur work.
Forgive me that
k
1 have taken
that, to drink, but ju-t yer keep it up till eel 1
>
much of your time, write to me
a- tin and d<> not forget, to
that
hits yer, an’yer need-all yer strength to hit back,
the work of oar
pray
! !l>"lav !»«•
prospered here. With love and best
then vcr’ll find how the devil’s own poison
in yer
w -!■••> to all the dear friends 1 am
yours a.- ever,
vitals, an’ ties yer down and holds yer oil.
Sarah F. Mkaokr.
yer
an’t hit. I'll take that half dollar now a f <•! >-c

A Harvard student went

Pennsylvania Republican convention in London silver medals have been awarded
dickering with Senator Cameron for “a nomi- Lewis Temple, New Medford. .Mass., for centre
nation on the regular Republican ticket for his board yacht and W. li. Barker. New York, for
largest freedom in the general participation in
friend Rawle” and at the same time figuring in
an American yacht.Win. lingers
has laid
the primaries consistent with the preservation
an “independent'
Republican caucus. MeVcagh the keel for a schooner of about 4<J5 tons for
of the party organization. One resolution eulois a representative “reformer."
.1. B. Drake and others, of Bath. The keel is
gizes tin* late President Garfield, and expresses
13b feet long. He has also laid a 233 foot keel
sorrow at his loss and
sympathy with his family.
It is well known by old Virginia gourmands for a ship of about 2000 tons.Loss A
Another reads as follows:
R< solved, that the administration of President that gumbo soup, that richest of Southern
Sawyer, of Bath, launched a schooner, of 400
dishes, is not complete unless sassafras leaves
< Tester A.
Art.iur, commenced under such sad are added to the
tons, the Minnie Smith. Captain An y, Saturday
compound. [Boston Transcript.
and tryingcircumstances, has proved to be
wise,
morning, at nine o'clock. Her length is bio.
Our contemporary is mistaken.
Sassafras
conciliatory and efficient, and is entitled to the
breadth 32. and depth 12 feet. She is owned by
cordial support of every Republican.
leaves are only used when the green pods of the
her builders and ('apt. Arcy.The British
okra plant are not in season. The plant itself
steamer Pliny which left Bio Janeiro April 2b.
Gov. Plaisted’s letter to “Dear Sam” (S. A.
is called gumbo by the colored folks.
for New York, is ashore on Deal Beach, coast
Kerry, chairman Greenback State Committee)
id’
New Jersey. Passengers and crew saved,
has been published.
In
the
State
news column, under the
It declares for “no liarapprogains, no trades, no compromises” and con- priate heading of "At barge.'’ the Kennebec steamer a total loss.Schooner Mary Brewer.
ninety-four tons, of and from Uockland, with a
Journal gives the open season for trout and
cludes—
cargo of lime for New York, put in at BoothSink or swim, Sam, we will stand
Clippings.
by the other fish. Despite the arts of the angler a
Greenback colors, inviting all, repelling none.
good many trout persist in remaining at large, bay. Saturday night, disabled, having carried
This is a good year for political dead beats to
Yours for the Cause,
H. M. Plalstep.
and they are generally the largest of their kind. away the mainmast in the heavy sea near Mon
go to the rear. Especially when Republican
\\ e beg to remark to “Sam,”
confidentially,
began. Saturday afternoon.
nominations are being made.
Re[Somerset
that we think it will be “sink.”
porter.
Oscar Wilde objects to “the American stove
The present abnormally high prices of beef are
with its funereal vase and black-leaded roses.”
I)r. Ladd regrets to say that the business of
G«*n. Weaver denies the report that he had
tins great country is not to be thrown into con1. To the loss of lb per cent, of
and to our glaring wall paper, poor furniture said to be due:
fusion by the destruction of the hanking system written to Senator Yoorhees proposing a genand carpets. But we cannot make sunflowers the cattle on the plains by the severe weather of
just yet. [Portland Advertiser.
eral coalition between the Democrats andGreendo duty for all these things nor live on an ex- the past winter. 2. To a scarcity of corn, and
Governor Plaisted of Maine is reported as backers. This is very important as Weaver had clusive diet of
it- high price, which has prevented many cattle
lilies. \\ ill Oscar please excuse
saying to the Greenbackers that In- does not de- only to make the suggestion and Yoorhees to
us?
from being fed into killing condition. 3. To the
pend upon those who ‘‘stand in the front rank”
for re-election, leaving one to assume that he ex- approve of it, and it would be accomplished.
exportation of cattle—from b.ooo to ti.ooo aniThe
Boston Budget is wondering “what quespects the undivided support of tin* camp-follow- They take turns holding the world in a sling.
mals now leaving our shores monthly for
ers and bummers.
tion will agitate the mind of the summer boarder
[Boston Journal.
to
Europe.
an
unusual and unavoidable delay
Owing
in this year of grace.” Depends upon the sex
We fee] authorized to
say that notwithstandin the summer arrangements of one of the
the
claims put forth by certain parties, the
ing
and locality; but it is safe to say that a part of
The Senate has confirmed the nomination of
delegation from this town to the State Conven- steamboat lines the date of the Republican State the time will be devoted to growling at the host Mr.
Worthington as Collector of the Port id'
tion will go unpledged. This i< as it should be.
Convention is changed from Thursday the 15tli or hostess.
The convention will bo called
Boston by a vote of 38 to 14.
upon to decide
to Tuesday the 13th of June.
questions of great importance to the Republicans
Mustard plasters embroidered with lilies and
of this state and the
fixing of nominations should
(’apt. Hopkins, of Portland, lias refitted bis
The price of the Boston Post has been reducbe avoided. Let the people who are to do the
sunflowers are the latest development of the
Liver. He owns a sloop yacht of that name.
have
a
ed
to
3
word
cents
in
the
a
voting
matter.
number, #9 per year, and the (esthetic craze. The next thing will be the
[Somerset
Reporter.
same rate for a less time.
docorationof pills with the patient’s monogram.
(iuiteau will swing June 30th.
ties.

Temperance Work

AN INTERESTING LETTER FROM MRS. SARAH F.
MEADER. THE TEMPERANCE CAUSE IN ROCKLAND, MASS. AN ICE WATER TANK. A TEMPERANCE SCHOOL.

short

number of

-*

I

the highest

interest-hearing debt i- now SI.Ut4.o44.s40.
ami the amnia! interest-charge about Stio.oiKi.ooo.
Tints in a period of sixteen years \vc have reduced tile bunded debt Ssn7.4n.4,44.4. etVecting
lln relty an annual saving in the interest charge
of aiiimt sol.ooo.ooO. In tin* same period there
wa> a reduction in the non-interest
bearing debt

aiiu r 11Tun.

The

From

Letter

BOSTON EAST WIN'D. THE GRAND Ol'ERA FESTIVAL.
IN THE l’UBLIC GARDEN8.
A TEMPERANCE LECTURE UNDER AN ELM.
THE EXPERIENCES OF A MODERATE DRINKER.

importance of the coming convention, in
of what depends upon its action, can hardoverestimated, and this we arc glad to beis generally recognized. There is a disposumptive,

as a

1

more

The

The

The t'ouriiT-t. azette pultlislles
statement
from -I. II. Richards, father of tie- Ralph R.
Richards found guilty of murdering Willis ( a in
at Koekport. last September.
i ite statement
consists not of facts given at the trial, but what
hit' been found out by Mr. R. and hi' ag.-nts
since—so it is stated— and it ofli rs the theovv
of aeeidental tlrowning as tin- eause of tla-h.-v
t 'ain's death.

no

Murchtypc.

I’laistcd rebuked.

den. who had

cause.

con-

State must lie redeemed, the State steal of
Garcelon and the attempted usurpations of

point, t i/ : jig.3M.530.3! 1.4, and the annual interest-charges theivon were nearly §1.41,000,liflti.

at

sort. and the

the very best.
With such candidates success
is assured. We want no more Gareelous or

Me.'. Folsom, aged about ho year-. ;. \\ ddoboro farmer, hung himself on a’fret half a mile
from home Thursday night.
No arguable

was

right

vention will fail to meet public expectation if.
out of the abundant material, it docs not select

•

States

tints outlined are invited to parelection of delegates to the con-

vention which is to name the next Governor
and four members of Congress. There is no

eumstauee.

hht of the United

free ballot and an

the ticket.

Finances.

National

it

honest count, the party of temperance, of protection to American labor and industries, and

('.A.
The

a

takes broad and

frain from

The basis of Representation will be as follows :
each city, town and plantation will be entitled to
one delegate, ami for each seventy-live votes east
for tin* Republican candidate for Governor in 18So
an additional delegate, and for a fraction of forty
veto, in excess of seventy-live votes, an additional

v

neither the newspapers nor the politicians are
to do its work in advance. It is to be a people's

make

r

**ome

candidate for Governor
and four candidates for Congress, and that
a

sition in every quarter to exercise unusual care
in selecting delegates, to forego ••claims'' and

IN

A. M.,
the purpose* of nominating a candidate for
and
lour
candidates
tor
\ernor,
Representatives
in ( ongress. to be supported at the September election; and to transact any other business that may
1

I'he
mi-annual State convi ntion of r« f.»nn
lubs will be li Id in Norway .on the 7th and sth
of June.
The Amrusta 'hoe factory has ain ady become
quite a hive of industry, some 7" persons beiiur

they

HELD

HALL, PORTLAND,

Tuesday,

IN DENEUVE.

premium

BE

convention

which meets in Portland on the 13th of next
month is to nominate

lieve

Republican State Convention

A

■

ill" mini" .Journal says:
Hardin.-r’'
'■i nt bonds were all
s]fur at a
I per cent, before
were issued.

——— ———■a———

—

MAN IN BOSTON.

well understood that the

It is

THE STATE FA IK.
BELFAST, THURSDAY, MAY IS, 1882.
At a special meeting of the Maine State Agricultural Society in Lewiston last week it was
PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY MORNING BY THE
decided to hi* inexpedient to make any change
in the by-laws. Messrs. Gardner and Sawyer,
representatives of the Maine State Pomdogical
Society, made a proposition to the trustees for ( IIARLES A. PILSBURY.EDITOR.
uniting their show w ith tin* State Fair. They
r
r
*witt?
( Business Manager and
d« sired that the premiums offered by the State
Rl "SELL
G.
DYER,
LOCAL EDITOR.
society in the pomologieal department should lx*
increased from sdou t<. sdOO. and that the State
Subscription Terms. In advance, $2.00 a year;
society pay their clerk hire. Tin* trustees made within the year, $2.50; at the expiration of the
them an offer of about sloo below their propoyear, $3.00.
sition. They are now considering the matter,
A overusing Terms. For one square, (one inch
rhe Lewiston Journal of Friday furnishes the of length in column,) $1.00 for one week, and 25
cents
for each subsequent insertion. A fraction of
following additional information: Trustei s
Prim e, Kicker and Jerrard, of the Sta'e Fair, a square charged as a full one.
met at tic DeWitf House. in this city, WednesThe following are authorized agents for the Jour
day evening, and disposed of several important
matters.
They voted to charge no entry fees nal:
s. R. Niles, No. 25f> Washington St., Boston.
for either cattle or horse* put on exhibition in
T. U. Evans, Rooms 2, 4 A 8, Treinont Temple,
the coming Fair, hut to charge the exhibitors £1
Boston.
fora season ticket, and their assistants a like |
s. M. Pettengill & Co., 10 State St., Boston,and
sum. and to oblige each exhibitor to furnish his i
» Broadway, N. Y
own forage.
Horace Dodd, 205 Washington St., Boston.
They voted to offer a special preGeo. P. Rowell St Co., 10 Spruce St.. New Y ork.
mium of sTofortlie best exhibit of the products
J. II. Bates, 41 Park Row, New York.
of Aroostook county. Tins great agricultural
region is thus provided a premium that will
SUBSCRIBERS remitting money or desiring to
compensate for the cost of bringing products s<>
nave the address of papers changed, must state the
far. Messrs. Prince and Jerrard were appointPo*t ( Mice to which the paper has been sent, as well
ed a committee to build a dormiton for exhibas the office to which it is to go.
itor' and their assistants, on the Grounds. This
will he a permanent wooden structure of probAdministrators, Executors and guardians
ably two stories, with one large n om to contain desiring their Probate advertising published in the
a stove for cooking, and numerous small bedJournal, will please so state to the Court.
rooms. The In ails of departim nts were assigned. as follows: General Superintendent, llnti.
subscribers are requested to take notice of the
It
date on the colored slip attached to the paper.
Kufus Prince: horse department. Col. G. W.
is
the only form of receipt now used. For instance,
Kicker: cattle department, S.G. Jerrard: hall
]' May si. means that the subscription is
to
lion.
J.
K.
lb.dwell: ticket departpaid
department,
that date. When a new payment is made, the date
ment. lion. (
F. Libby. 1 he trustees contemwili l»c changed to correspond, and .SUBSCRIBplate the purchase of a piece of land for the en- ER." ARE REQUESTED TO SEE THAT THEIR
largement of the Fair Grounds, and arc nego- Da tes are CORRECT. Subscribers in arrears
are requested to forward the sums due.
tiating with several adjurei t owm rs.
Si

Coming Convention and Candidates.
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--alined,

value. s2''.:',hd
iI’l-h.

1,177, tht 11.-. fr. -h gi»7. 12
iams— i...
food, l'.7- 1 :

»

ae

j?o.V.; for ha.it, h’./.KM* |h-. fje-h.
value, sladd; canned. 7,uuh •!•-.
;,--2i
value, s7dn. Miseellaueou—ti-h-*-il. I".1 '>
'•an.-,
or par.
gallons, value. ^I,:17-I, s»um Is, i.s,-2 pa 1!
; marine products u-e
f..r terti'n
value,
value. >2.Onn. t.rand total of He-. fi~: tr«"dj. I’
I!>'2,<!h2. grand total \.'iltle.S-2l7.ddva.ue,

:;.».*> I•' l-.

MTntfi:i**»k

Ih
i
dip* f.-lvv in li■ >v*ki -. w In
amputated tin- 7:h iu-! int. died l’huv-div
m-.r; ing. May 11th.
He leave- a widow
children-< .e.*rge W
m
Kh-it. aged tw urn
-••

vva-

years, a grandson-»f the late .hmathan B Kiel.,
W interport. was killed reeentlv 1-y tin- tailing of
•

levator in ston

lh»-ton.
Tli'.rp«'f vvli" is

No. _'t l’urcha-e -tn-et.

Sunday the
the cighi v -lit'th

l.a-t

vameral'le tivm

in

year of her

e

age, was

ing her way t>» the cemeter;-. leaning

ivoimgiady.

<>uhei

-eturn -lie

<u

replied.

where I

“I have been

shall-hortl.v

husband, children,

lie

or

friend', she )- h ippy
one liappy that >'umi

P>

wen

-ecu

the

.ir

wa- met

friends who asked her winav -h«* had In
-he

ot
..n

f

-oute
en. w

I -ok upon the

hear

1

u

lnm

spot

old :ady, without

property, yet having

mat.v

pueen, and make-

everv

a-

a

vv ilhin l'ea.'h of her-mile and
owing to the swift current of the river at this point.
influence
The craft is propelled by steam and i>* steered by
two pudding sticks, which arc unshipped at tie
^kausmoni
Mr. Otis Wilson Inis potatoes in
I
end of each trip. The homeward trip was fraught i his h •' In»i:
tint are -i\ inches high, waiting to
with danger, as besides our team there were
n
be traiisphiutcd.... Mr. Frank W hitten, one <4 1.
board two yoke of oxen. One pair was very -kii
Kean’* clerk*, is sick with the mumps. ..snow
tisli and nearly backed our team overboard, but
w as quite plentiful here on tin1 1.1th; the hills were
Ben Montgomery averted the danger. (The drive
well capped-Mr. David 11. Cobb i- lesirous <>,f
from ltucksport to Penobscot i- through tin* handmaking a change in his business, ami has ad\ertised
disome village of Orland.
Penobscot wasomv
Iiis farm for sale,
ll is a good location for«»m*\vle»
it- name is from the
triet of ancient Pentagoet.
wishes to follow farming near a village ....Mr. A
Indian word “Penobskcag" meaning a rocky place.
D Keen* who was shot last January by Spear, i-*
This is a good description, although many excellent
at Work again... .The main friends of Key. J. F
farms are found here. Such an urn* was tin* farm
•'simonton are much please«l t<* learn that lie has
of Mr. John Haney, w here the night was spent.
been returne*l here for another year. ..The village
Mr. Haney is a prosperous, intelligent fanner,
schools commenced May sth, under tin instructions
prominent in town affairs, who passes the winter of Miss LD/.ie True, «>t this town, and Mi"* Kussell
in teaching school. Our companion enjoyed roamof Belfast.... Mr James Fuller, a few days #inee,
ing over the farm of Ins father, Mr. William Haney, was throw u from hi*carriage, fra* luring hi* rib*
who in his Tilth year is yet a vigorous man, but who
Mr. William Ladd, w hile at work last week in the
has turned the property over to his youngest sou
dune shed here, received a sever*- cut on hi* face.
William. What pleasure in visiting the scenes of
While turning a stone he slipped, letting the stone
childhood. On the hill is the little school house
over quicker than lie expected, hitting the handle
and church which are ever dear to memory. How
of a sharp edged hammer, w hieh Hew up ami 'truck
Haney enjoyed pointing out to us the nooks and him, intlietlng a wound some two itichc* long and
crevices of the old farm, the favorite appletree, the
cutting through the cheek into his mouth_Mr.
old frog pond, etc.
Having performed our sad .James Moody is preparing for ft straw berry harvest
duty to our dead friend, we returned from our again this year
( apt. Isaac Darby is at home for
Arst visit to Penobscot.
a few * lays.
..

—

Searsport Locals.

Monroe.

Bcv. James Bojnl delivered a sermon
village church last Sunday,Vnda Sunday
school was organized the same day. It is under-

at

The Spool and Block Manufacturing Co. have
shut down their mill for two weeks.
schooner Win. Butman having been thoroughly repaired, sailed Sunday for Bangor.
The

Next

Sunday morning the subject of the sermon
the Congregational church will he—“ Living
Faith.'
In the afternoon at half
past two,the pastor will preach at the church in Swanville.

at

Messrs. Cochran and Dow drove a herd of blooded stock through town last
Friday, destined for
‘■'ears' Island. They are farming quite
extensively,

having

sixty

sown

bushels of oats

the past week.

W. 11.

Mathews, GeorgeF. Mathews and Leander
steamer Cambridge Monday, for
their mines in Colorado.
Mr. George F. Mathews
ha- been offered a .superintendent’s position on a

Sargent left by

M.

near Leadville, at a
yearly salary of $2,000.
Decoration Day is to be properly observed here
•nider the auspices of Freeman Met ill
very Post G.
A. U. The oration is to he delivered
by Charles W.
Kcye-. Fsq., editor of the Farmington Chronicle.
Invitations have been extended to the engine conipany and the .searsport cadet company to take part
in the procession.
Donations of flowers are re
I in-led and may be left with Mr. K. B. Sheldon at
'he p"-i otVc
The ladies executive committee on
decoration an* Mrs. d. W. Black, Mrs. P. J. Beals,
Mrs. !
B sheldon, Mrs. V A Nye, Mr-. K
Hop.

mine

■

Kiti'.

Mr-. 1,

F. F.

White*mil

\\

•trinel;, Mrs. B. <). Sargent, Mrs.
Mrs. 11. d. shute. Mrs. A. L. Mosul in. Mr-, d. 1
Bickmore. Mrs. K. P. Nichols. Mrs.
I
d. Wentworth. Mr
(.. I
Merrill, Miss Dollie
"mitli. Mi-s L W. FI wards. Miss Mattie Pemile
•u, Miss dennie Lawremv
The committee will be
s.

-c—i.ui at Fin

Mvuim

Hall. Monday, May 20th.

m

The report of the quick time
'•idp America, ( apt. I.oring B. Small from
Fr o:
Havre, was an error, as she has
u »f arrived yet.
The arrival of the British ship
\ i't*vi< a at Havre uiused the mistake....
Brig Amy
Nuih,

1

\

l

ane, <

apt. 11. s. Clifford, arrived at Cardenas
1 nun Portland.
.ship Oneida, ( apt.

M
<

'.ii

from

ILmg Kong March
Deering,
1
<
uarh-s >a age, -ailed from Hong Kong
*p;
Mtr
J !u.
for
Iloilo ...Bark
Arietta, Capt.
harle- M. Nichols.-ailed from London
May 2d for
la port it Havana, May Oth, Brig James
'■
!• r. Capt seMcn N.
MeGilvery-Bark John
I-. Capt. Joseph P. sweetscr,arrived at Boston
•Mu\ loth from.Bark Jonathan Chase,Capt.
>--tigan, 1 r*»m New A *-rk for Valparaiso, put into
Franc i

"an

.Bark Grace

v

j

__PIED,

our

In Bangor, May 9tli, McKenzie Pease, formerly
of Belfast, aged 96 years, 8 months ar.r* ‘24 days.
In Knox, May 4th, Clement Westcott, aged 78
years and 1 month.
In North Bueksport, May 12th, Joseph Lewis,
aged 81 years.
In Penobscot, May lltli, S. Herrick Staples, aged
about 35 years.
In Morrill, May 3d, Veine, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. John Vickery, aged 2 years.
In Stockton, April 30th, William Dickey, aged 90
years.
In Colfax, Iowa, April 26th, A. W. Cross, aged 04
years, 5 months and 5 days, formerly of Morrill.
In Bueksport, May 13th, Emma H. Hopkins, aged
28 years.
In Camden, May 14th, Mrs. Hannah B. Hunt,
aged 87 years.
In Camden, May 1st, Elder Simeon Hall, aged 70
years, 8 months and I day.
In Bockport, April 19th, Clarence A., son of Frank
and Laura J. Annis, aged 5 years and 9 months.
In Rockland, May loth, Capt. Willis S. Keating,
aged 37 years, 11 months and 1 day.
In Rockland, Ma\ 10th, Capt. Hanson G. Bird,
aged 58 years, 7 months and 28 days.
Jn Rockland, May 10th, Nancy J. McCabe, aged 72

stood that there will be services every two weeks
during the summer.V little girl of Mr. John
Garland last week fell thirteen feet from the upper
scaffold in the barn, without serious injury—Help
for farm and other work is very scarce and hard to
get in this vicinity.
Burnham. There was a baptism last Sunday at
Frank Lane’s shore. Ten converts were baptised;
four men and six women. A large crowd was in
attendance-Win. Weed recently lost a valuable
ller death is thought to have been caused by
swallowing a pin, as one was found in her throat,
around which was collected a fatty substance
about five inches in diameter.Bichard Beynolds
this week lost a horse, valued at about $150.The
snowstorm Monday seems to have improved the
grass in this section.
cow.

entertainment, consisting of read
ings, tableaux, and music, with a sale of cake, ice
creams Ac,, was held in the Orthodox vestry on
Castine.

An

Tuesday evening of last week, and was a success.
The proceeds will be added to the fund for the
purchase of anew pipe organ for the church, which
Mill be bought soon.The Orthodox parsonage,
called the Dr. Bridgliam place, has been sold to
Capt. W. H. Mills, formerly landlord of the
Castine House, who will open it as a public house.
The minister, Mr. Thomas, will occupy the house
on Main st. owned bj Benjamin
Dodge.The old
fishing schooner Ella Bose has been sold by W. H.
AG. II. Witherie, to Ellsworth parties_Mr. .1. M.
Dennett is fitting up a new sail loft in a storehouse
on the wharf formerly owned by Samuel Adams,
now the property of J. F. Bea.
lie also lias a new
landing stage for pleasure boats.The house of
the late Dr. Stevens on Main st. now owned 1»\
Prof. Woodbury, lias been thoroughly repaired and
painted after the latest style bv 11. N. Bodwell, and
presents a fine appearance.Prof. Eastfy has
been at home about three weeks, and has given
some interesting readings in this place
ami vi

einity.The wife of D* Amos W. Plummer, ot
Bangor, i* giving instruction in elocution in the
Normal

hool.Mr. I>.

x

Sunday morning aged

inf

\\

died

Webster

years_Dr.

on

years.

In Vinalhaven, April 3oth, ( apt. Richard Robinson, aged 60 years.
In Waldoboro, May 7th, Abide, daughter of Samuel W. Jackson.
In Hope, April 26th, Hugh Harwood, aged 68 yrs.
In Melville, Cal., April loth, Mary Belle Me Far
land, wife of Dr. Philip II. Maas, a native of Camden, aged 35 years, 3 months and 6 days.

May 13th,

dislre-s. t > >k tire at the latter port.
id \\F! become a total los-.
."poketi April nth
i. N. Ini. 42 Y\
Ship Phi in-as Pendleton. La Ain,
N
v
rk 1
'i koj i1..i."-hip Frank
^from Havre to
apt I. P. Nich*>
>

Lai k II

udson, Capt.
April 1st, from
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:1!ti\«•

arv<

>

>

p

r.s

Uj
! ■-

",.i

V

■

j-.’.I

;.!

<

lstOWl).

(.fill

?!

I'li'■
Mi--

\ alp r.nsO
\pi ii T'li, lat. 0.30 S. Ion. 115.0
.( apt. ( o-orge (
Small, from

it

>k-

>uiniii« r

village school is

term of

f Searsm-eit-Last sundisl preacher, L\ S. Laban, de
i.iiii>i MTiimn and made an excellent im
I he mills are still
actively at work
■

'1

Mrwn-

M"ll.

v

id- and lung difficulties_
\V..,.di>ury iised a barn 3r»x4o last Saturday.
li Mear- will turn out the usual number of

-i-'Kiiess fivun

<

rake- this summer-a range and

Lodge both
!
t'i-idiig ...spring very backward and but little
I lanting done yet.
lagan snowing at eight o’clock
steadily until three in the
••
ru"..11, leaving the ground w hite with -now.
M eday night the ground froze hard.
d '-eph Farvvoll ha> been
quite sick, but is
''o
able t• * ride out....There has been a
large
riiiMiMOKl
M

It

and

nua\

snowed

fruit trees delivered here in the last
They are the Vermont varieties.Our
: '-u nits are about,
finishing up the potato busifor this season. < >. J. t unveil loaded two
«r"f

--

M'Uulay.
■-hel. die
■

e-t

They are now worth jjsl.no per
quality-1>. W. Dodge, of Free*

In- received two

ill.

M*

l.auiing

i-

■’

ear

nu

iii

loads of bide.- from the
to iii-titnnery i.> tail and

Tlu*

.Judge.—A

following

••

Nearly all the schools in town have
.Very busy time with the farmer-. More
u-ual amount of grain ..- being sown this

!,|an the

spring, but less potatoes

planted.\ pen
,’iist been granted to Eliab v Stevens, he
ing nearly js'aoii back pension, at the rate of

ha.-

it
<

~}

ui-'hth
.-.Miss Vina I'ease lately
1"
turned from Pittsfield, where she has been at
h

tbe pant

’•

factory,

"inpanicd by slow
:-a!ig<' have

1'

will be

added

very siek with erysipelas
fever... Star of Progress

their hall.
The following are officers of the Deo. E. BrackI.' ige I. <» of <i. T for the
present quarter—
u <
1
M.
stiles, Jr.. W. \ T.. Butli W. Car
E. E. Norton: W. F. s.,
poipter: W.
Kalph CToxsome

settees to

new

s

i

W. 'I

Julia

Tilton;

\\

Abbie A. Huzzy;
W M., Mark IVa-e: \\
1). M.. E. Erla
Higgins;
1
H. v.. < ’em a Jewett: 1.. II. S., Susie Brown ;
" 1
Louisa Kowe; W. O. C., Fre<l
Hasty_
.11 MaJoo. k- is
building a very tine cellar, upon
u 1
be pi "(•••>• to,] et a new barn the present
<

.,

Lllthin

N. * Jones ha.- removed to the Branch
having bought out Charles Acliorn.E H.

M

l',

Ib

>treet Post
A. It. are making arrangements
Memorial Day. Full particulars will be publish’a the Journal
next week.Dr. J W. Clough
turned la-t

Saturday from Oxford utility with
v,-ry tine horses.(ieorge- Hiver (■ range
« is
every \\ ednesday evening-The spring is
ickward. All kind- of produce i- high. Hay $12
L“
per ton, corn 81.'"'. per bushel, potatoes, 8
a-.
cents, butter 22 cents per pound, dry hard
I 84 per

cord

Wm. JI. Hunt intends to be
’"1st granger of them all. He will have more
Hi"
cultivation this season than most of the
lar farmers-Mr. J. <». Elder,
proprietor of

'i

—

son, late of Waldo.
1.1 Mini a N> AITOINIKII-Fraiik II. and Blanche
1.. Hall, minor children of Simeon W. Hall, late of
Burnham; Rosa A. and Christiana (. Harding,
minor la ir- of S-arHarding, late of l’rospect:
Na-h R. i.oodwin. minor heir of .Jeremiah Hoodlate
of
( arric W., Herbert *-. and
Thorndike;
win,
AnnieT. Field,minor■childrenof Beniamin T. f ield,
late of Belfast.
LICENSE TO SKI
Rl VI Ks IA I K n\ Ks 1 V I i;s t)F
I.i/./.ie R. I.oeke, late of '-wanville; .Jonathan
Pi" ell, late <d Northport
Albert T. Smith, late of
Northport; Mary Rowell, late of Freedom; Nellie
M. Knight, minor heir of Rufus Knight, late -d
Kincoinv■; 1 le
Niobe Boardman, late ol Islesboro.
1 n\ knhtini;s Fti.i.i* o\ Ks vil- ok—Sarah d.
Reed, late of Belfast. Hattie F. Sylvester, minor heir
of Almon M Sylvester, late ol Palermo. Nellie M.
Knight, minor heir of Rufus Knight, late of J.inooluxille; Niobe Boardman, late oi' Islesboro.
A<v<u NTs Allow ki» on Kstates of—Sybil
Parker, late of Belfast ; Isaac < arver, late of searsport; Jo-rph .Jewett, late of Searsmont; d...sephus
Rogers, late of Frankfort; Henry A. Moore, non
rumpus: Delia s. Martin, minor "heir of Cord ilea
Martin, Mileo s. Dow nes, minor lieir of the late
I )aniel Dow nes.
w ills 1 ’KOI; a I hi»—Amos Whitney, late of l nit v;
-ally M. Danforth, late of Freedom; Richard Ma-ervey, late of l nitv.
Allowances («'k vm li>—Helen M. R;u klilf,
widow of Nelson V. Rackliif, late of l uity; Susan
Jewett, w i'low ol .Joseph ,Jewett, late of Seaismout.
Decrees of adoption and change of name wore
made on petitions of Albert Harvey and l.-i-d.
Ilarvev petitioning to adopt Maggie K. shaw. with
•bang* of name to Maggie K. Harvey ; .Jolm » arr
uni Alan. d. (.or adopting Mary K. ’Treat, with
name ot Mary K. Carr.

hi’•

nursery, w.t.- in town delivering fruit
He had a line lot of trees, all from

niioni

«.w ii

nursery. The people in tiiis section begin
think tliat northern Vermont is a good place to

hardy

J

tree- from.

Ilia ksj'okt.
l- '-ton

R<-v.

gor.

[Diversity has

1».

been

BUhop Registrar of
spending a few days

“-indent a “talk" one evening
hist week-The Oratorio Queen Esther will be
•ndiTcd at the commencement concert in -Tune. It
on-ler the direction of Mr. N. 1>. Clifford who Is
■

and gave the

!•••,

ducting rehearsals every Monday evening.
principal of the seminary, Rev. Mr. Prince,
'l'litc ill. IP* i- -adly missed by the students
n
all love and in spect him.
It i- hoped that he
d he restored t<> hi- usual vigor in a few
days
IE public meeting of the reform
club, held last
Sunday afternoon, was an interesting one. Col.
u

nii

-The

a

u

mark-.
'vhi' h

<•<mmiercial traveler who

us*

a

re-

often visits
part of the time with enthusiastic

V

house

belonging
had been recently moved

to

Joseph

to its

new

Power

position

the back part of the village, took tire on Thursof last week, calling out both lire companies,
but the lire was extinguished before either company
arrived. The lire is supposed to have originated
in

sparks from a stove funnel which projected
through the roof as a substitute for a chimney.
<
apt. Joseph Lewis died very suddenly at his home
North Buck port, Friday May 12th, at the adduced age of si years. He was apparently as well
u.-ual about ten minutes before his death, his son
if-ing with him at that time. But leaving the room
tr -m

minutes he returned to find that his father
ad died in his chair, probably of heart disease,
ih was the father of Mrs. Horace Harriman of
Belfa-t.\n unusual amount of repairing is being
done in our village just now.
: >r a

<

few

amdkn.

.-teamer

is

Work upon Ezra

BrumhaH’s

vigorously pushed.The

new

steamer

Blonde has been repurchased by Mr. Bramhall... Arrangements are beiug made to observe Decoration
D,i> —Last Saturday John Dailey launched one
«<i the flne.-t sloop yachts ever built in Camden.
If
.measured she would register nearly li\e tons. She
is finished in ash and walnut, ami her cabin seats
are so arranged that they can he used for berths.
.Ed. and Wentworth Thomas left last Thursday
evening by Boston boat for California, by way of
the isthmus. They expect to join their brother
Kuel in California ...Last
Thursday night, as sell.
Hattie L. Gray, of Deer Jsle, Capt. Geo. Sylvester,

coming into Camden harbor with a cargo of
11.000 lobsters, the night being dark she ran on to a
ledge just outside and north of N'. E. Point, and
sank. She was raised on
Friday and towed into the
harbor by the steamer Planet, free of charge; but
10.000 of the lobsters escaped while she was under
was

Rawson is making extensive repairs on his house—Mrs. Berry is slate roofing
her house—Prof. A. R. Dunton leaves for Boston
this week, to be absent until the 4th of July next.
..Miss Angie L. Five opened her new stock of
millinery goods last Thursday, and made a very
fine display. One of her front windows was trimwater.V. T. L.

decorated very tastefully, the handiwork
Olive-Mrs. W. E. Currier also opened in
the same line of goods last Friday, making a fine
display-Miss Julia M. Withington will open her
stock this week, Wednesday....A large amount of
med and

JOLLY, JOLLIER, JOLLIEST

received at the sardine factory last Saturday night and Sunday—The measles still rage. Dr.
Stone is among the victims ...Rev. Mr. Blair, of
were

Rockland, preached at the Congregationalist church
last Sunday morning, in exchange with Rev. W. R.
Cross—The three-masted schooner nearly completed in If. M. Bean’s yard, is named Dora Math
ews. Capt. Brown, St. George, master. She will
be launched next Saturday.An enthusiastic Republican caucus Tuesday night, elected F. E. Richards, W. B. Rich, H. L. Shepherd, R. E. Paine,and
Elliot Orbeton, delegates to the State Convention.
A resolution commending T. R. Simonton for a
Congressional candidate was unanimously adopted.
The delegation is understood to be friendly to the
nomination of Hon. Frederick Robie for Governor.

his children that he expects to last

qualities

are

.lust received a

NIGHT ONLY.

n i:i>xj:sda 1, may

24.

iss2.

Also

will

satisfy

All sizes,
This

only

Houses Packed to the Very Dcors !
Nothing like it on the Stage.

ATKINSON’S

J

r

OLLITIEJ
TIIKIK-

-IN

GREAT

MUSICAL

ABSURDITY!

Our Own Orchestra.

Our Own Scenery.

I'proarlous Fun I Original and

( harming Musir !
Inhoitndrri Enthusiasm ! The treat llurlesiiue
Drill Scene
POPULAR PRICES.
Admission 35c.
Reserved Seats 50c.
Oil s:ih' at F. W. IN ITK'S Saturday, May 20th.
CIIAIil.KS ATKINSON, Proprietor and Manager.
KEEP THIS IX TOl'R MEMORY.

We have

'S

We are glad the Republican Journal of Belfast i- contemplating an enlargement. The more
of that kind of a paper we can get the better we
shall be suited. [Biddeford l liion and Journal.
Robert Donaldson, who was tojunip from the
Kast River Bridge, Thursday, went to tile cenof the structure, looked down at the river,
and hacked out. Several hundred people were

have

Considering

cessful trade

sive

Maine that introduces all the NEW and
DESIRABLE STYLES any
The fact of our

ourselves.

tlie

have

we

remarkably sucalready establish-

for the

preparations

coming

season.

ed

larger cities.

some

We have just receivENTIRELY NEW STYLES,

was never so full of

tractions in

our

DRY

August Flower.
The most miserable
those

suffering

plaint.

from

More than

people

beings in the world are
Dyspepsia and Liver Com-

seventy-five per

cent, of the

the I'nited States are afflicted with

in

these two diseases and their effects: such

Palpitation

<

Heart, Heart-burn,

of the

bra-h, gnawing and burning pains
the stomach. Yellow Skin. Coated

as

sour

"-tivene-s.

pit of
Tongue and
at

disagreeable taste in the mouth, coming up of
food after eating, low spirits. Ac. For sale by
all dealers. Try it. Two doses will relieve you.

we

buy

can

and

give

BELFAST

We

can

Lace

opened

CALF SHOES,

our

.suitable fur family

We
of

use.

specialty

"hall make

Apples

#

bush,

I'UK'ES

50 g 1.00

dried # tb,
5 go
Beans, pea ,# 1 > u ,3.25 g 3.50
medium,
3.00g3.25
yellow-eyes 2.50 g2.05
Butter # tb,
]sg20
Beef # tb.
sgin
#
bu,
Barley
Tog'.KI
Cheese # tb,
12al l
Chicken # tb,
r2gl4
Calf skins # lb,
12**

Hav ¥ ton,
Hides
ti»,
I.ami) ¥ lb,
Lauib

skins,

<

Elis.

10.0u<j!"».(H)
ago
lag is

Good Teas & Coffees.
<

>ur stock will

consist of

Corn, Flour, Meal,

MADE Sl'ECI A I.I.\

I

OR

B. C. Dinsmore & Son.

Kowl # 11»,
Ceese # tb,

Spring I Summer

MILLINERY!

Pork, Lard, Butter,
and everything usually keptin a first-class store.
< >iir prices will be as low as
any in tin* city.
We guarantee to give perfect satisfaction*.

AND

COME

SEE US.

Goods delivered free to all parts of
the city.

Wood &

Is

surely please

you.

UI. 1.11U

rtb,
box,

.U .1 11

12 Jim*, #■ bhl,
1.15
20 < )at Meal, tf lb,
5
06 >nion.-*, #* lb,
Corn, ¥ bu,
Cracked Corn, ¥ bu, 00 Ml,Kerosene,#’gal, 14 £20
Corn Meal, ¥ bu,
00 *olloek, If lb,
4 1. £5
Halo: 'ork, ■# lb,
11 a 12
Cheese, ¥ lb,
Cotton Seed, ¥ ewt, 1.70 Plaster, <# l»l)l,
1.00
Codfish, dry, ¥ 1b,
6g7 iye Meal, #■ lb.
3',
1.(50
Cranberries, ¥ qt, OOgbO : Shorts, ■#* <‘wt.,
Clover Seed, ¥ lb,
S'. £11
10&*20 Sugar, #■ lb,
40
Flour, ¥ bbl,
8.00g0.75 ; Salt, T. I., <# bu,
II.G.Seed, ¥ bu, 2.S.r>-g2.0o ■>. Potatoes, If tli,
0<j0
Lard, ¥ tf>,
131igl.ri A’heat Meal, ■If It*, 4 #j5
*«

A. W. THOMPSON.

Belfast, May 10, 1882.—2w 11*

SPECIAL!
May IB.
in

now

Variety
arc

Market.

Saturday, May ]:t.
Bi:ttkr—We quote 1> lit ter to-day at
W ft;
fair to good, 27
; choice Vermont and New York
dairy, 2t>g27'g*2tse; fair to goo<l,23«2f»c: choice ladle,
21

jj22(l‘2:ic; common t:> 1 air, 17g21.
< hekse—New cheese is quoted at 12gl24ac; old
and line factory. 14c; fair to good. 12 <i 1:1c; common,
» s 11c.

hints—Eastern, ]!H, g20e; Canada and northern,
lSi, glue; .\estern, lS',c; lsrhid for northern, seller

Boston ami will return this week
with all the

-IN-

Summer
B.

F.

WHO WILL BE THE NEXT

Governor of Maine
important

>o

to

to call
to the

me as

the public

of

Glass and
department

of my store.

Dry

have

one

GLASS

the attention

In

A

an

&

the LARGEST and BEST
selections of

CROCKERY

WARE

be found In Waldo County.
inducement 1 will make the following offer
for the NEXT THIRTY DAYS :

COME AND

SEE ME.

It TLA
K I T T It ID G E
ltelfast, May 11, 1SS2-—llltf

SPECIAL NOTICES.

LOOK HERE
If I

troubled with Dyspepsia, Constipation,
Piles, Sick or Nervous Headache, or had any trouble
of the Stomach, Bowels, or Liver, I would use
Wiggin’s Pillets. They have an inherent power to
cure, never surpassed in the history of medicine.
60 sents at Druggists; by mail on
receipt of price.
Wiggin & Co., Rockland, Me. Miss Sawyer’s Salve
as now prepared beats the world.
25 cents. 3ml0
was

married.
this city, May 0th, by Miles S. Staples, Esq.,
Mr. Edward W. Gilmore and Miss Inez M. Clements, both of Monroe.
In Richmond, May Gth, Percy S. Edgecomb of
Belfast, and Miss Sadie E. Scott of Richmond.
In Castine, May 3d, Mr. Hubert E. Carter of Hope,
and Mi^s Addie A. Lawrence of Castine.
In Vinalhaven, May 3d, Capt. Elisha S. Roberts
and Addie L. Turner, both of Vinalhaven.
In

the Track I

are on
And

are

Hats!

all kinds.

Also

HATS

We have secured the services of

As Milliner, a lady of ability and experience, who
will be pleased to attend to the wants of all
wishing a STVLISH BONNET or H AT.
41^-We are receiving additions to our stock every
week, and feel confident we can suit all who will
favor us with their patronage.
Ill

J. W. FERGUSON &
Masonic

making

»ots of*

nice

Temple.

subscriber hereby gives public notice to all
rpHE
_Jl persons concerned that he has been duly appointed and taken upon himself the trust of Administrator of
the estate of ADELPIU'S
It.
MATHEWS, late of Belfast, in the Count\ of Waldo, deceased, by giving bond as the law directs; he
therefore requests all persons who are indebted to
said deceased’s estate to make immediate payment,
and those who have any demands thereon to exhibit
the same for settlement to him.
SANFORD II. MATHEWS, Admr.
Belfast, May IS, 1882.—3w20

Store and Goods for Sale.
COUNTRY STORE OE GENERAL MER
chandise now doing a fair business, which
can be largely increased by a business man who
will devote Ids time to it, situated in a country village in lids county. The goods will be sold and
store rented or sold at the option of tile buver.
A
good cellar under the store with a capacity of 1 .bin
of
bushels
potatoes. An excellent chance to handle
produce and easy anipments by rail. Address
2w20*
MERCHANT, At Ibis Office.

A

Just

received,

and at LOW
i,

GRAVE MARKS.

Would

We have

a

good line

of

M A RULE

8 H EL IE S ,
Which we are selling cheap. Also
Iron Goods, such as Vases, Bouquet Holders, Grand
Army .Markers for deroratlng soldier’s graves.
W'e also keep Rustle Vases and Baskets.
tfifT’lcase give us a call at the Old Marble shop
of

A.

E. CLARK & CO..

High Street, near Phtenlx House,
ltelfast, May 18, 1882_3m20*

PIANO-FORTES

Tuned & Repaired.
of Boston, continues
services
citizens
Belfast and
SCrROVER,
and
otherwise
to offer

his
vicinity in
ting them

to the

•

tuning

repairing

of

or

putorder, when so required,
thereby rendering the tone pure, harmonious and
lively, and the action more powerful and susceptible to the touch. Those desiring his services in
either of the above williilease leave their orders ai
Woodcock’s store earlv as possible.
STEPHEN GROVER,
3w20*
Practical Piano-Forte Maker.
in complete

lOUNG MAN Oil OLD!

If}-., went a luxuiiaut lieuetacha. Ilnw.,e
Whiakare.a heavy growth of hair on Imld heade.
he hair
or tothicken, strengthen and invigorate
anywhara. Ant/1 It Aewl.uyyvd i.y adrertiiiHf
thtnn. Try lha great Spanish Discovery. Thoaaande anderea ti.ie great capillary aiiinulaiit.
NOT a humbug. Surooee gwaranlerd or money
returned. /f ue.rr/aiL. Baud ONLY SIX CT3.
* to Or. UONZALCZ.
liox 164H. Uoatw Mara.

26leow20

A

fl
I

solvent Debtor, who has been declared an Insolvent
upon his own petition by the Court of Insolvency
for the County of Waldo.
*2w*20
WM. II. FOGLER, Assignee.

Nolice of Assignee of His Appointment,
in the

Waldo and State of
Belfast,
County
Maine, the eleventh day of May, A. D. 1SS2.
undersigned
liereby gives notice of his appHE
L
pointment as Assignee of BENJAMIN H.
of
KACHLIFF,
Unity, in said County of Waldo,
Insolvent Debtor, who lias been declared an Insolvent upon his petition by the Court of Insolvency
for the County of Waldo.
W. P. THOMPSON, Assignee.
2w20
At

of

Top Box Buggy for Sale.
MADE and in perfect repair. To any
one wishing a second hand carriage this is a
Also TWO GIGS and ONE OLD
great bargain.
GROCERY WAGON.
1* IV. FltU.iT,
Corner Church and Park Streets.
Belfast, May 10, 1882—*20tf

CUSTOM

WANTEO.

^
I

call attention !<» their large stock of

of

fabric, and

experienced busheeer on vests.
W. M. PRIEST.
Apply at once to
Belfast, May 17,1882.—2w20*

An

ever

produced.

•

XXT PRICE!

Robt. P.Chase,
No. I, Custom House Square,

ra.

and

made in Ameri
I He. less per

than sold elsewhere in

this''city.

specially

as a

Heavy

ALL-WOOL CARPETINGS,
Splendid designs

at the low

?5e per

price of

yard.

LOCK AT THE

workmanship.

by

<

measure.

>ur

Is the

LARGEST in Belfast.

Yard,
stock of

dispose

of

our

Arnold

goods they

As

will be

fast

as

we

replaced.

12

Harris & Son-

Cure Your Corns!
BY

A. D. CHASE’S
Dry Goods Store,
that the

past
ever

in the

Carpet trade of
City, having actually sold

ONE THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED
YARDS in seven days.
Thankfriends
for their patroning my
age, would inform those who
have not yet purchased that althe

demand has
my stock is the

been

larg-

est and most complete to be
found in Eastern Maine. I shall
open this week

-IN-

Body Brralls.

I HAVE THE LARGEST STOCK OF

Roxbury Tapestries
-AND-

Supers.,

CITV.

COTTON & WOOLS, HEMPS,

CLOTHS, STRAW
TINGS, RUGS, MATS,

MAT-

USING

Made to order to match carpets.

ROBERT P. CHASE.

con-

This year our stock will be
found to consist of a larger
and more varied assortment
than we have hitherto carried.
As if requires much room to
show Laces we have enlarged
Ihe dept, so our patrons can
now see the general effect off a
curtain draped. Our stock comprises an elegant line of Nottingham Laces, Elamines and
Lappets in white and ecru. We
also keep a choice line of &nlique Laces for trimming same.

a

Special

attention fas been given to the

selection of these goods and at no time
have we been enabled to present the public such

of shades and

variety

a

draperies

dies.

Nottingham Laces, jute
Hangings. Damasks. Cretonnes,
Plushes.

Foreclosure Notice.
SEARSPORT SAVINGS RANK, of Searsport, in
O 1 heCounty of Waldo, gives notice thatJ< >>E I’ll
[.. 1IAVNEK, formerly of Searsport, in said Counv of Waldo, now of .Jacksonville, in the State of
Klorida, hy liis deed dated the fourth day of Octo.
jer, A. I). 187i>, and recorded in Waldo Registry of
Deeds in Rook 180, Page 5*2, conveyed in mortgage
o said
Rank and assigns forever, a certain lot or
•arcel of land with the buildings thereon, situated
n Searsport aforesaid, and bounded and described
is follows, to wit:
Beginning at a stake on the
easterly side of half-way creek; thence north,
seventy-seven degrees east, eighty-two feet, to a
wenty foot road; thence southerly, on said road
three and one-third rods to a stake: thence south,
seventy-seven degrees west, eighty-two feet to a
stake; thence north, twelve degrees west, three and
me-third rods to the place, of beginning, being the
same premises conveyed by Phineas Pendleton to
said Ilavnerby warrantee need. Subject to a prior
nortgage to said Savings Rank dated the third day
>f December, 1878. The conditions of said mortgage
icing broken, the said Bank doth hereby, by reason
>f said breach, claim to foreclose said mortgage.
Searsport, May 13, 1882.
SEARSPORT SAVINGS BANK.
3\v2u
By its Treasurer, Chas. F. Gordon.

Notice off Foreclosure.
KARS PORT SAVINGS RANK, of Searsport, in
O theCounty of Waldo, gives notice that .JOSEPH
L. HAVNER, formerly of Searsport, in said Counv of Waldo, now of Jacksonville, in the Slate of
Florida, hy his deed dated the third day of Deember, A. 1). 1878, and recorded in Wald > Regstry of Deeds, in Rook 184, Page 130, ctnveyed in
nortgage to said Rank and assigns forever, a corain lot or parcel of land with the buildings therem, situated in Searsport aforesaid, and hounded
md described as follows, to wit : Beginning at a
stake on the easterly side of half way creek; thence
.lorth, seventy-seven degrees east, eighty two feet
•o a twenty foot road; thence
southerly, on said
road three and one third rods to a stake; thence
smith, seventy-seven degrees west, eighty-two feet
;o a stake; thence north, twelve degrees west,three
md one-third rods to the place of beginning, being
the same premises conveyed to said Ilavner by
Phineas Pendleton by warrantee deed. The conditions of said mortgage being broken, the said Rank
loth hereby, by reason of said breach, claim to
foreclose said mortgage.
Searsport, May 13,1882.
SEARSPORT SAVINGS BANK.
3w20
By its Treasurer, Chas. F. Gordon.

l-’rian Idl.e. to * I .III) per

FRANK R GRAY, Foot of Main St..
15tf
MAINE.
BELFAST,

\ ai

d

MUSLIN STRIPES
-r o r—

dde. per

inly

Worked for Curtains,

Our

yard.

doc. per

only

An endless variety at prices
that will astonish the sharpest

purchasers.

\\

show

e

Tapestry

ls000 Doz, Buttons

Have

So extensive in style and variety that any shade of Dress
Goods. Silk or Sackings can
be matched easily.

Passamentries, Jet & Silk Fringe,

and Wooien

shall make this

one

of

leading specialties, no efwill be spared to keep be-

fort
fore our patrons an assortment that would do credit to
an exclusive trimming house.
We

only

ask

an

inspection

of

Carpetings.
BRUSSELLS.

to the want of space we are
able to call attention to our

un-

Large & Desirable Stock

Ornaments. Laces, &c.

we

patterns of

exhibition 10 different do-

FIVE FRAME BODY
Owing

-—I N-

on

hi different

over

signs in

TKIMMINGS !

®ur

and

New Nr Beautiful Goods.

AND BED SPREADS.

As

yd.

Room

Carpet

thoroughly renovated
largely stocked with

-O F-

GOODS

DRY
Just received.

We simply say that
department is full of goods,
especially in

every

Dress Goods

our
-A N D-

Hosiery, Gloves, Underwear,

Black Silks.

A BID CORSETS.
Dur leaders in these goods are
attracting much attention.
** We are

pleased to state that we have
before had such an extensive variety
af choice styles in our stock, and feel confident that our selection forthis Spring and
Summer will meet with great approval by
ill our customers.
It will be impossible for us to advertise
all the lines we shall offer this season, as

lever

place special bargains
counters daily.
shall

upon

Superphosphate, T. W. Pitcher &
FOR SALE BY

Curtains.

lias been

we

BRADLEY’S

Lambrequin

Cords. Tasseis. &c.

caustic.

JUti-.t CURE IS GUARANTEED
Price *25 cents. For sale by all Druggists.
Try it and you will be convinced like thousands
vho have used it and now testify to its value.
Ask for SchlotterbeckVs Corn'and Wart Sohent
uid take no other.
Iyr20

X L

DEPaHTMBBT.

<

Should procure one of our
Farmer's Suits, it consists of
a Double and Twist
Suiting at
2Se. per yard, and a Cable
Woven Shirting as §2 l-2c. One
sf these suits will stand more
hard wear than any other goods
ever produced that costs four
times the amount.

Entirely harmless;
It removes Corns, Warts, Bunions and Callous,
vithout leaving a blemish.
Brush for applying in each bottle.
is not

Upholstery i Drapery

Tiller of the Soil Cottage Curtains,

Corn, Wart & Bunion Solvent.

&c.

HASSOCKS & BOX OTTOMANS

patrons,

us

NOTTINGHAM LACKS.

A full line of

the

our

We sell lor •'!? 1c. per yard.

Waiking Jackets, Dcdmans, as at this time. In this itppartment will
Sackings and Ulster GSoths,
lie found a splendid assortment of
Brochet, India and Woolen
Shawls.
Ariy siyie garment Window Shades. Fixtures. Lace
got up at short notice.
Bed Spreads. Pillow Shams. Ti-

s< 1/1, o tter n eck's

THE

goods

ollering them

we are

We oiler

Fouie’ Cloths, Huns Veilings, Brocades, illuminated
Mixtures, Buntings, Cashmeres
&c., in Bronze, Drabs, Reseda,
Sage and Bottle Green,Persian
Blue, Golden Olive and ftavy.

Oil Cloths,
Window Shades,
Fixtures &
Straw Mattings Every

-OVER-

Lowell Extra

H5e per yard.

Inly

These are the best

our

Carpetings,

Incontrovertible

OIL

designs

that the trade this
spring demands a greater variety than ever before, tl*erefore we have spent much time
and energy in selecting ail the
LATEST and CHOICEST styles
which wi!! be in vogue. We invite every one to step info this
commodious room and inspect

patterns, shades and sizes, in all qualities
cut in the most Ai’RKOV KI>
FASHION. Also

In all

Or cut up to

IN SALES!

IN

This line surpasses all others,
as we have
many off the choic-

vinces
IT

Five Frans

Superfine Carpetings

pressed by

At

County of Waldo and State of
Maine, the 14th day of April, A. 1>. 188*2.
riMIE undersigned hereby gives notice of his ap
1
pointment as Assignee of WELLINGTON R.
BESSEY, of Unity, in said County <>f Waldo, In-

yard.

FANCY BLACK SUITINGS,

The successful manner in
which we have run this department and the satisfaction ex-

invited to examine them.

announce

>niv 7.',c. per

10 Bolls Extra

H. H. Johnson 6c Co.

Cloths

Monuments, Tablets, Headstones, Notice of Assignee of His Appoinimciif.
Belfast in the
AND

<

LOWELL EXTRA

in

and

great, yet

Tapsstr^Bn^ells Carpeting

25 PIECES

Styles

every style imaginable. All of which are
offered at prices lower than those a.skc i
elsewhere for the same quality of good-

though

and Colored Dress
Brocades and
for Polonaise
and Trimmings.

150 PIECES

In

this

Look at fill1 Prices!

-1 N-

All

niiri ill!

known

Black

est

A. F. MANSFIELD.

Would

IFt-ULg’SSi* dfeO-

No such

CO., Week has been the busiest

NOTICE.

Any one purrhasing $5 worth of Goods I will
present them With a set of STONE CHINA HANDLE
TEAS.

We

Handsome

Mailings, Hassocks,

with NEW and

assortment of

trimmed and untrimmed goods.

addition to my

Fancy Goods,
of

unusually large

SHADE

Crockery

stock of

&

an

Millinery. Miss Z.
Bartlett,
WELLS.
Iw-'O

improved.

Potatoes—We quote Aroostook rose at $1 lag
1 20 k^ bus; Maine Central and Grand Trunk, $1 15;
Vermont, $1 15; New York, $1 logl 15; Burbank
seedling,$1 10;proliiics, Aroostooks.fi 10; do Maine
Central, $1 gl 05; do northern, $1; Jacksons, s0g85c;
silver dollars, $1 gl 05; White Brooks H5g!Kic; peerless, $1 g 1 05; Cbenangoes, SOftsSc; Scotch and Irish,
Ii0g70c.
Apples—Russets, $4; Baldwins, $3 75g4; choice
selections of fancy stock sell higher: common, $2g3
& hhl, some bringing $3 25g.'i 50.
Ha v a Nil Straw—Choice timothv, $22 W ton, and
fancy lots sell higher; fair to good $Pig'JI; tlnehav,
$l<iglH; poor to ordinary, I2gl4 V ton; rye straw,
*ls tf1 ton; oat,do, fiogll.

We have

Children’s

of

the month.

Beans—Choice hand-picked pea are firmly held
at quotations, $3 75g3 so, $3 S3 being asked by some
dealers; mediums, $3 05g3 70; yellow eves, $3 20g
3 25 for good and $3 30 are asked for
hand-picked

Silks,
Satins,
Crepes,
Ribbons,
Feathers, Flowers,

WELLS

to

Boston

premium.

of Ladies' Neel Wear

cordially

all the different styles, colors and kind* of
braid, also

In

In

I

a

PRICES.

Department

positively overflowing

BONNETS & HATS

Ac.

MRS.

1

is worth

Our

VW wish to rail the attention of the ladies of Belfast and vicinity to our stock of sRKINtiand
SUM MLR MIUUNLKY .11 <1 < >l*KNKi >,
consisting of

Thompson.

F. M. WOOD.

I s not

counters

NEW

Slraw

SPLENDID STYLE

Silks, Watered,
Fancy Designs

closest

1 iu20

MOLASSES, SUGAR.

1.40&1.7O

Mutton ¥ tb.
Tgb
Oats, ¥ t)u,
:>:>gc;>
Potatoes,
iiogl.On
Hound Hoy; ¥ tb,
"a'J
straw ¥ ton,
o.oogs.uo
Turke\ ¥ tb,
1J 3I i
N eal ¥ tt»,
Tgs
I2gli NV’ool, washed, ¥ tb,
17 NVool unwashed ¥ tb•'.*{aio
o.(»o«r».uu
!0g 12 NVood, hard,
12gl4 NVood, soft,
.hoojj.t.oO

Duck#tb,
Bggs#d*z,

Heer, Cornet,
ISutter Salt,

I*\II> 1'KOIH

season

5n

CLOTHS,

Hemp Carpetings,

yard

a

PRICE

VKOUICE MARKET.

our

the

OIL

stock of

PRETTY PATTERNS.

<<. <«. \VKI,LS where
intend to keep a

LATEST STYLES

CURRENT
Corrected Week.y for the Journal.
Bv C. H. Sak(;knt, No. -S, Main street.

the

keep

now,
GOODS are
opening, will have the selection, and the first selection this
while

Fancy Goods & Snail Ware

prices

THAT CANNOT BE PULLED APART.

;5ml7

shall

Lowell Extras,

m

only repeat

has ever been shown in Belfast.

Is

we

will sell you

we

SHIP CARPENTERS,

the

that

old .-tore «>f
we

Water-

in

season.

goods enough to go
for
there will be suffiaround,
such
as they are, but
cient,

COME AND SEE US.
In

imply

watch of

different classes of

GOODS.

We will

this

Announce to the public that
there will be no dissolution
this Spring, but a great change
in the prices of merchandise.
We start in with renewed efforts and are determined to
make this the liveliest year of
any in the annals of the Dry
Goods trade.
We feel confident that 48 years’ experience,
sufficient capital and strict attention to business, enables us
to procure the choicest goods
at such prices that we can compete with any house in New
England. We open to-day

some

those who

As at present.
It is entirely useless
to make special mention of the at-

to you

were never

as

not have

NICE & DESIRABLE GOODS

gentlemen, which you
to see before Buying. We

ON OUR JOB LOT COUNTER

styles

such demand

would not

Department

both for ladies and

certainly ought
should he pleased to show them
whether you purchase or not.

Choice

Hosiery.

instances goods hardreach
the counters before
ly
they are sold, cases of this
kind happening every day. We

tre

disappointed.

Laces &
In

BLACK GOODS

quicker than
being in the

market every month enables us to show
all the late styles as soon as they appear
in the

IVe have

('(>N-

a

house in

1: Will l.l) ItKSPKI TFl I.I.Y INFORM OPII
\\T
friends and the
t
that we have
a

while half crazed through
jealousy attempted to take the liv es ot lit r four
children. She succeeded in the ease of one of
them.

The Pennsylvania republican Mate convention. Wednesday. nominated (fen. James A.
Beaver for governor by aeelamation. and adopted the platform without discussion.

no

you the lowest possible
for SOLID shoes.
We have some

a w omau

The Knglish government have offered a reward of soli.uno for t he detect ion of the murderers of <'avendish and Burke and •Sb.lKlu for
private information.

shown, and we

-OURknown that there is

well

The tire 1"— in Maine in lssl was Sl.bis.Tub
an amount
ipial to the entire value of the oat
and buckwheat crops of lssu.

The funeral of Lord Frederick Cavendish, at
t hat-worth, Fngland. Thursday, vva- attended
by a very large crowd, the number being esi imated as high a- tlo.ooo.

have the

Brassells, Tajestry Brnssells,

Goods!

Silk

ed, and confident that our trade will be
largely increased, we have made exten-

As to

will

tin

we

in part

Comprising

lately added to our
Stock, and we shall be
pleased to show them,as also

prices.

VENIENT and EIGHT STORE to show

GOOD GOODS ON'I.Y, and as
direct from manufacturers, we

at

and

it in.

Please hear in mind

Row,

spring

ever

regular prices.

New Store on Pirn

qualities

will convince you that WE ARE
TO BE DEFENDED UPON.

may he found several kinds, which to
close out we will otter at much less than

public

Cambric,

good wearing shoes, and if you will try
we

CARPETINGS!

LARGEST STOCK

them. This

intend to have

of

al of his entire

arm

stock of

Are the

New

full line of

a

and

Serge

but if any person should get a pair of
we ask them to bring them back
we

buyers

Spring

STRIPED & WATERED

such,

we

to all

Would announce the

SILKS!

Silk, Satin, Brocade,

MADE TO ORDER, and v\e don’t intend
that a poor shoe shall come into our store,

AT ONCE and

Interesting

large

latest novelties, both lined and plain, in

liXDER MAXAfiEMEXT OF F. W. POTE.

“FROM OCEAN TO OCEAN.”

partment.

At Boston

Temple.

and very choice assortment of Sun Shades, including all the

of such shoes sold, but

good service, and if they do not, we
will either give a new pair or make the
old ones satisfactory. Our goods are all

us

JOLLITIES!

Tile House. 172 l" 7. passed tlie hill making
the department of agriculture an executive de-

of Miss

fish

shoes for

them all summer, it is awful discouraging to find, after a few weeks wear, that
they are through at the toes, and the soles
are half paper.
Everybody knows that

is not talk, for

Til" < u'liev:: award liil! passed tile House FriIn a vote of ]:t2 ay. to liii nays.

...

Eu>tus.

Pickering, Flowers,

Ban-

May 11th, sehrs, Gen’l Banks,-, Bangor; Mary
Eliza, Bullock, Winterport.
16th, sehr. Orion, White, Bangor; A Richardson, Pattershall, Washington I>. (

day.

Stomach. si.-k Headache, Habitual
T.

s.

—

—

last week.

new

—

>

tre,

has got

man

Masonic

sick of them.

do

May 12th, sehr. Nellie

•)a. K“<*n.

g;n-

17th,

transacted at the

-M r. 'argent. American Minister to (■rinaiiy.
lias arrived at Berlin.

liui-b into leather.

AFTER

are

JOHNSO^
co>

The

out.

ARRIVED.

SAILED.

Register.

Term of this Court
Ailmimstka nos bkwiii* on Kst vm-:s ok
Wyman Driukwatcr, late of I .incolnvillc; Fdwin
Brier, late of Belfast; Hannah Harding, late ot
I’ro-jMTt. Richard Maservey, late of Freedom;
Beniamin Kvder. late of Islesboro; I.ois F. Holer-

May

public
a

played

are

-at-

the

Hayford Opera House,

A. Flktchk.k.
wa-

Cheap

selling only

Richardson, Pattershall, Ban-

Grant, Grunt, do; ilnmona, Pattershall, Bangor and
sailed for New York; Empress,-, Portland.

Court.

business

shoes

and

PORT OF BELFAST.

ONE
vmson.

buying

will say this We haven’t a shoe in
our stock but that we will guarantee to

sehr. Paul Seavy, Young, Portland.
sehrs. Radiant, Hardy,Portland; Ralph

May 16th,

has

•J. l>. I.

are

there

sehr. A

gor.

■

M mteviden in

We

-O F-

we

and Pleasant

Probate

I

Sun Shades! NEW GOODS! GRAND Incontestable
Jjpm iK\L\(j VALUES!
It! Sun Shades!
HH

SHIP NEWS.
1

c. A. Wheel-

bought the house on the corner of Perkins
streets, formerly occupied by J. H.
Noyes. It is being improved in appearance ..ml
convenience both outside and inside.
er

years.
In Rockland, May 7th, Clara A., wife of John R.
Frohoek of Vinalhavcn, and daughter of R. 1*.
Thomas oi Rockland, aged 33 years and 4 months.
In Vinalhavcn, May 7lh, Fred A. Begg, aged 39

YOU MAY

|

Wholesale and Retal
BLUE

STORE,

our

JOBBING!
As

we

above

Dealers,

BELFAST.

a

large and spacious

room

have tilled the

same

store,

we

ROODS, specially caljobbing trade, and we
prepared to sells goods at wholesale
than the prices obtained in the west-

with DOMESTIC
culated for the
are

less
ern

markets.

study

Co.,

have

our

Country merchants will
give us a call.

their interests to

TERMS CASH.

Geo.

W.

83 Main

17

Burkett,

St., Belfast. Me.

The

Gratify His Wife.!

To

Washington Monroe,
County. \

Liven
••For

mnnv

Calskili,

York.

vv

I had suffered from

ear.'

of

eomplaint
luid employ.
a

which the physicians ealled (,ravel. 1
e«l some of the most noted doet->rs without obtain-

ing

permanent relief, and for

long time my
ease was regarded a? hopeie-s.
All who knew the
eircumstauces said I must die. Finally, my wife
in lured me to try a bottle of !»r. Kennedy’.-• Favorite Remedy' which -lie had somewhere heard of or
-eon advertised.
Without the -dightr-f l'aitli in it,
but solely lo gratify her. 1 bought a Fettle of a
any

druggist

a

I

our

am now as

village.

healthy

1

a man as

there is in the

eomr

liave reeommended ‘Favorite Remo

dy* to others whom I knew to liave suffered from
Kidney and Liver eomplaint?; and 1 as.-ure the
publi that the ’Favorite Remedy ha? done it- w ork
w ith a similar
coinpletene-s in every -ingle in-tane<-. and 1 trust some other
k and diseouraged
...

mortal

dy’

as

ma\

hear

it and

oi

try the ‘Favorite Reme-

did.”

l

Composed of tlie* host known tonics, iron anel
cinchema, with well known aromatics, is Brown’s
Iron Bitters.
It cures indigestion, anel all kinelreel
troubles.
A Now Jersey girl has had her scalp torn off l»v
having her hair caught in a rapidly revolving shaft.
This should he* a warning to women to w'*nr noth-

ing but false hair.

The Distinguishing Charm.
A delightful fragrance of freshlv gathered flowers anel spices is the distinguishing charm of Floreston Cologne.
The new Chinese*, giant is s.«id to have made* the
strongest man wince with the grip of his handa wringing machine lie* would make

shake. What
for a Chinese

Set the table, maiden Maliel.
And make the cabin warm:
Your little tisher lover
Is out there in the storm.
And your father—you are weeping!
< i Mabel, timid Mabel.
Ho spread the supper-table
And set the tea a-steeping.
Hi- boat is staunch ami t ight.
And your father knows the perilous reef
That makes the water white.
Hut Mabel. Mabel darliug.
With face against the pane.
Looks out across the night
At the beacon in the rain,

try.
^inee then I

There is everything in putting it. A woman who
her throat at a hydropatic institution in Yorkshire*, died according to the* doctor's e*ertilicate, of
irritation of the throat.
cut

II.

used that and two or
three bottles more, and—to make a long -e-ry -hort
in

Answer This.
Can you And any case of Bright’s Disease of the
Kidneys, Diabetes, Urinary or Liver Complaints
that is curable that Hop Bitters has not or cannot
cure? Ask your neighbors if thpy can.

Mabel! little Mabel!
With face against the pane,
Looks out across the night
And sees the beacon light
A-trembling in the rain.
She hears the sea-birds screech.
And the breakers on the beach
Making moan, making moan.
And the wind about the eaves
t if the cottage sobs and grieves;
And the willow-tree is blown
To and fro. to and fro,
Till it seems like some old crone
standing out there all alone.
With her woe!
Wringing as she stands.
Her gaunt and palsied hands.
While Mabel, timid Mabel.
With face against the pane
Looks out across the night.
And secs the beacon 1 ight
A-trembling in the rain.

A Rood Reason for Happiness.

Mr.

Against the Pane.

BY T. B. ALDRICH.

An Interesting Story—A Hopeless Case Cured.

Statement of

Face

lnrio

in.

The heavens arc veined with tire!
And the thunder how it rolls!
In the hillings of the storm
The solemn church bell tolls
For lost souls!
Hut no sexton sounds the knell
In that belfry old and high:
1 nseen lingers sway the bell
As the wind goes tearing by !
How it tolls for the souls
(if the sailors on the sea !
Hod pity them. Hod pity them.
Wherever they may be!
tiod pity wives and sweethearts.
Who wait and wait in vain.
And pity little Mabel
With face against the pane.
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dropsy.
Disease.
Piliotisuess. .Xerrous Debility <IV.

The Best
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From a shoal of richest rubies
Breaks the morning clear and cold
And the angel on the village spire.
Frost touched, is bright as gold.
Four ancient fishermen.
In the plea-ant autumn air.
( bine
toiling up the sands.
With something in their hands.
Two bodies stark and white.
Ah ! so ghostly in the light.
With seaweed in their hair:
(io up to yonder cot!
You'll tind a little child,
With face against the pane.
Who looks toward the beach,
\lid. looking, secs it not.
She will never watch again
Never watch and weep at night!
For those pretty, saintly eves
Look beyond the stormy skies.
And they see the Beacon Light.

12,000,000 Bottles
i»;n.

This Syrup possesses i Ut'te'l

Properties

li stimulates the Ptyallne In the Saliva, which
converts the starch and Sugar of the food into
glucose. A deficiency In Ptyallne causes Wind and
souring of the food in the stomach. If the medicine is taken immediately after eating the fermentation of food is prevented.
It acts upon the l iver.
It arts upon the kidneys.
It Regulates the Bowels.
It Purities the Blood.
It quiets the Nervous System.
It Promotes Digestion.
It Nourishes, Strengthens and Invigorates.
It carries olf the Hid Blood and makes new.
It opens tin pores of ih< skin and Induces Healthy

Gems

Perspiration,

of

Sometimes tin- lu st

neutralizes the hereditary taint, ..r p"i-on in
blond, which generate- "er-dula, Krv-ipelas,
and all manner of -kin di.-eu-e- and ‘internal

It
the

humors.
There are no spirit- emplnved in it- m.mufact
ure. and it ••an he taken
tin most ih-ii.-ntr i-ahc,
th<- aired and feeble, rare
or
l-iny required
in attention to direction$.

Buck-port,

Han--, k < .... Me.
'I'lii- i- t certify that I bad < lirouie I >iarrliu*a for
tift\ year-, and hav
u-« dab the niedi -iin- I have
board
tried all the *!•.<•: u- within
tnir; c ini!--, and paid
it over two hundred dollar-,
ill' 1 ii pnrpo-e.
I )iro. und fr mm ai: tyent, -ome
t Dr. < lark d hr- "if
1
■n Bio.m{
-vrup, and it
h>■ iped me immediately.
»he :i- i-- lias n.>\v entirely left nna and I cmi-i ier ?n /-«-li w ell. 1 advise
lil sufferer- to trv it.
\\ U.i.l \ .M <;i{ WT.

ill he rewarded with robust health and an
invigorated s\ sj, m. Price £1.00, trial size- 10 cents.
For sale by B. II. Moody. Be*ifast.
w

The edileu* of the; Lauquoit. \. i. Begister, suggests that people sending in big eggs will please* ar
company them by several rdinary-sized ones, not
for publieation, hut as a guarantee of good faith.

Money

for

Rainy

a

Day.

well

over a

again

for

a

year,

we*

have be u able to lay up money
A Poor Man's* Wife.

rainv day.”

I

Me.
Binrham, -omcr-ej
have u-rd Dr.
’ark d .bn-on
Indian Blood
rup for Di-ea-e of ti;«■ "t-.uiael. ain’t Liver, and
hare been much benefited Ihetvbv.
Mi:-.
'mi ll \ 1ID"* >\.
I

-aie of the Indian Blood
village, i:i which 1 have no

the
or

riven

oil

ppli'ation.

rarriaL*

Iy4f»

new

BITTERS

w.

no

They

is the only Io n preparaii
that
does not c »lorthi t -ah, and v. id i: »t
cause headache or constipation, as
other Ire n prcp.o.uiviis will.

And fee!

I- ! imt iif mure consequence to do something
f"f tlie farmer of the future than for the farm
of to-day? [Garfield.

BROWN'S

CAREFULLY PREPARED,
THOROUGHLY TESTED,

ACCEPTABLE AND RELIABLE.
The Phosphates of the Wheat aro its most
valuable food property, and are, when properly prepared, the most acceptable nutriment
with which to build up the syBtem.
The Blood, Brain and Nerve3 aro the forces
which bear the strain of every day work and
life, and in order to save Bickness it is wise to
Bl ILD FOR HEALTH.
Wheat Bitters are prepared, not by frrmmtation but by solution and are richest in tho
Pkospliates, while the starch and impure matter are eliminated.
These make in themselves a basis, to which is added the best ar.d
choicest medicinal qualities, necessary to
make it a tonic and bitter. It is at once healthful, pleasant to the taste and must not be confounded with the thousand and one cheap
alcoholic bitters which are sold as cure-alls.
Medicine is doubly effective when used with
food, so as to nourish while it corrects.
Sold by druggists, $1.00 per bottle.
WHEAT BITTERS CO., M’fra. N. Y.
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HOWARD,
1

of ami

dealer

in

NTS, TABLETS, GRAVESTONES
AM) MARBLE SHELVES,

ill;

will I

Id'•ari.
pi h
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t

u-

Italian and Aim riean MarBouquet Holders and usual
work on hand, at the very lowest
Vat IK II
IXEET

•«* -1
\ :t-.• -.

»• 11

<

Ladies and ail -uffen rs from neuralgia, hysteria, and kindred complaints, will find it without an equal.

Jy rT

We

W

■

W

e

Growth

and

pleased to announce that on and aft*
THURSDAY, tho 20th iust.

lot of ballot-box stutters in South Carolina esea]n*il punishment through the obstinacy
of a Itemneratie juryman, who said : “If Goil
came into the jury room and told me to find
these defendants guilty, I would not do it.”
The "standing aside” of jurors bv the Government's counsel is not a crying offence in view
of this fact.

r

M

The -ub-eriber >dTers his farm,
'dilated on east vide of Bog Hill,

k,

jm

i!' port, and known as the
ii-.-n { oi
..id, Farm, for sale.
—'-aid farm « ntain.- about fifty acres
of land, hoi.i-o and ell. a fair -ized harn, carriage
h"U-e. wood sued, 1 .laek-mith's shop and a stone
•de d.
\ coo 1 <,|{ \ M \ \ tjt \uiiv on the same, also
a
-in ill
i‘ 1.aioi good apple tree's, now in hearing condition.
1 *ri e. Mm. IliMntm* Hollars,

MISS

MARY
Will he

ONE OF THE OLDEST AND MOST RELIABLE
REMEDIES IN THE WORLD FOR
THE CURE OF

Coughs, Colds, Hoarseness,
Sore Throat, Bronchitis,
Influenza, Asthma,
Whooping Cough,
Croup, and
Every affection of the

THROAT, LUNGS AND CHEST,
including1

CONSUMPTION.
A WELL-KNOWN PHYSICIAN WHITES:
It does

not

dry

up

:t

cough,

and

leave the

cause

is the case with most preparations, ! at
loosens it, cleanses the lungs and allays
irritation,
thus removing the cause of complaint."
1M> NOT BE DECEIVED 1
y article beating similar names. Re sure yon get

behind,

Dress

found in

Making

WOOD,
our

Rooms.

their friends and attend t«» (inorders «*f all their patrons.
The L \T1*>T KA-dL
10\<, comprising all the LKAIHNi. STVI.Ks
worn hy Ladies ami Misses, receive*i montnly. All
*mr garments warrante*! toyivo perfect satisfacti-.n

Prepared

in

to receive

every respect.

Mr. & Mrs. A. D. CHASE.
Bdfa-t, April 13. 1SS-2.—1A

us

DR. WISTAR’S BALSAM OF WILD
CHERRY,
with the signature of I. BUTT S on the v.

rapper.

Cents and SI.00 a Bottle.
Brcpared by SETH W. FOWLE & SONS, Bos*®°> Mass. Sold by druggists and dealers generally,
DO

Soluble
Pacific Guano,
FOR

SALE

BY

Down, -a mu- thou-and dollars one-half
dow e. and tin- 1* il -nee in yearly payments, with -e
•umty on the pica'. I t fui 111.• r particulars en|
| <
!;; |.
!' Mr. *
I I.M A N SMART,
quire o| A LIU
now upon th*- pica-.
17! I
oI.IYKK I*. CIA UK.
o

T 3E2: UL

FRANK R. GRAY,
AGENT.

BELFAST, MAINE,

We have used the l’acilie (inane hv (lie side ef a
well-known superphosphate ami were hiplilv pleas
ed with the result.
We shall use il another y;u.

E. F.

IMPERISHABLE

Will
sold at a bargain, a nice
cottage house on Uaee >t., known
as the MKADKK house, containing
-even rooms, well built and only
three years old. The lot contains
"in f urth of an acre ot land.
The location is one
of tlie l»est in the city, overlooking'the hay and only
ten minute- walk from the post-otliee.
inquire of
d F. WII.-UN.
I»>1 fa-I April 27. 1-.-2- 17

PERFUME.

a

Murray

A
mortgage on personal property, which was
recorded in Boston the other day, provided for
a rate of interest at 50
per cent, per annum.

HOW HE TOO-

capacity, Impediments

t

to

Marriage,

ct

Will positively cure where otke.
remedies will not even relieve
Price 25 cents.
Beware of cheap Plasters made

<-at i rv

Per

TRADE MARK
_

To its Sutural } ita/iti/ and t '.dor.
\ *1

Tn

in.tr

>1

*•

cun*

FLORIDA WATER.
Best for TOILET. BATH

and HANDKERCHIEF.
f!mU

live

EMULUS A.

1\

VARIETIES^
5SPLENDIDyourCHOICE
J/s

I

shall keep constantly

on

'2

or

S.

Notice from tlie

nr

day.

SILKS

At $1.25, $1.12, $1.75, $2.25.
These goods were bought direct from the manufacturers agents, and are the MOST make in this
The $2.25 quality is as good as any $2.50
quality in New lOnglaml. All of our silks are warranted, and we know what we are talking about
when we make the above statement.
All those in
want of silks should see ours before purchasing.

PLEASE GIVE US A CALL.

l-’wla

West (»rc\

B.

F.

n

Single Young

Women

HEALTH, between 20 and Ho years
of age wishing situations as attendants in a
for
the
h-'-pilal
insane, can apply t" (eiieio.-ing
recommendations of character and ability)

OI

.70IV* « PARK, 31. «.,
Sopi. Worcester Lunatic Hospital,Worcester,.Mass.
Him 10

Call and

see me

M

m
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El. LITTLK. Kies.

P,i 1 't

>

or !•
SOf.

BOSTON

a bottle.
s,ii<! everywhere. Send for 3*2 paire
pamphlet-; free, showing its wonderful cures. II.

D. Fo\\ LK, Chemi.-t,
Sent h\ Express.

11

Central Wharf, Boston.
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“Blood Will
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I Itr.lts.

BRAND"

V

kept

on

the

Brook.-, lor-i

Tell !”
«

n
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POKE WHITE LEAH.

*20teow*2<»

HKD

I.HAD

AND

MTItAlt<.K.

LEAD

PIPE

& SHEET

LEAD.

and TIN LIN LI) 1*1 P L, lM'MKS, St >Ll>Kli,»Ve.
MEDAL awarded hy the Massachusetts
Charitable Mechanic’s Association in Issl.
rub
COLD

by Tliog. Power O’Connor, M. P.)
yecpl nr.* p> or and uneducated. why rents
'•
n
i:r.
It si:.os low the land w is’onifis*
I'.ia.i tones mined.
n describes the I.
A
rii 1 the 'm ion Hill. (‘.,m.iins 82 l!n<
M
in
only $2.00 per Copy.
Pript*
I AOctn. t
full outfit and becin wor* at
•!' t lie irti alars, address
J. C McClUiDY A* CO., Philadelphia, Pu.
14w‘J
n
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J*

■■

•••-'•

••

i,:i

Foreclosure Police.
L \ BM’OBT s a \ l N(
BANK. I s, u -p r:, n
k
the County of Waldo, give.- notin' that MIL
TON KNLKLA\l>, formerly id
ar-p><rt. m -aid
County of Waldo, now ot Presque 1 It*, in the
t i»unt\ of Aroostook, by hi- dei d date<l the
ightlt
day ot Novcmlit r, A. 1>. H7'd, at. i recorded n. \\ ai
d*> Begistry of Deeds in Book H'b page dll, eon.
eyed in mortgage to said Bank and a.-.-igii-, a <■
tain lot or parcel «»f laud, w ith the buildings there
on, situated in sear-port aforesaid, and bounded
and described as follows, vi/.
Boumled on the
stuith b\ Bark -tret t, on the east b\ land <d 1.. B.
Sheldon, on the lmrtli by the MethodUt parsonage
lot, so-called, and on the west by lan I of L;*.il\ II.
Hamilton, being the same premises ninwv. a t«said Kneeland by -Lane B. Havner, b\ In r deed
warranty date«l the fourth day of May. \ lb I>7'!.
and reeonted in -aid Begistry of Deeds, Hi" >k HI,
reference b> said deed.- to be had. The <■, nCage
ditions of said mortgage being broken, the -ait
Bank doth hereby, by reason of such breach, claim
to foreclose said mortgage.
Searsport, A]»ril *2l>. HsT
SKABSBOBT s \\ lM.s BANK.
;‘.wH
By its Treasurer, Cuas, K. C<»uim>n.

'!.t

t»*
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e
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H STOPPED

6k

FREE

Marvelous success.

Insine Persons Restored!

ttr.klinesgreat

&8fT»SU*f«

r~,l> Ilil.N
arc. J»r F.ts,
Jpiupstj end Nerve A/fictions.
■■Infai.uiu.e if taken ns directed. No Fits after
dap s ns>. Tr. .-disc and $2 trial bottlefreeto
H| first
it patients, they payinsyexpressage. Send
^■1
rame,
■ I'd'.ninl express address to I)r. KLINE,931
^■Arch St. Philadelphia, I’a. ,S»c principal druggists.

I

A

|

An*

that moj-t of

v»u aware

LMUI L.O the low -pric-d SPOOL COTTON
either short in length, or onlv two cord, and
possibly both?
Much that is labelled ‘200 yards does uot contain
over 130 yards.
Dealers sell it because they can buy it cheap, and
is

do not expect the cheat to be discovered.
You should insist upon having IIOLIOKKTIIHKAD,
every Spool of which is warranted three.cord, ;lnd
to contain *200 yards.
It is cheaper for you at three cents a -pool than
most makes are at two cents.
See that a poorer article, on most of which the
manufacturers are, properly, ashamed to atlix their
names, is not imposed on you instead of it, from
interested motives.
13wbi

NERVOUS DEBILITY :
A Cure Guaranteed.

STARTLING
DISCOVERY I

3

LOST MANHOOD RESTORED.
A victim of youthful iuiprudencecausin^ Premature Decay, Nervous Debility, Lost Manhood, etc.
havin.tr tried in vain every known remedy, has dico\ crcd a simple self-cure, which lie will send FREE
-ulivrers, address J. II. RKKVES, 43
Ihatham St., N. Y.
Iyr37

to hi- fellow

for FERTILIZERS
I:iw8

before

COPARTNERSHIP NOTICE.
B

»I,PI« K «t It IT has this day been
a
our Arm, which will
same stvle as heretofore.

admitted
member of
M«
continue under the

sWAS A SIBLEY BROS.

E. C. West’s N'euve and Uumn Thiatspecific for Hysteria, Di/./.iness, Convulsions, Nervous Headache, Mental Dcpr« .-sum), Loss
of Memory, Spermatorrlnea, Impotencv, Involunment : a

recent cases. Each box contains one
treatment. One dollar a box, or -ix boxes for live
dollars; sent by mail prepaid on receipt of price,
We guarantee six boxes to cure any case.
\\ ith
each order received by us for six boxes, accompanied with five dollars, we will send the purchaser
our written guarantee to return the
money if the
treatment does not effect a cure. Guarantees issued
when
tin*
treatment is ordered direct fr-.ni us.
only

cure

Sold by it. II. Moody.

b$!k

Practical

FRED ATWOOD, Wioterport, Me

fur coasting. Apply to
JOHN s. KANLE'l'T. Shipping
Iasi.—30

Kocklaml, Aug 30,
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of Searsport, in the Count
of
Boston liu!i
and State of Maine, now
month’s j lands, in tin* Commonwealth of Mt~•aehu>etts. by

SEAMEN WANTED.
you

Notice of Foreclosure?.

tary Emissions. Premature Old Age,'caused by
exertion, self-abuse, or over indulgence, which
leads to misery, decay and death. One box will

over

Color, First Qualify.
FRKD ATWOOD. Wlntcrport, tie.
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Bred by («eo. Blanchard A: Bi’o.,1 umb < tr., Br ad
moor Larin.
Sire, “( oronu-," dam. ,,Be--i. l ull
r.” Sire ami dam are from tin- be-t milk and but
ter strains of blood.
Beppo ha- ver\ \clmw -kin
and ear, remarkable line milk point-, and a..
A \er\ superior bull.
II l-irin bull
escutcheon.
'['( Mil's, from Togus l,arm, s o 1. i i»
11. 11
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n
Augusta. Bret I !»\ ♦ ien. Win. >. Tilton -ire
dam,” importetl; dam cow Number Twcln
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‘•Denmark,” imported; gr. dam l-\ imp. I I. a
I -1• L
Togus i- blaek and w hit* tin- I mark*"I,
The Ib-l.-tein ronihim the
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adegree. Terms—Beppo, Si, Togus, 7A «• t
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AYER & CO.. Lowell, Mass.,
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TAKE Tills Ot ( ASTON TO NOTIFY MY
friend- mat I may be found daily at drove
1 •
meter; where I am prepared to grade and li\
up in the he-! manner all 1 -t-. or do any work that
I he city -exton i- the
may be required of me.
pr-iper parly to con-lilt in such matters. Orderiea\ be left at lnv .-table on
Washington street.
HENRY Dl'NBAR. City Sexton.
B-dfa-t, May 1. 1—'2. 1-tf
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Agents Wanted for Sullivan’s

ROOFING PAPER AND RIDGE IRONS

tables that we will WARRANT
KKCARDLKSS OF ('(is r. We
have a large stock to sell.
-Jtl!»

10.

Office,

BROWNVILLE ROOFING SLATE,

Come and see
to you, and sell

■'

75

\ollMFFROM KEY. S. OOO0* A' 9
ENOl (111 S library, marked down from
2-> to an percent, lower -till’, at
W. HANEY'S
-'"l'r.
\mong which are -One setof Dirk's Works,
2 vols., $2.00 ; History of .Jewish Church, 2 vols.,
XI..ill: set of Rollln's Histories, 2 vols., $1.50;

order at short notice and Lowist Piucks.
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Pine, Spruce and Hemlock Planks, Beards,
Laths, Shingles, Clapboards, and Pickets.
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TilK GRAY MKMHNK UK, HulValo,
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Practical and Analjtlcul t'liciniM'.

^IC.

The Lund and Its Story, 7 5e. : Life of Christ,(Beecher
75c.; Comparative Physiology, $1.00; Channing's Works, set vols., $1.50; Charming's Me\n«l many other valuable
moirs, .*{ vols., 75c.
w "i'k- ;;i from 'me-lit t h to one third of cost.
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Doors, Sash, Window Frames, Window
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H MEAD’S Medicated CORN and BUNION PLASTER.
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MITIon, Ki iuti'sv and Ktr-, ‘indie <■<! b\
If indiligence or sexual e\tra\agam-e, A.
The celebrated author, in this admirable K-say,
clearly demonstrates, from a thirty cars’ sneer-....
ful practice, tha* the alarming e..nse.|imm-r- of self
abuse may be radically cured; poii.tiiw out a mode
of cure at once simple, e.-rtain, and ei!c<t mil, m.
means of which every sutVerei
no matter what bis
condition may be, may cure himself cheaply, priand
vately,
radically.
&/r*Thi- Lecture should be in the hands of
ry
youth and everv man in the land.
Sent under seal, in a plain envelope, to any iddress, post-paid, on receipt <»1 -i\ cents or two po-i
|\ l:;
age stamps. Address

:
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(to country customer who has

light.”'

B< •>Ti;N, < >c|.:l;,w 111, IsTo.
R. II. Kimv, Ksip —Dear sir
You pna need for
since then you have
me, in lsin, my lir.-t patent
acted for and advised me in hundreds of
and
procured many patent-, reissue.-, and extensions. I
have occasionally employed the he-t airem-ies in
New York, Philadelphia and Washington, but 1 -till
in your
yivc you almo-t the whole of m\ bu-im
line, and advise others to employ you.
(. L< >R< K DKAPKR.
Yours truly,
Boston, January 1, 1>>2.— 1;. rl

Belfast, April 10. !ss2.—l.“>tf

to complain of the
quality of his lueifer
matches)—“Not light? Why, I have only to
draw them smartly across my corduroy breeches
and they blaze instantly.” Customer—“Yes,

wants

Are the only improvement ever
made in Plasters.
One is worth more than a dozen
of any other kind.

THE D INGEE & CONARJJ COS

SAMUEL S. LANE,

come
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country.

hut w hat's 1 hat to me! I can’t come a matter o’
four miles for your old breeches every time we
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market
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Benson's Capcine
Porous Piasters
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SEWELL A. BLACK, Belfast.

One

Tradesman

earlv and
flee.”
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It is

live years 90,000 persons have established their homes there, most of whom took
some capital with them, while nearly all
were of that class which is deemed desirable anywhere.
Beside the 4,000,000
acres sold to .Mr. Disston for
$1,000,000]
the state owns about 10,500,000 acres,
and the United States 12,000,000 acres,
nearly all of which are either swamp or
tim ber lands, ranging in price from $ 1.25
to $7 per acre. The public schools numbc 12,000, hut of the 84,000 school children in the state—white and
colored—[
only about one-half attend the schools;
w hich would
give an average of less than
four children to each school. The number of schools is far iu excess of the
population.
Financially, the condition of the
state could scarcely he better. The whole
of its bonded debt is little over $1,250,900. whilst the assessed value of the
property of the state is over $.15,500,000.
Orange culture, truck farming, and the
timber trade are the chief industries' of
the state.

^

MISS MARY JACKSON

Progress of Florida.

receiving large accessions of
permanent citizens. Nearly 20,000 peoi
pie were added to the resident population
last year.
Nearly all of them were from
the southern, middle, and northwestern
states, only a small number coming from
New England.
Within little more than

employ
eapuhlt

more

J.al'l
I

1

person moiv trusturinir for them an
favorable consideration at the Patent < >f
K DM INI* Bl KhK,
Late Ommis-iom r of Patents.

or
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Notice!

are

[MacDonald.

An eye can threaten like a loaded and levelled gun. or can insult like hissing or
kicking;
or. in its altered mood,
by means of kindness,
it can make the heart dance with
jov. [Knier-

“Inventors cannot

worthy

flit
,-H a

Commission

names.
See that the word
C A P C I N-E is correctly spelled.

the most lopobh mid
Imm I h.r «■ !iad of
<ll.\s mason,
oinmi-siomT of Patent.-.

ticial intercourse."
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JOEL KNIGHT &

ing

‘‘I regard Mr. Kddy as one of
successful practitioners with \\

THE CULVERWELL MEDICAL CO

SjJji f

F. A. GILMORE.

Special

—■ ■■ —i ———»

you grow ready for it. somewhere or
other, you will find what is needful for you in
a hook or a friend, or. best of all. in
your own

[J.

High Sts.

and

Removal!

[Milton.

And all about the softening air
)f new born sweetness tells.
And the ungathered May flowers wear
The tints of ocean shells.
G. Whittier.

m-.

I K> I ! M< IMAI.S.

-i

>1.

HAVE BEEN IMITATED,
Ancl their excellent reputation injured by worthless imitations. The
Public are cautioned against buy
:r.g Plasters having similar sound-

■

a

thou to thy learned task.
I stay with the flowers of Spring:
i >" tlloll of the ages ask
What me the hours will bring. [Kmersoti.

KDDY. 'solicitor of Pat.

H.

R

41 Ann St., \ew York, V. V.

FARSW FOR SALE.

HOUSE FOR SALE.
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hey
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Wealth is a weak anchor, and glory cannot
support a man: this i- the law of God. that Grim
is linn, and cannot he shaken by a tem-

benights.

!:

•lust published, ;i new edition of |)r. CllherwellN
Celebrated Kssaj <m the radiml run ><\ >rn,*UAToitHH'K V or Seminal Weakncx. lnv< ho.tar. Seminal Losses, Imi’oti-'.w\ Mental and l’hydrd In-

itiHiirurf/iif I! 11 i/iliuij.

I

H El. FA S

Hater Fish of all kinds. Ar. til kinds
Barn I Heading.
110 South Market St.. Boston, Masa

|

patentability of inventions

HOW tOST

Shop!

Churel, a* ,sySt*
P.'tf

/

Hay. Potatoes, Onions, tpples. Bean*, Butter,
flieese, Kiri's, Poultry, Diime, Salmon, Fresh

with lead poisons.

4nr20

[,.

mm ">1111

No. ill Slate St., <ipp»,tte Kilby. Ilo,ten.
Secures Patents in t!te I'libcd States; also in (,rt at
Britain, France ami other 1 *»icijrncountries. < upi.-of tlie claims of any Patent furnished b_, remUliuu
<*ne dollar.
Assignments n «-orded at Washing:->n.
A'o Agency in the I’nited States possesses superior
facilities for obtaining Patents or ascertaining ill-

their

P£l||ut

Belfast, Me.

P. LOMBARD.

Cornet

R. H, EDDY,

<

MOM Ml

MRS. H. E. BABCOCK,

Hue very popular trust in flat things coming
round! Not in their b.-ing beaten round, or
worked round, but in their coming round!

i

C.

thev

PATENTS.

organs, or who reami tnihl S! iimilunt,

New

with their pntroiiau*-.

Main

MRS.

if wrinkles must he written upon our brows,
let them mu be written upon the heart. The
spirit should not grow old. [Garfield.

Florida shows signs ol' increasing pros-
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curth.

ami

Vo. Ill Main Xt.,
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long exist where Mop

have secured the services of

HOWES’

BITTERS

There lives more faith in honest doubt.
Believe me. than in half the creeds.
T- miy son.

perity.

Iyr25
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GOODS!

>i,iidcnt the\
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1

lyrcotviS

_Providence,

a tor,

FROM BOSTON.

That all men would be cowards if they dare.
S' »ine men. we know have
courage to declare.

The

PERRY DAVIS’ PATN KIT.I.ER is not
a new untried remedy.
For forty years
it has been in constant use; and those who
have used it the longest art its lest friends
Its success isr/mY(;//J>ocausoof itsmerit.
Since the Pain Killer w as lirst introduced,
hundreds of new medicines have come and
gone, while to-day this medicine is more
extensively used and more highly valued
than ever befare. Every family should have
a bottle readyfor v sc. .Much pain and heavy
doctors* bills may often be eared by prompt
application of the Pain Killer. Unlike most
medicinex, it is perfect’)/ safe even in the hands
of a child. Try it once thoroughly, and it
wi<l prove its value. Your druggist lias it
at ;J5c.,50e. ami t&l.OO per bottle.
PERRY DAVIS & SON, Proprietors,
R, I.

of Hops, Buchu, ManDandelion, with nil the best ami
ura tivu i«i opei ties of nil other Hitters,
thotneutest Blood Purifier, Liver

In

lie fails never. If he cannot work by us.
He will work over us.
[Mrs. Browning.

may live without poetry, music and art;
may live without conscience, and live
without heart;
We may live without friends; we mav live
without hooks:
But civilized man cannot live without cooks.
[(»wen Meredith.

equal.
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ami Rest Medicine
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ISAAC HILLS,
DENTIST

SURGEON

lyr40

at;

Ws-asl*

is to lose.

son.

magic.

E. E. CROWLEY, Agt. M. C. R. R.

W.

If we are usually struck by rarities, why are
struck su little by virtue?’ [La Bruycre.

Scalds, Bruises, Cuts, Soros, etc. E
After forty years of trial. Perry I

like

asking infoeioalion promptly answered it
addressed t.,
->mU
iter-

MAINE.

lyeowf

<

Bitters

of thes

use
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Tranter's Insurance Company,
$5,000 and $15.00 per week for 25c. per day.

I

SOLD IN BKLFAST BY H. II. MOODY.

;th<v

mildly purgative

No Transfer Change

ss

Cure for Burns, I

J. W. Dee says:
For scalds and burns it has

Baggage Cheeked Through.
In Boston. Also agent for

No. I. Hamden Block, Belfast, Me.
Having presided over the Probate anil Insolvent
Court for tbo past four years, I feel that I can render
valuable eouii'.rl and serf ire to all persons havitip
matters in said Court.
II
Belfast, Jan. 17, fssi -pj

SEABURY & JOHaSOW,
-v \ «*r!\
Manufacturing ChriniM.*,

IRON

Go

From the Cincinnati Dirpatch:
We have seen its li.ugm effects, and know
It to be a good article.
From I. S. Potter, U. S. Consul at Crefeld,
Rhenish Prussia:
After long years < f use, I am satisfied It
Is p sitlvely efficient as a healing remedy
f v wounds, bruises, and spraLis.
W. W. Sharper, Valdosta, Ga., say.
It is a panacea for all bruises and burns.
From R. W. Adams, Saco, Me.:
It gave me Immediate relief.
R. Lewis says:
1 n forty years’ use it in vor has failed me.
W. W. Lum, Nicholville, N. Y., says:
I use your Pain Kim er frequently. It
relieves pain and soreness,and heals wounds

R.,

routes.

stock of

FANCY

who ill the world love the good of their
own, and that of their
are those who. in the
other life, love ami seek the kingdom of God.

6

m. C» R.

the only agent in Belfast selling via all

who is

MillinerY

enriches the blood and pinnies th.e
system; cures wcaknc.'-'. lack »i
energy, etc.
Try a bottle.

I tih
above himself lie ean civet Jiinwlf.
How poor a thing i- maul
[Daniel.

1

It Is the '..tost c'T*ctnai lvni. dv w<* know or.
No family should be without a bottle of It
for a single hour.

Crowley, Agf.

their lriend> to call and examine* their

Imiic

country more than their
neighbor as their own.

Davis’ Pain Iviiles*stands unrivaled,
g
It is sale! It acts immediately! It I
never fails!
Editor of the St. John (N. B.) News, says: E
J ii llesh ■wound.-', acli- -. \ -. 1. s- r*\-. etc., I

Foil v\[,K BY

F. E.

in

run

HERSEY,
& Counsellor ai Law,

Ally.

Price 25 cts. per bottle.
For stile by all dealers in medicine.
,-md
address for pamphlet, free, giving full directions.
HEXRY, JOHXSON & LORD.Props., Burlington, Y:.

SOUTH!

:

without continual anti

..

AND

am!

the

by

cure

jjE
N
L

PURIFY THE BLOOD
b}- expelling all Morbid Secretions.

PARTS OF TUP

\ I t.

Babcock

L'U

Here's a sigh to tliost w ho love me.
And a smile to those who hate.
And. whatever sky's above me.
Hep 's a heart for any fare.
[Byron.

Xevor-Failing

TO

by

cure

■;

permanent

g

PHILO

|jj

The best internal and external rm :y la
the world. Kvcry bottle guaranteed.
Price, 60 cents aud SI.GO.
POSTF.lv, MILBFK.'i A CO., Prop’rs,

rl

all of which these

eases, etc.,

and

r!

L

and Skin Dis-

Bitiers will speedily

Being tonic

Thought.

gain

Eruptions

(jw is

•.:::sag,disiis5:a.

1 he energy that would animate a crime is not
more than is wanted to inspire a resolved submission. when the noble habit of the soul reasserts itself.
[George Kliot.

A

Keep the Stomach, Bowels mid Digestive 0* ns
in good working crdi.
and pe rfect health
will be the result
LftdieS and others sub-!
joct to Sick Headache win fi.ui relief

:t:

As

Laboratory 11 West 3o St., N. Y. Oily,

DICKEY, BROWN & MORSE,
Scarsmont,
Maine.
V. !!. Boors, sash. Blinds, Boor and Window
frames, Butters and Mouldings, at (he lowest
priees. Also Jobbing of all hinds done at short

WEST

Brooks?.

oo'

3.12, Brooks 3.32, Kno\ 3.51, Thorndike 4.06, l'i«it\
at Burnham
p.
Returning— Leave Burnham at 8.55 a. in., I.eonI ard s Crossing !U>7, Cnitv 0.25, Thorndike, 0.38,
Knox 0.48, Brooks 10.13, Waldo 10.25, C’itv P dnt
10.40, arriving at Belfast at 10.5o a. m.
Leave Burnham at 5.o5 p. m., Leonard’s Crossing
5.17, Cnitv 5.30, Thorndike, 5.45, Knox, 5.54, Brooks
0.15, Waldo (5.20, ( it I*.>int 6.43, arriving at Belfast
r"
PAYNON Tf < KKK, Superintendent.
i*
Belfast, I»ec. I, 1881.—14t!

j§ 'Cures Rheumatism, Lumbago,*
p Lame Back, Sprains and Bruises,!!
i ! Asthma, Catarrh, CoughsT^Colds,®
?.lSore Throat, Diphtheria, Burns,Mj
tj Frost Bites, Tooth, Ear, andjtr
^ Headache, and ail pains and aches. Ik:

Will give immediate relief, and
in a short time effect a permaAfter constipation follows
nent cure.

Biliousness, Dyspepsia,
indigestion, Diseases of
the Kidneys, Torpid Liver
Rheumatism, Dizziness,
Sick Headache, Loss of
Appetite, Jaundice, Apoplexy, Palpitations,

notice.

m.,C'itv Point 6.43,Waldo T

a.

4.22, Leonard’s Crossing 4.32, arriving
| at
4.45
in.

Winter, and are made from first-class stock. The
lot must be closed out within the time stated, as
wc intend to discontinue the manufacture of tables, We otter them at the wholesale prices In
Boston, as follows: s feet Walnut, $s. 50 : s feet
I'll- stl.50 at our factory, and 25 cts. per table extra in Belfast, or wc will deliver them In lots of 5
or more within Kt miles of Scarsmont for
$s.7o
and !gti.75 each. Now is the time to buy a nice
table, they will never be as low again. We want
all who read this to remember that thrse tables
can’t he inannfactuicd for the prices to-day. ( all
and see them and send in your orders enrly before
they are all gone. M e use the Wellman patent
leal support, til orders promptly attended to.

And Untiled Hrst-elass tickets to Boston and re!urn, good for 15 days irnm date of sale, $0.00.
serond-class tickets oneway $1.00
,

0.35

Knox 7.37, Thorwlike 7.52, 1'iiity 8.12, Leonard’s
| Crossing 8.22, arriving at Burnham at ".35 u. in.
Leave Belfast at 2.50 p. m., C ity point 2.57, Waldo

High St„ Belfast.

-A N D-

wmsgasm

"Illy
pest. [I’ythagoras.

DRUGGISTS SELL !T.

E. H. COLBY, 20

VI. R STRRi: T.

HANSON

TIME-TABLE.

DR. HENRY BARTER'S

thy

F.

■ «»■!■

and a thousand other diseases that
owe
their origin to a disordered
state of the Stomach and Bowels,
and inaction of the
Digestive Organs, when the use of

rI''IIK SALK OPENS MAY Ith, and continues until
1
June 1 JUi, unless the lot Is closed out before,
embracing a large lot of
Walnut <('• Ash Extension Tables,
These tables were all manufactured by us the last

Gilmore

mil cure dysjx-p-i. .heartburn. mala]i. v 1 c un]
ria, kidney
and other wa^bia,
■-.ises.

[Diekells.

n

Sueli as .lump Seats, Piano Box, Extension
’loos,
Pha tons, or in fact anything lmilt; if not oil hand
will procure it on shoiTunfice.
B aggieAlsnopcn
of different grades, and remember these
are not
“Amesbury Scoots*’or “Breakneck-," with
which the country is being flooded bv
unprineipi<‘d
dealers, and if any one tells you thev are, vou tell
them they are perverting the truth, and 1 will
pav
the cost of your libel suits.
But thev are built h\
well-know firm of FRANCIS, NARUKNT A CO..
Ot Boston, and bear their name plate, and tie u
reputation is suflicient guaraiitt'e as \
u luft
iiie
work is.
I can sell you these carriage-, ten
pem-nt
less than you can buy a -ingle carriage ..f >argent. i
If you cannot come’to Belfast, send'me a < 1 -T r i
j..
tion of the carriage you want on a
postal card and
I will bring it to your do..r: if we cannot trade vou
will not lose a cent, and I wil lo-e mv time,
special
prices to livery men and those buying to s, il again.
I want a reliable agent in each town to solicit or
dors. My motto is “Do as you would be done i-v."
•
juick sales and small profits. Terms ea-li. gb.-d
notes or stock.
,;i

Maine Central R. R.

from

suffering

the Furniture Rooms of

and at

I'urest

master-spirit, embalmed and treasured up

i- r

Top Carriages,

BELFAST,

[(Tabbc.

••.

thafyou

E.

■ ■

> ok, York (
Mi.
Dr. ( lark John- n'-1 idian Blood >\ rup ha-ureat1\ i-eiielited me 1 •-r D;.-pep-ia and Dill: nity <•! the
N-rvou-<v-!em.
! w -'iildnof be witii• *i;i if.
d. A. M 1 111 AM.

Wagons,

1 have tlie nobbiest wagon you ever saw, anil the
ensiot wagon to ride in
ever got into, and
will stand as much abuse as any wagon
ought to.
The above wagons are built in Maine bv one of the
most reliable manufacturers in the stale,each
wag
oil is fully WAUKANTKH and will
prove a standing
advertisement. Be sure and see them. 1 am also
prepared to supply in am quantity,

HACK OK AMKItICAN liol 'K.

is the man that mulcth wisdom, and
the man that gcttcth understanding.

1

Ajrcnts wantcu
'■'v
rup in ever' t
aj-e.it. Parti mb.

I have something new, a wagon that cannot be surpassed for durability, style, linish, «&e. Oil tempersprings, Sawin wheels, easy seats, &<*. I)..n't
buy until you have examined them, You will never
lie satislied with the old style after you see them. I n

Repository—111',I

Happy

<

Dre-den >1
Lincoln
Me.
I was iron:.1 -d with D\ p j -in and
indirection,
and faile i to find rcii-i uni:
trie ! Dr.‘ Mark John
son'- 11. :iai• IBood
rap. w liieh LtreniU beneiited
me.
Mtss M \uv T. «. |{<>\ K>.

Scarsmont,

for

no cause
C»e»st

Dickey, Brown & Morse,

ed

Avoided.

be

There is

At the factory of

Grocery Wagons,

>

There is no growth
sincere effort.

<

recommended,

and you

HAVING

Concord

Sale I

Special

EXTENSION TABLES,

decided to locate permanently in Belfast, I shall offe this season the best stock
of carriages ever seen in Belfast, built
express)v
for my trade. In

v.

Known to Man,

'11(11 tilXC'E

tc>

lighthouse gun !

,

Remedy

Evils

Over-eating is in one -euse as productive of evil
as intemperance in d; inking,
\void both, and ke*ep
the hlooel purified with BrRlMM'K 151.« M> 1 * Bl ITERS,

“For six years my dam.liter win sick from kidney
and either eiisorder-. We had used up our savings
on doctors. wlien our dominie advi-cd Us to try
Parker’s Ginger Tonie.
Fear bottles eflce’ted a
cure, anel as a eh»llar’s worth has kept our family

See! A rocket cleaves the skv.
From the fort—a shaft of light!
See! it fades, and, fading leaves
Holden furrows on the night!
What made Mabel's cheek so pair?
What made Mabel's lips so white!Hid she sec the helpless sail
That, to-.ing here and there,
Like a feather in the air.
Went down and out of sight!'
Down. down, and out of sight!
w
11.
ateh no more, no more.
\t ith face against the pane:
You cannot see the men that drown!

02 T»
< 2
CP o

o s
CO O

“How to travel." is the title of a little hook just
out.
How t * get the* money to travel with is the1
most serious questiem of tin* season.

CARRIAGES!

(How its echo rolls and rolls!)
"i'is to warn tiie home-bound ships
Oft' the shoals!

co

C3

boom !

A

cr’n

3«

Dr. Ki.ink’s Great Nervi* Bestorer
the marvel
of the* age for all Nerve Diseases.
\u lits stopped
free
Semi to Ml Arch street, I’hilada., l’a. Jml4

IV.

n'm
c=
CO =£ o*
r-i

laundry.

Great

his deed dated the sixth day of A ima-l, A 1 >
to me in mortgage, a certain lot m pair, i
of land with the buildings thereon, situated in
Searsport aforesaid, and described as follows, \i/.
Being the premises known a> the homestead of
Oliver .Johnson, late of sa*;d Searsport. deceased,
and which was conveyed to Henry W Carter by
Prudence .Johnson ami others, b\ deed dated
.'{(), A. D. 1^74. and recorded in Waldo Countv 1,V_D
try of Deeds, in Book B»7, Page o, and thereafter
wards on the eleventh day of December. A. D 1>7.».
conveyed to said Alvah M. Dutch hv Frances A.
Carter, guardian of the heirs of said Henrv W
arter, and recorded in said Kcgistrv. in Book iso,
Page 104, reference being bad to said deeds.
Vnd
whereas the condition of said
mortgage has been
and now remains broken, by reason whereof l here
by claim a foreclosure of the same, and give this
notice for the purpose of effecting such foreclosure.
Dated at Searsport, this sixth dav of Mav, V. D.
1S82.
:Jwl9
It. R. PATTRKSON.

conveyed

April

r>'!.
-m

I

ia.nae

e-si\ely.

in

thei-a..;
the Impu

prime.I in I'.. lia-t. in -ai.i
I at
i;11 r.•-1e-1, may at!«

-jvmi, :l,r.-"
.Immiai,

an

oitmy that all per><m< -'ii t.
a I’r
itt.. ah"M
I', e 11 a -:. "II tlie -eeniei Tm-ilav of .la;,,
next, ami -hew ean-e, II auv tiny have, why Mm
Mini :m.u.|,ni -'a■ u 1.i not i.»* allowe-i.
.h\Ml > l>. I.AMm >N. .It. lye.
\ true ropy
Vtte-t -A. \. Tl t I'' 1 it. H, lC- ! -t * r
(

\l. |MI>"
In i oiiii >1' rrol.ate. lie'.; n It. i
ta-t. *■:i the sea Mhl Tm-.i
a \|
"j. I
»
'l
I'.< VKhM AN, V'iinii
rat
•■!
tale
N \l*n|.ia >N II. \\ \KliT.N. late
: 15 it
t. a
a
County, «leeea-e.I, having j re-.-nt. •! hi- iir.-t ami
linnl tU '-oiiut of a-lnunMra! n n at -ai.i -tale for
allow am-.-.
i.
Or<lere<l, 1'hat meja,
thra.
.,,
wvek- -mve.--4\ely, ii the Imp .hlieau
lourual,
print* 1 in lielfa-t, in .-aht onnty that il per--u .inter, -Ml may alt.ml ;t a Pro ate < .nut. t
a.
IhM at lielta-t, on tin -eeon<i l'ue<'la-.
a .In »
m \t. ami -Imw eati.-e, if
any thev have, why Mm
>ai«i aaeoum >ln»uM in>t he allowmi.
1 \MF.s In ! \MSO\ .lii'k
A Into .‘opy
\
Attest:
V.Fiik lint, Keui-iei

\V
y %

>

'4 TIK ,-ul>.-«-ril>er lit re I y yi\e-publn notire p< aK
e.ima rne.l, that he ha- been -Inly appoint. <1
1
ami taken upon him-.-lt the trust
Admini-tri
tor of tin
-late of
l{. N< l|{T( >N. la:.

NANi \

I

M

tv

V

in the County- of NA’aMo. «le. ra
-1. 1
_-i\iny lmml
he thep T-a e ;v.i in- t all par on
a the law 'Iifeet
who are imlel.te<l to .-an: •!. ara-vt'.- e-tate t-> make
inmie-liate Payment, ami Mm-ewh-> have any
\I.i 1 11 the -ame f-u* ,-ettlenient
maml-theraon. !•■
to him.
I \< (i|; \« »|{ i ns
•.

H K siib'-'i
hereby w'!\r public notice to al}
■'!
<•:-ri.•. r iiat in*
let
i
dulv appointed
and taken upon him-.'ll the trust <»t Kvc ntor i
tin- last will

"i

■J \N1.

II. I! \ W I-, late of se.rsmont,
ik. <
ald<», deceased, by■ ifi\in^ lumil
i..tyoi
:tthe law direct-; he therefore
request all per
" ho are indebted to said deceased’* estate to
ti .k.'
nmediate payment, and those w lm ha\ e any
demands thereon, to exhibit the same for settlement
t
him.
\ vni w i*
m: \ v
111

HI. subscriber hereny jfivcs public notice to all
i.
concerned, that lie has been dlllv appointed
and taken upon Iiimself the trust of k\ceut"r of
tin* last w ill ■>!
\NDUK\V A.

I'KOIlOt K

late of Ilelnnmt.

the County of Waldo, deceased, by jjivinir bond
as the law directs; he therefore
requests all per
sons w ho arc indebted to said deceased’s estate to
make immediate payment, and those who have any
demand- thereon, to exhibit the same for settlement to him.
NATHAN I*. UK AN.
in

! HI subscriber hereby ^ives public notice to all
i.
concerned, that she has been duly appointed
and taken upon herself the trust of Vdministratrix
ol t lu* estate of
WYMAN

DK1NKW A I KK, late of I.incolnville,

in the County of Waldo, deceased, by ^ivin^r bond
as the law directs; she therefore requests all
per
sons win* arc indebted to said deceased’s estate to
make immediate payment, and those who have
any
demands thereon, to exhibit the same for settlement
to her.
KI TH DKINKWATEK.

